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PART I

BACH3RQUHD OF THE STOPS'



i amm OF THE STOUT

The ooal industry in this country is - and. always has been - very ranch

in the public eye* The production problems during two World wars* strikes

in 1920* 1921* and 1926* unemployment in the thirties* the Nationalisation

issue and recurring economic difficulties were all events causing a focussing

of attention on the industry* Certain of the problems have changed} for

instance the production problem has become one of over-production where for

many years it was under-production1. There are certain other problems,

however, which have remained unchanged throughout the history of the

industry - for instance the problems of high cost* and efficiency* Closely

related to these two problems, there has been a concern with the problem

of labour productivity; and behind this concern has been an idea, not

always concealed, that the miner is not pulling his weight - that his

productivity is lower than it ought to be. It was with the purpose of

throwing some light on the problem of labour productivity that 1 began this

study.

I graduated in July* 1958, front Edinburgh University with a B.Sc* degree

in Mining Engineering after a four-year course. in accordance with the

regulations for this degree I had obtained practical experience at a colliery

during the vacations. I worked at a colliery in the feest of Scotland for a

total time of almost a year* becoming very friendly with many of the men

during that time.

1. for many years the problem was under-production but one hundred years ago
the industry was evidently facing similar problems to those which confront
it today.

"To go on at full force* raising ooal with the prospect of a contracted
demand, seems to us very imprudent, for in the end, though wages should
be greatly reduced, much of the coal accumulated will be sold at a serious
loss. Wages must go down if trade becomes worse, but let not the trial
be made more severe than neoessary. 'Short time* would be to the
advantage of employers, and we are quite sure it would he more satisfactory
to the operatives, and, therefore we command the suggestion to the serious
consideration of those on whom rests the responsibility cf providing for
future and probable contingencies." (from the Colliery Guardian,
June 15th, 1861)
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One factor which helped in making friends was that several of my relatives

had worked or were working at this colliery and I benefited fro® the

favourable feelings which already existed towards my family. Although I

was a mining student, nd t erefcre a potential manager, the men did not

appear to regard me as a representative of management# They told me

numerous stories about their jobs and the "bad" managers and other officials

they had bad. Usually they concluded jokingly, 'You'll be just as bad when

you're a manager#"

It was as if I was being given a look at what went on underground,

before being shut out along with "them" • the management. This glimpse

I got of the feelings of these men, of the way they looked at their work,

and of the sort of grievances they voiced, aroused my interest in the human

problems involved in coalmining# Z began to feel that mining students were

being trained only to understand and solve technical problems in an industry

in which human problems are at least as important.

A short course on industrial organisation and industrial relations in

the final year of the degree course included a brief study of the Hawthorne

Experiments1 • This stimulated my interest and I felt I wanted to go more

deeply into the problems which were being raised# Eventually I decided to

do some research into Industrial Relations when my mining course was finished#

This was as close as I could get at that time to defining the problems I

wished to study# To become more familiar with the subject I spent a year

2 3
in classes and reading. Through Roethlisber and Dickson, V hyte , Roy and

others, I becataa interested in the problem of "a day's work" - and the question,

1 # See Roethlisberger end Dickson, "Management end the worker."

2# For instance; W.F. byte, "Human Relations in the Restaurant Industry."
and Money and Motivation" (with Roy, Dalton, and others.)

3# D# Roy, article, "Efficiency ana the Fix, American Journal of Sociology,
Vol. 60.



4
"i.hat is a fair day's work, '* Differing views on this latter question

seened to me to "be behind many of the arguments I had heard while working

underground.

It was these conflicting views on a day's work that I decided to study.

The literature 2 read sug ests that group forces sere particularly important

in determining a day's v/ork and for this i*eaaon I chose as title for my

thesis, "A itudy of Some of the Social Factors Influencing Labour Productivity

in CJoal-^aines, •

The next problem which had to be tackled was the research method to be

used in carrying out the study, I decided to use Participant Observation;

the reasons for this choice are discussed in the next section.

1, H. Behrend, article, "A Fair Bay's Work,"

3.



CHOICE OF liSTHOD

Choioc of Participant Observation

. any studies of productivity have used the statistical approach, and have

concerned themselves with the problem of measurement. In this connection,

productivity is generally considered as a ratio of output to input. For

instance, in a survey of recent work, Sasterfield says j

n •Productivity' nay be defined simply as the ratio of a measure of

output (of industry, plant, machine, etc.) to a measure of one or more of

the inputs (labour, raw materials, machine, tine, etc.) used to produce the

output." 1
■She corresponding measure for coal-minors is output per manshift; this

provides us with a ratio of the input of time to the output of coal. Shis

measure is often used in discussions of the productivity problem in coal-mines

and many pronouncements criticising low productivity in th mines are based on

this measure; so are comparisons between nines. However, output per manshift

must not be equated with effort applied, for effort and time are not the only

variables that affect output. Purely technical conditions, such as the

geological formation of the scan and the degree of mechanisation are, in ay

opinion, more important variables affecting output per manshift, provided

there is a reasonable level of willingness to work. In other words, output

per manshift depends to a considerable extent on technical variables, and this

makes it difficult to isolate the contribution of labour productivity to this
2

index.

1. T.K. Kasterfiold, "Productivit;, I oasure ent in Great Ijritain". p,5.

2. In criticisms of low productivity and of minors generally, idle time is
often regarded as an indication of mllingness to work. The evidence of
this study does not support this view. It suggests, rather, that idle
tine depends on technical factors in the job situation outwith the control
of the individual minor, and on union agreements on manpower. It proved
necessary to go more deeply into these aspects of the problem; for this,
see the chapters on •The Influence of Technical Conditions on Productivity1
and 'Task negotiation•,

4.



for this reason the statistical approach did not appear worthwhile}

nor did I seo any other way of tackling the problem of the productivity of

the individual minor quantititivaly.

I had a nurober of discussions of other possible research ethods for

studying labour productivity with various members of the University staff.

Weighing up the relative advantages and disadvantages of using questionnaires*

interviews or participant observation, several points emerged.

There wore two possible approaches. One was to formulate fairly precise

questions and hypotheses, and to test these by questionnaire or interview.

The other was to adopt a less structured method which would allow one to pick

up the expected as well as unexpected information. This would be tiie approach

used in unguided interviet© or participant observation.^
Since reeding Ulhyte's "liuman Relations in the Restaurant Industry", and

Roy's accounts of his work in a machine shop, 1 had myself become interested in

participant observation as a research method. This method of study appealed to

strongly on the basis of my past experience in coal nines. Members of the

Social Sciences Research Centre of the University said they thought participant

observation could provide detailed factual information not obtainable by other

means, and might give valuable insists into saao of the iwman problems of woife.

these in turn might lead to the formulation of hypotheses, which could bo

tested by more precise research methods such as tiie interview, later on.

The adoption of an unstructured method of research seemed particularly

appropriate because few studies of labour productivity in the nine© have hem

made to provide hypotheses or precise questions to be answered; this research

would be very touch in the nature of a pilot study. In a structured pilot

study there are two special dangers: one is to stress the similarities or

1. Compare 'Tainan Organ oation Research". Mans and Proiss ('Jde)j chapter on
"Participant Observation". Becker and Goer, p. 2&i.

2. Also Kbyte, "Street Corner society/-".



dissimilarities with industry aad import ideas or hypotheses from there which

may or aay not he applicable} the other is that toe researcher's ot»

preconceptions (especially if he has had past experience as a naive observer)

make him concentrate Iiis attention on certain factors to toe exclusion of other

important ones# Of course, there is always a danger of being influenced by

preconceived notions, but up to a point participant observation seems to

minimise this danger# It aims to record everything that happens, irrespective

of whether it appears important or unimportant to the observer. In other

words, all possible information is gathered} it is sifted for meaning and

relevance at a later stage#

Participant observation, however, is not without its disadvantages, as

became abundantly clear in this study# Perhaps one of the gravest drawbacks

is that it yields an unwieldy mass of information that is very difficult to

organise - the use of an unstructured method produces unstructured data#

I was in a unique position to do participant observation in coal sainee

since I had a method of entry denied to toe Social Sei entiat - I was a mining

student# As such I could get move or less instant access to a colliery;

I already had a working ksnowledge of conditions underground, and I had done

various periods of preliminary training. Uhis lost point is an illustration

of one of toe more practical barriers to toe Social scientist who wishes to do

participant observation. If he intends to study semi-skilled or skilled jobs

same preliminary training is almost always necessary. Ago can also be a

handicap - training schemes frequently have an upper age limit for acceptance#

toe sex of the researcher may also be a disadvantage - a woman may want

information about a job which only men do and vice versa#

6.



A further point raised in discussion was that participant observation is

a research method which has not been used to any groat extent in this country*
1 2

Lupton and Cuiudson and Baldmaai provide txx> of the very fw studies using

this metiiodj and, to ay knowledge* it has not been used in coal-ciinoo before

this present study* A consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of

participant observation in coal nines was therefore made a secondary purpose

of this present study#

Gaining Entry

Having decided on using participant observation, the next two problems

which had to be tackled jointly wore those of deciding how the flelduork time

should be allocated in terras of jobs and collieries, and of box? best to gain

entry to the coalface* It seemed desirable to 3tudy not one job, but all

operations involved in coal-getting, because coal-er ning involves a c/do of

operations where each operation is important for productivity - and any one

operation not completed can upset the whole cycle* Ibe plan therefore ires

to study the following five operations* coal-cutting, filling, brushing,
3

packing and conveyon-ehifting*• Another aueetioa \ms whether to get entry

to more than one colliery* It seemed advantageous to study at least two to

get sane measure of comparison.

The problem of entry really involved too things* permission to be there,

and permission to do research. As already pointed out, I was in a favourable

position to cot permission to be in the mine, for I xjos entitled to apply for

coalface training, a noons of ontiy not open to the Social Scientist in the

1. T. Lupton and S* Gunnison, article "Ifae Cash aexaard for an Hour's oik under
titrce Piecework Incentive schemes"* The Manchester Sciiool, September 1957.

2. W. Baldanus, "Incentives and v.ozfc analysis"* University of Birmin^iaja,
Studies in Bpooeaica and Society, iionograph Al, 1951*

3. A description of these five operatier® end their place in the Longuall cycle
of operations will bo found in Chapter IV 'I'oclmical Background'.



normal course of events* decision to do participant observation probably

minimised the problem of {jetting permission to do research; for it involves

less trouble to allow someone to train on the coalface than to interview on the face*

It is doubtful that with ray qualifications I would have got permission for inter¬

viewing# whereas 1 encountered surprisingly little difficulty in getting permission

for participant observation while being engaged - and paid «• officially as a srainee*

SO get permission# I approached the Industrial Relations Department at the

National Coal Board's headquarters in London, They raised no objections and

passed me on to the Staff Txnining Officer of the Scottish Division tiio took ae

♦under Ms wing** He sent no to the Area general Manager of the Area in wMch

I proposed to woric. He in turn gave Ms permission to carry out the research;

the details were worked out with the Area Staff Training Officer*

A meeting; with the Area Staff Training Officer dot:mined the final plan

for the fioltTiJork* I was given permission to go to two collieries# as a

trainee following toe mxwl coalface-draining routines* These routines involve

spending certain rxxriodc on each of the five coalface operations# as detailed in

Appendix A* He agreed that only one month need be spent on the first operation

done instead of three months ae required by toe Regulations*1 This was to

ensure the sane amount of tine oil each job. I could not have spent three months

on each operation and visited two collieries# as this would ave meant two and a

half years# which was more time than was available for the fiel&worie.

he Am Staff Training Officer arranged for me to woxfc at oollierles A ard
2

B. It woe when I arrived at colliery A 'that I met my first real obstacles to

the carrying out of ray plans aa described above. They arose from the question

of who was to know about toe research,

1. The minimum period wMch can be spent on one operation is one month - taonto
here is four weeks or 20 working days.

2. A brief description of these two collieries and colliery C is given in Chapter VI.

3.



it neeraod essential at the ixsgtaning of the study to maintain secrecy

about ey real purpose in carrying out face-training operation# st collieries

A aid B» so that the situations I observed, would be as normal as possible#

The Jirea General Manager agreed to this and I net the manager of colliery A# under

the impression that he was unaware of ray intentions. The manager did not tell

eg at our meeting that in fact he knew why I wanted to do coalface training at

iiis colliery. We talked for some time on general points audi as the size

of the colliery and its layout, without being able to decide anything specific.

The manager said ray first week could be spent travelling areas <& the colliery

and arranging ray training plan, with the colliery training officer.

It was obvious that the training ofiicor had not been told - for scene reason

unknown to n© - about say plan to do one month cm each of the five operations i

filling, cutting, brushing, packing and oonreytCTHshifting. He wanted m to

do three months on the first operation as required by the regulations. It

would have been impossible, without esplanatioaa which mi$it have Jeopardised
«

the research, to suggest to him that I aid only one month. He did sey,

however, that if I had already done coal-illliag training it would be easier

to give mo the remaining four opera .ions — there was a waiting-list for coal-

filling traizdng. My plan had to be revised 'on the spot* to one month on

four operations."''
A similar, but less serious, situation arose at colliery B with tine

training officer there. I had been at colliery A for five months, end at the

end of that time toe Area Staff Training Officer aranged for ne to spend a

similar length of tine at Colliery B. He also agreed to hold back ray training

records iron colliery A so that it would not be known at colliery B that I had

already done four of toe operations. Thus tliere would bo no awkward questions

about to© repetition. This time I know in advance toat too manager had been

1. I was able to do this because I had done filling training several years
previously? jjowever, I had hoped to repeat it as one of toe fivo
operations of the Langwall cycle.



inforastod about ay research, but unfortunately lie was detained elsewhere the day

we were supposed to meet and I saw the Training Officer instead* The latter

had his own ideas about where 1 should train and suggested putting me in different

districts of the nine for ouch operation, Froo a mining student's point of view

this would have been a good idea, as it would widen his exporiexiee? and since I

was ostensibly a mining student I had to agree - temporarily - to this suggestion,
l

Later I was able to modify the suggestion to partially suit on my own plan#

There two incidents I hove described show - in ono case even before the

study proper began * one of the disadvantages of the method of participant

observation, -hat you want to study as a participant observer nay have to be

adapted to what the people iganediately concerned will let you do. In other

words, however carefully plans cay be raade and entry negotiated with higher

authority, improvisation say be neceeaary when tiie actual entry takes place,

This is oxxe reason, then, why an account of participant observation in

operation is being given in too next section, before the observations.

The second reason has already been touched upon. Participant obo nation

yields an unjdaldy mass of information which is difficult to organise, end

some of the points discussed in toe noct section are best raade known before

presenting the observations made during too study.

i. A

1, I was able to carry out three of toe four operations in tlio sane district*

10,



III. PAffflCIPAIff OBS,:.RyAriOH ill OFrlR/fflQN

In their discussion of participant observation as a research method.

Decker and (Jeer see the participant observer as one who"*..gathers data

"by participating in the daily life of the croup or organisation tiiat he studies"'*'!
tiiis was how the role of observer was envisaged in this present study and hot? it

continued throughout the study.

Parts of fee original plan for the fioldwork hod to be charged as the

study progressed • one ouch change was described at the end of the last
p

section - and a variet of problems arose. Problems can arise at any

stage in research, and in this study tiioy arose before, during and after tiie

fieldwork.

those problems which arose both before a id during the fieldwoiic are

considered below under tlie respective headings - "Planning the Fieldwork"

and "Recording the Material". After fee fieldwork had been completed at

collieries A and B, two further problem arose which ore considered below

under fee respective headings - "Organising tlx© l-faterial" and "Gaps in tlie

Evidence".

Plannin? tlie Flelduoxk

In my initial planning of fee fieldwork I lisd hoped to observe fee five

operations which make up the Longwall cycle of operation®. Because of

difficulties with fee Colliery draining Officers when I arrived at the two

collieries, this was not possible and tlxc filling operation had to bo dropped

from the plan.

Hie Importance of this change is that fee discussion of tlie observations

is based on only four of fee five jobs of the Longwall cycle and is» in a way,

1. "Hnpan Organisation Resoarcn", p.269.
2. 'fee chancre referred to concerned the dropping of one of the five operations

from fee fieldwork plan.

U



incomplete. On the other hand* I had already done the job which had to be left

out and was able to drat; on memory for comparisons. The brushers, packers,

canvej^r-shifters and naehincmen I observed in the present study seemed in no

important way different from the fillers I had already worked with.

The need for a change of plan to meet unforeseen circumstances is an

example of one of the main disadvantages of participant observation as a

research method. The researcher is, in a sense, 'at tiie mere,y* of the people

he is studying. As has already been pointed out, in spite of careful negotiation

at a hitler authority level on a plan for the fioldwork, the observer can

find unexpected problems when the actual entry takes place. It is this

point at which lie becomes committed aid there can be no time for him to

withdraw from an awkward situation to rc-plan. That a change of plan was

possible in this study 3hows one of the advantages of the method. The

unstructured nature of participant observation allows a great deal of flexibility

in dealing with unforeseen situations. The researcher is able to centime tiie

research without losing the time which would be required for re-planning, or tiie

ground which has been gained in obtaining permission to do tiie research.*
Recording tiie Material

Throughout the fieldwork, a diary was kept, in which tiie events of each

day were recorded. At first it was thought this would be a simple process of

writing down everytiiing that happened during a shift when I returned home. It

was impossible to make notes during a shift because tiie nature of the jobs done

visa such that I was in continual contact with the men with whom I was working.

Memory had therefore to be relied upon in filling up the diary each day.

As the fieldwoik progressed, however, some difficulty woe experienced in

keeping the diary. This difficulty was a problem which could not bo ignofed

1. Gaining entry into industry is an important factor in social Science
research.

12.



because of the importance of the dtary to the whole study.

Two factors in the problem were time and energy. There was not a great

deal oi' spare tine in which to write up the diary when levelling tine to and

from the- Collieries ■was taken into account, and I - .as always fairly tired after

a liard shift underground. The fact that I knew the dialer was important did not

overcome ray tiredness tut rather produced a state of tension in which I began to

worry about leaving things out of the diary. Discussions with ny research

supervisor helped considerably, and althou$i tire problem of tiredness was never

overcome, the tension, was much reduced by ny being able to talk about it*

m order to preserve secrecy during the fieldworn,about ny real purpose

in carrying out the face-training operations# a cover story was adopted* Tie

cover story was basically true# and this made it very much easier to naintoin

than might have been possible with a contrived orplanation for my presence at

both collieries.

Very few of the men showed any interest in ne, or ay 'pact*, beyond

initial enquiries as to what I was doing. % reply to this was that I was a

mining" graduate doing practical work with a view to eventually the

examination for the Colliery Manager's Certificate.

A little difficulty was experienced with one shotflrer at colliery B# who

asked why I xms not in the Motional coal Board's Scheme of Directed Practical

Training# which was open to me as a graduate in mining engineering. I was

able# however, to pass this off by saying I might apply for training: under this

scheme when X finished my coalface-training.1
Orfgaisiay he faterial

In addition to keeping the diary, I tried for a time to organise the

material on a day-to-day basis. Classifying the observations under various

headings - such as Conversations# Safe y, Method of work# Training - was

envisaged as making the recording of events easier. The reverse proved to bo

1. Later# at colliery C I was in fact on this training scheme; see the
paragraph on "Gaps in the Evidence" {this chapter).



the case? I felt my objectivity was endangered by oven staple struc turing

of the observations# and classifying into topics had to be dropped almost

innodiately. In retrospect the fieldworis problems can be looked at in a more

detached way. The resistance which I built up to classifying the data into topics

mar/ be seen as a result of factors such as tiredness due to the heavy nafer© of

the fieldvwrfc, lade of spar© tine, and inexperience. Another factor which may be

important is tiie way m tdiich memory works. In other nerds does the concentration

involved in memorising events on a day-to-day basis# allow for simultaneous analysis

however simple?

The fact that I was unable to organise the material at the time of collection

created a problem later. I had a greet mass of unwieldy iafonaation in

chronological order and the question was that posed by Becker and Goer.1
":hat is the participant observer, wife his file of "rich" but unsystematic

data to do? He knows a good deal about the organisation he has studied# and he

has a great deal of confidence in many of fee conclusions he has dram. But how

does he present Ms conclusions and fee evidence do as to evoke in other scientists

the some confidence h© himself feels?"

Xn a book just published* Baldamus diecusses fee diffulties of formulating a

satisfactory framework for a theory of indue rial organisation. In fee course of

Ms arguments he asserts feat "...most investigations# hot'?evcr extesive and

elaborate* simply produce detailed repetitions of established facts. But tMs

is not altogether true# for now mid then there are unexpected results. These

accidental observations neither confim nor contradict preconceived notions# but

appear to assort themselves just because they are inexplicable in relation to

established assumptions. Bwugjh it is difficult to prove# it is at least feasible

1. "Hunan -rrunisation Research". p.2?0.

34.



that such observations form a potentially significant contribution towards a

more p netrating interpretation. They certainly cannot be ignored".*
The implications of these arguments for this discussion are threefold,

i nch of what participant observation uncovers may and will be, as Baldarons

puts it, "detailed repetitions of established facts" - the present study

strongly supports this view. But the evidence may also c ntain some of

these "unexpected" bits of information that do not fit in with the present

assumptions and preconceptions and ma. oven contradict them. For axaaple,

the evider.ee of the present study suggests that group factors are perhaps not as

strong - at least in coal nines • as the literature leads you. to believe.

'Bio "xi$vfc" level of effort for instance may com about as much by /habitually

working at that level, as by a conscio s response to a group pressure to

maintain that the group regards as the "right" level.

There may be other unexpected pieces of information which only the

experienced theoretician raay be able to pick out. This poses the problem

as to which parts of his information an observer should or should not include

in his eport; for ho may not be in a position to judge what information may or

may not pr ve important to the theoretician.

Viewed against this background then, the present study can be seen as an

atto ut to outline some of the problems of labour productivity rather than

roviding any solutions. The material has been organised to shot-; the points

which must be considered if attempts to increase productivity are 'to be made.

Gaps ia the Evidence
i

Mi important problem fp>r the participant obsorver is his inability to

control fee evidence which he is collecting# He can obtain a great mass of

evidence but if this evidence raises further questions be may not be able to

1. W. Beldam s, "fcfilcienc and it.fort"» p»8.
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attempt to answo~' those questions by his original method of study, Thus the

possibility? arises of there being caps in the evidence.

TMs was tiie case in this present study where at least two problems stood

out in connection with labour productivity. The first of these — namely,

what did the s porvlsor do with his time? - could not be tackled while I was

working with the mm on the face and iiad to remain with than throi^iout the shift.

The second problem — concerning task negotiation and its relationship with levels of

productivity — also could not bo tackled while I was on the coalface since

negotiation on tasks did not take place on the coalface at collieries A and 3.

These tiro problems appeared to be so important when the fiolclwork iiad been

completed and the evidence was being written up and analysed, that it was desirable

to attempt to obtain information on supervision and negotiation.

Tortanately in this case tiie opportunity presented itself when X be^n work

on tiie National Coal Board's scheme of Directed Practical Training at oollieiy C

in the East idlands Division.

She evidence obtained a t colliery C - over a period of sane nine months «•

together with such evidence as was available from collieries A aid B on these two

problems is discussed at the end of Bart II in the chapters oa "Supervision" and

"Task Negotiation".

Some evidence from colliery C lias also been included in tiie section on 'Tho

Influence of Technical conditions on Productivity" to widen the scope of this

section.

Introspection as Barb of tiie Method.

It is extremely difficult to be sure about attitudes in a study such as this.

Attitudes can only be inferred from behaviour observed and opinions expressed, or

from introspection. The latter can only be tentative because different people my,
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and oi'tm do# react differently! but as the cKample of one person as a case

study# it is worth mentioning them.*
By means of introspection during the fieldworic, I found that in many cases

ay feelings were similar to those of the nea with whom I was working. Por

instance I shared their annoyance at being held up, and not being able to leave

the colliery when i?e finished our work; and their annoyance with the deputy who

refused a wot-line.

By means of introspection# also# I was able to assess to setae extent ray

own involvement in the situatiors I was observing. As far as possible I

avoided any* involvoti^nt in arguments of any kind, several incidents are

doscrlhed later which show the kind of difficulties to which the participant

observer is exposed.^ The alternative method of carrying out participant

observation which is outlined at the end of this section would help in

handling these difficulties.

the Fieldwozk Ttoe at Collieries A and B

A fall description of the four operations done at collieries A end B is

given in Part II. It is necessary here to give some details of the length of

time during which observations were raade# for a ccmsideration of the importance

might 1x3 attached to# for instance, trie ttoo»table of starting-times, "rest"

times and finisliing-tiaes, and incidents such as the withdrawal of supports in

a manner contrary to the regulations.

She time spent on each job is in Table 1. The first colum of figures

gives the total time during which I was attached to the corresponding teanj

the second column gives the actual number of days spent with the team. The

difference is accounted for by holidays - official holidays or try own absences,

1. Compare W. Baldanue# ''Incentives and yosk Analysis". The aj thor makes use of
introspection, and points out some of the dangers involved.

2. See XIII hpecial Incidents - delating to Honey.
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TABLBIITimespentoneaohjob(indays)
Job

TotalTime

Daysspent withteam

Absences

Holidays

SpecialJobs

CollieryA. Brushing

30

28

1

X

1

•

f»s*Xtutting

30

25

1

-

4

Conveyor-Shifting
20

16

1

32

-

Packing

20

19

1

-

-

M.U*.££Br, Packing

20

18

4m

%

2

Brushing

20

18

2

mm

Conveyor-Shifting
25

23

-

23

-

Coalcutting

25

23

1

-

1

1. 2. 3.

AutumnHoliday. SewTearHoliday. SpringHoliday.



and special jobs whore I was taken atmy from the teara - for instance the Fall

Incident* The jobs are given in the table in the order in which they were

don© between September 1959 and. July I960* A five-day weak was then in

operation; thus thirty days represents sis weeks and similarly twenty days

represents four weeks*

On several of the jobs it proved possible to continue observation of the
2

previous job to a certain extent* Thus, as Colliery A it was possible to

observe fee coaleutting operation wiiile on brushing and vice versa; the same

we true of the conveyor shifting and packing operations* At Colliery B it was

possible to observe tlie brushing operation while on packing and vice versa.

The total fleldwozk tine at collieries A and B w tlurty-eight weeks, and

an additional six weeks were spent in a factory in Edinburgh to obtain s me

comparison between fee coalmining situation and the factory situation. The

factory job has not been described in any detail in Part II, but reference vail
5

be made to it from time to time.'

As can be seen free Appendix a, the minimum time that can be spent on one

of the above coalface training operations, is twenty days* A longer period was

tried initially but the extra time only confirmed the observations of the first

twenty days. The dinini.shing returns did not appear to justify fee extra time

and the later jobs were done in fee minimum twenty days* 'The last two jobs wore

extended only in order to finish fee fioldwoxte at the beginning of Colliery B's

annual two tjcgIcs holiday . This was a matter of convenience and of little

significance for the study* It did, however, give an opportunity to observe fee

light-hearted atmosphere of the lost few shifts before such a holiday*

T. See under XIl'l special Incidents*
2. This could be dono where fee two jobs were on the sane shift, in the same

section.

3* The job done in the factory was transporting materials to and from a
finishing department, in a team of four men*
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A hex.' i othod of nrtieipant Observation.

Scxao of the problems encountered during this study have been mentioned above -

the unexpected changes i*- plan, the difficulties of keeping a diary arid the

organisation of the material to best present the findings# Could those

problem have been avoided? The answer to this question would appear to be no#

once the method of participant observation had been decided upon# However# if the

points in my favour for carrying out participant observation in coal nines are

considered again another solution presents itself# A scientist with an

interest in the human problems of his subject as well as tire technical problems

may have a near© of access to carry out research denied to the social scientist#

But lie lacks the theoretical framework against which his research must be

considered# The experienced social scientist can provide this framework by

working i?ifh the scientist#

The scientist would function as the observer ©vthoring as Becker and (Jeer

pit it, "... data by participating in the daily life of the group or

organisation that he studios#"* lie would record all events, conversations etc#

which he witnessed and would report to tit* social scientist# The recording might

be done in the form of a diary, or by moans of a tape-recorder, which would

allow thoughts to be recorded faster than is possible by writing. 'The

reporting might be done every day# which I feel would be an advantage# or every

second day# and would be done orally# This reporting; would provide not only an

2
opportunity for obtaining information emitted from the diary but also for some

analysis during the fieldwoxk vttcli would help considerably in later organisation

of tiro material# The burden of anaysis vxrald be car tiro social scientist rather

1. See above, the opening sentence of this chapter#

2# Discussions with my reooareh supervisor and others during and after the
fielctiTork revealed a few points which had not boon recorded in the diary#
These points were sometimes importmt# but had been "lost" in my memory#
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than the scientist, or in other words on the neutral investigator rather than

the participant observer. The latter would benefit from, discussion on such

problems as the diary? and any tension produced by his personal involvement in

the situations he was studying might also be lessened by these discissions.

The relationship between the social scientist and scientist is envisaged as

being siailar to that of an employer councillor and an interviewee. Graduate

engineers would be mitable for the role of observer, 'but, dreading on the

field of the research, other typos of graduates might be employed. This

approach couM also be developed as a training method for research in the

social sciences.

A research method along the above lines would not be without its dangers.

There would be a possibility of personal differences arising between the

scientist and the social scientist? and none of the problems have not been

eliminated - for instance the need for sudden charges in plan. l<5y oxm view

however is that the method would hotter equip the observer for handling the

problems of participant observation and the social scientist would benefit by

obtaining detailed factual information. The contributions of each would be

complementary. The material could bo organised while it iron being collected

aid the results could be ready raore quickly. Any additional information

necessary might bo obtained earlier, making additional fieldwork time

unneoessaiy - the *productivity» of the research might be increased.1 The

social scientist, as a neutral observer, would be in a position to assess the

participant observer's involvement, and see, objectively, the things which

upset him in any way. The participant observer could be sensitised, by the
I. '*

social scientist, to watching for points he perhaps ignored or felt inclined

to brush aside as insignificant.

1. The social scientist might also watch for "gaps in the evidence" «*
see above.
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IV MLffijODS OF QOiilr-G^Tgm

Methods of coal-getting can be classified into two distinct types: .Pillar

and Stall working and Longwall working. Some forty years ago Pillar and Stall

working v.as the predominant method, but at the present uay, Longwall working

is try far the most widely used method. The change was not sudden and dramatic

but gradual j as the techniques of the Longwall method were improved, more and

more coal was produced by this method and less by Pillar and Stall working.

The most important features of Pillar and Stall working are as follows:

The first stage is to tunnel roadways - so-called Stalls - in the seam.

The roadways are driven at right angles to the main haulage road, and from

these, other roadways are driven parallel to the main haulage road. A pattern

of roadwayB as shown in Pig. 1 (see back cover) results.1 Small teams of

two or three man work in each roadway, doing all the necessary jobs themselves.

They out the coal - if a machine is being used - drill the shot-holes, blast

down the coal, load it for transport to the main haulage and put up any supports

to the roof which are required; they also advance their own haulage system and
2 2

do any packing or brushing required* The areas of coal left between the

roadv ays are the Pillars; and when the system of Stalls has been completed,

the teams extract the coal from the Pillars working back towards the main

haulage as shown in ''ho. 2n section of Pig. 1. The dimensions of the pillars

very according to the depth of the seam from the surface, and its thickness.

These are factors which have influenced the trend away from this method of

working, particularly the seem-thickness factor. It is simpler and cheaper

not to touch the roof above the seam, and if the seam is thick, this is

possible; also machinery can be used to better advantage if there is height

1. Sometimes the Stalls are driven at an angle to the main haulage road giving
a * diamond* pattern; the principle of the method remains the same however;
Stalls are first driven in the seam in a regular pattern, then the Pillars
are extracted.

2. The meaning of these terms will be explained more fully later; the point
at the moment is that the one team does all the necessary o erations.
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for working. In this oontry, fewer thiok seams have been available for

Pillar and. iitall working. Other factors such as the high cost of ventilation

have influenced the trend away from the method too. The high productivity

of the coal-mines of the United States is an indication of what can be done

with Pillar and .itall working, in more favourable conditions than obtain

in this country.

Contsuperary with Pillar and Stall working and becoming increasingly

important as thick seams were worked out, was Orthodox Longwall working.

Seme of the principles of this method are similar to Pillar and Stall -

small teams work in roadways similar to the Stalls but the coal is extracted,

as the roadways advance, on a wide front,

A roadway is first driven in the coalseaxn, from the main haulage road;

parallel to this roadway, another is driven in the seam, also from the main

haulage road. The distance between these two roadways - the 'main level*

end *top road* of Fig, 2(a) (see end dover) - is equal to the length of

coalface which is required when the driving of the initial roadways has been

completed. The length of the coalface is governed by previous experience of

working the particular seam and depends on the depth, thickness and dip of

the seem and the type of strate above the seam, When the main level and the
2

top road have been driven a short distance from the main haulage road, a

roadway is driven from the main level to the top road as shown in Fig, 2(b).

A nucber of small roadways are thai driven from this heading parallel to the

main level and top road# -mall teams of not more than three men work in

these small roadways and teams of four or five work in the bigger roadways.

The teams work with one man on each side of their roadway, shovelling coal to

the third man who fills it into a hutch and takes it to the haulage in the

1, Dip: angle of inclination to the horizontal of the seam,
2, The distance depends on factors similar to those governing the length of

face.
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heading. 1X1 the jobs required to produce the coal are done by the team, as

in Pillar and Dtall working. Fig. 2(c) shows the layout of Orthodox Longwall

working for lull production; this is obtained much more quickly than with

Pillar and Stall working. The layout shown, in Fig. 2(o) is called a Single-

unit and an exactly similar procedure as described above, on the opposite

side of the main level gives a Double-unit as shown in Fig. 2(d).

The Orthodox longwall method of working overcomes the disadvantage of

Pillar and Stall working in thin seams since it allows for the heightening

of roadways, and the handling of stone produced by the building of packs.

Other advantages of the method ore that coal is obtained more quickly,

ventilation can be made more economical, and strata control is made easier.

The development of conveyors some thirty years ago, onto wJsich coal

could be hand-filled cm the coalface, simplified the Orthodox Longwall method

of production. The intermediate roadways were no longer required and with

the development of machines which could undercut the whole length of the

coalface, the Orthodox Jcngwall method became the Modes longwall method of

working as used at the present day.

In Modern Longwall working, two roadways are first driven from the main

haulage road - the main level and top road - or, if a double-unit coalface

is required, three roadways are driven - a bottom road is added as in the

"Perth 1 Section" of Pig. 3 (see end cover). This would be the procedure

if the seotion was to be the first in a particular part of the colliery;

occasionally, a net. section is parallel to an existing section and the

top road of the existing section becomes the bottom road of the new section.

Thus it may be necessary to drive only one new road for a single-unit coalface

or two for a double-unit coalface. A pillar of coal is left unworked next

to the main haula e road to protect it from excessive roof pressure; and

the new coalface is driven from the roadways as shown in the "Development
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Section" in Fig. 3. When this has been completed and equipped with a conveyor,

supports and a coal-cutting maciiine, production can begin.

An advance is made into the coalseam along the entire length of the

Longtvall face and coal is extracted by means of a series of five operations

taking piece over a period of twenty-four hours. Teams of men each carry

out one of the five operations ana the haulage systems are manned by so-called

oncost workers. A team does the same operation at the same point in the

twenty-four hour period, every day. Thus the team which, in Pillar and Stall

working and Orthodox hangwall working, carried out all the necessary operations

to produce coal, has become, in Modem longwell working, a specialist team

carrying out one of a sequence of operations in a production cycle.

The Loagwall cycle of operations

The twenty-four hour day is divided into three periods - referred to as
•i

shifts - of seven and a half hours each. The half hour between the shifts

is allowed for "winding-time" - that is, to raise and lower men going on shift

or coming off shift. The starting-times of the three shifts vary between

different parts of the country but typical times would be as follows:

11.00 p.m. - 6.30 a.m. t Might shift

7.00 a.m. - 2,30 p.m. t Day shift
2

3,00 p.m. -10.30 p.m. : Backshift

The sequence of operations during this cyle of three shifts is almost

always the same (variations of a local nature do occur)} coal production is

mainly carried out on u&yahift but, in certain cases, can also be carried

out on backshift or nightshift. For convenience in the following description

of the five operations, dayshift will be taken as the production shift. Thus

1. Since this study was concluded the working shift has been reduced to
7 hours 15 minutes but this does not affect what follows, in principle.

2» Backshift is also called afternoonshift.



the preparatory shift vd.Il be nightshift, and the brushing shift will be

baokshift.1
The first shift in the Longwall cycle is the preparatory shift or cutting-

shift { one operation takes place on this shift. The entire length of the

coalface is cut by a coal-cutting machine operated by a team of two - sometimes

three men, formally the out is made on the pavement as shown in Pig. 4(a)

(see end cover) but may, according to local conditions, be made in the middle

of the seam or next to the roof. The purpose of this cut is to make the shots

fired by the following shift, more effective - it provides two free faces"

instead of one, towards which the force of the shot can be directed. Pig. 4(e)

shows a section across the coalface at the end of the preparatory shift - in

this case the nigbtshift. One man might be required to ensure the machine

track is clear for the passage of the coalcutter and another man might be

required to finish off the conveyor to ensure it is ready to start for the

following shift, the filling-Bhift. One deputy would be in charge of these

few men, with an overssaan in charge of several districts in the rainej depending

on the size of the colliery, only one ovarsman might be required on night-shift

to supervise the preparatoiy work and have the responsibility of ensuring each

Longwall coalface was ready for production on the next shift.

The second shift in the cycle is the filling-shift and again one operation

takes place on this shift j many more men are required however. Most collieries

produce most of their output of coal on day-shift j end all the functional

officials and most of the engineers, electricians, etc. work a dayshift. At

a colliery where sane coal is produced on backshiffc or nightshift, the officials

would be more 'spread out*.

The operation oarrieu out on the second shift, is the blowing down of

coal by means of explosives, the loading of this coal onto the face conveyor,

1* As an illustration of the variations which occur - at colliery 0. the
sequence was filling - cutting - brushing as compared with filling - brushing
cutting at collieries A. and 3.
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and the putting up of auports under the ii.ei.vly exposed roof* The fillers -

sometimes called colliers, or strippers «* are spaced out along the coalface,

each with a part of the coalface to work* The amount of coal to he worked by

each filler is the same - unless a concession is made for had roof, had

pavement, etc* * and a typical "stent", or task, would be 30 ft* in a 3 ft.

seam. Tig. 4(h) is a section across the coalface at the end of the dayshift

to show the new supports and the advance made*

During the third shift - in this case the backshift - the remaining three

operations are carried out* There are tliree main types of face-conveyor in

use on Longwall facess helt-conveyora, chain-conveyors and shaking-conveyors*

They are all in sections so that a team of conveyor-shxftera - three, four or

five men - can dismantle the entire conveyor and reassemble it in the new con¬

veyor track* dismantling the conveyor can he done very quickly and when it

has been completed the packers withdraw the supports in the old conveyor track

and build the packs* A pack consists of three walls of large stones from the

roof - car the coal seam if it contains a stone-band - and is filled in with

smaller stones j the wall nearest the conveyor serves as the fourth wall of

the next pack and so cm* In building the walls, the packers use flat stones

if possible and shovel smaller stones into any spaces as well as filling the

pack, using a shovel. The paok must be built solidly to the roof to take the

weight of the overlying strata away from the coalface* If no stone was

available for packing, the equivalent operation would be the withdrawal of the

supports (these are reused by the next filling-shift), allowing the roof to

collapse behind the coalface*

Through time, the overlying strata comes down to fill the space left by

the removal of the coal seam, whether packs have been built or not* tig* 5

(see end cover) stows this happening, well behind the coalface. The supports

on the coalface take the weight only of the immediate roof, for a time sufficient

to allow extraction of the coal during a cycle. The continual advancement of
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the coalface does not allow time for any great "weight to be applied to the ooal-

face itself, The advance per cycle of twenty-four hours and the other

dimensions of the coalface are determined by the depth of the seam, its dip

and the nature of its overlying strata; previous experience of working in the
1

same coal seam is also taken into account, When the coalface is stopped for

any length of time - for instance, a long holiday - extra supports are usually
2

required to prevent the closing of the entire face,

The third operation carried out on the backshift, and the fifth operation

of the oyole, is brushing - sometimes referred to as ripping,"* In this

operation, the roadways providing access to the coalface are heightened and

advanced as shown in Fig, 6 (see end cover), A portion of the roof is blown

down, in the shape of the roadsay; the debris is packed into the side of the

road and a girder put up by the team, A brushing team consists of three to

six men, depending on the size of the roadway,

lig, 4(c) shows the coalface at the end of the baokshift, ready for the

complete cycle to begin again with the nightshift.

More modern developments in the Longwall cycle of operations have come

about through the use of machines for filling coal and also simultaneously

cutting and filling. The mining industry is now entering on a period of

increased mechanisation with the aim of increased productivity. To make the

technical changes effective it would seem to be necessary to make them

acceptable; existing practices must be considered and it is for this reason

that the most widespread existing method of working - the modern Longwall

method - has been described in acane detail,

1, In the next chapter, the importance of technical conditions will be shown
in more detail with particular reference to the output-per-manshift obtained
from a district,

2, This does not apply to a coalface standing over a weekend,
3, At colliery G, the tern ripping was used. The term brushing would

appear to be peculiar to dcotland.
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In the last chapter, the operations involved in obtaining coal were

described and the important influence of technical conditions on -fee workings of

a nine was briefly mentioned. This chapter takes tiiis a stage furtlier and

discusses in some detail the influence of technical conditions - that is, both

geological conditions and the method of production a ,ployed - on productivity

at the coalface#

Technical conditions can affect productivity in two ways, at two different

points in time# Firstly, vixen a new district is being planned, conditions in

that part of the mine must be considered in laying dom the tasks to be carried

out# And, secondly, when a district is in full production, changing conditions

may prevent tasks frara being completed, necessitating extra work on succeeding

siiifts# Changing conditions may also nake the tasks easier - time the sane work

could be done by fewer men#

It might also be said tiiat technical conditions affect two different levels

of management and men# For senior officials of management and union arc

concerned with negotiating tasks arid manpower in a new district} tshilo the

deputy and the men at the coalface are concerned with day-to-day changes in

conditions which affect the tasks in existing district®#

he question of task negotiation is considered elsewhere,* and the for

aoocBt our concern is with the influence of technical conditions on productivity#

As the following discussion will show, this is the most important factor in
2

productivity# It should be said in passing that the need for reference to

other sections of this study underlines the difficulty of isola iag factors

affecting productivity# It is almost impossible to discuss any otic factor,

whether it is habitual nothods of work, supervision or task-negotiation, in

1# See the end of Part II, chapter XVI "Tad: negotiation"#
2# see above, p#4# This conclusion was anticipated in the introduction

to this study#



isolation.

'Technical conditions in a net? district

Since the study deals in the main with conventional hand-filling coalfaces

at collieries A. B and C» the following discussion will be confined, to this

method* "The principle can be applied to any Lowgwall face which is hand-filled.

Lot us suppose a new district is being opened out as a single-unit Longwall

face to be hand-filled on a three-shift cycle. The tasks to be carried out are

negotiated between the management and the union and these depesid on technical

conditions* since each side to the negjo iiation considers the conditions to

assessing the task. The manpower required for the working of the new district

will depend on the size of the district and tills in turn also depends on

technical conditions. Other factors are involved to negotiation b t they will

be disregarded for the moment for atoplici

The measure of productivity in coal-manes is outpit-per-nmisiiift. This

is calculated as follows a-

The saleable output obtained from a district can be obtained by weighing

the coal produced every cycle. fitoce sosse coal is lost in the waste behind the

face* and also from toe conveyor belts as it is carried to loading points, and

some stone from toe roof or pavement may find its way on to the conveyor# this

wei$it does not represent the actual coal produced by the labour on the face*

An alternative measure of toe coal produced nay be obtained, from the volume

of coal removed each twenty-four hour cycle*

Thus toe output from any district will be -

Volume of ooal re ovod - seam thickness x length of face
x advance per cycle*

1. In toe chapter on Task negotiation tiie point is nacle that it ia the
manpower which is negotiated, the tasks being decided by toe technical
conditions. This is discussed to some detail in Chapter XVI*



TMe can be converted to a tonnage by multiplying by the density of the

coal, thus *

Since the Ijeight of the seen and the advance are considered in tlje task and,

with tiie density, are reasonably constant, to can say -

To calculate the number of manshifts involved in producing this output per

cycle to must know the number of men employed on the face* these will fall into

two classes J those wiiooe number is dependent on the face length and those whose

maaber is not.

On a district to have the following classes of labour :

Output per cycle =» Height s length x advance x density.

Output per cycle = A«I»« tons where A - constant

and L » face length.

( *•) Oolliers — the number of colliers Is related to

the face length

(ii) Packers - the number of packers is related to

the face length

(iii) Holoborero - ''die number of holeborors is related

to the face length

(iv) Brushers # the number of bruehera is independent

of tiie face length and is fixed by the

number of roadways leading to the face (=$<^)
[ v) haeldaemon • the number of aaehlasBien is not directly

related to face length up to certain

limits (=&,)

(vi) Conveyor men *» the number of conveyor men is not

directly related to the face length

up to certain limits
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iSjus in ono cycle we have tlx© following number of men

Number of mm = Srushers + Maehinaaen + Conveyor men + Colliers +

Packers + Holoborers*

Where etc* « constants dependent on the negotiated task

and L =* face length#

This can be simplified to give the manshifts noticed in ono cycle# thus -

I ansl'df ts =* II -b B#I where B = ~ + -7 » constant
1^2 1

K => IL ■¥ JL + H, » constant, up to certain* * 5 limits#

iSms the output per manshift in the district will be -

a.ra,
JUL

H + B.L

In this equation# A# 8 and B are constants dependin cm the negotiated tasks

and manpower# since both the tasks and the face length depend on technical

conditions it follows that productivity also depends on technical conditions*

Once the tasks and the face length liave been fixed# the productivity is also

fixed#

In passing* it should be pointed out that this formla can be used to

calculate the number of men for a given faoe length and productivity# That is,

by considering the toclmical factors as given# and the productivity to be

governed by economic considerations and required to be some value: say X# then

mo have t~

Manshifts per cycle * ?°r ^/cle (t)nananxrw per ejexe - ReqojLred productivity (X)

3ms we could calculate the penning of the faco to natal it profitable and this

might be used in task negotiation. In practice# the calculation would be more

complex than Indicated here because the manpower required affects the coots per
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tern which influence the required productivity. And on a colliery basis, the

productivity would be the overall productivity taking account of haulage uorriecrs

etc., and not simply the face productivity.

In ccnparing different collieries then, if the teaks are comparable then

face length is a critical factor in differences in productivity.

'raking a hypothetical example, we can calculate th® effect of different

face lengths an the productivity as follows s-

bc «U1 assume the following tasks have been negotiated for a Benin thickness

of 3 feet, and advance of 3 feet per cycle and a density of 30 cubic feet per ton.

Fhose figures arc based on actual figures from colliery C.

( i) Colliers * 1 man per 10 yards of face.

(ii) Packers • 1 man per peck} 1 pack per 10 yards,

(iii) Koloborera «• 1 man per 100 yards of face.

(iv) Bmshors - 10 men for two roadways.

( liachinccten * 3 men per machine, 1 machine up to 500 yards,

(vi) conveyor men - 3 mm up to 500 yards of face.

(1) Face length* 100 .yards

Sie output from this face length would be :

Output ijct cycle =* '**' ^ * tons

= 150 tons

fhe mansliifte would be distributed thus t

Day olaft Afternoon shift bight. sl'iift

Colliers 10 Packers 10 iSachteenea 3
holoborera 1 Browsers 10

Convqyoyoen 5I'wiwn ** —mm mm

21 & 2

thus, manshifts per cycle = 57.

Therefore, output per manshift =» otrto.

« m.i cvrts.
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(2) Ftece length! 200 .aids

The output from this face length would bo t

Output per cycle m i^L3L|JLJJL2. tone
» 300 tons.

The manshifts would be distributed thus t

Da- Bhift Afternoon shift Kip-fit shift

Colliers 20 packers 20 MacMneracaa 3
Koleborors 2 Bzushors 10

CQnvoyor-taen 3
"~22 33 3

Thus# manshifts per cycle = 3Q

Therefore# output per manshift a 300 % 20 cuts.
m

a 103.4 ctrts.

(3) Face length t 300 yards.

The output fron this face length would be i-

Output per cycle « ^■'• •" ^ * ■"*' torn

as 450 tons.

The manshifts would be distributed thus s~

Day shift Afternoon olsift h'irht shift

Colliers 30 Packers 30 Ilachiioeracai 3
iioloborers 3 Brusiicrs 10

Convoyojxien _Jji
S 41 1

Thus, manshifts per cycle =» 79.

Therefore# output per manshift » cuts.

» aaa cwts.

These figures give theoretical maartmmn values for different face lengths,

worked under colliery C conditions. They suggest a general principlei as the

face length is increase # the productivity of a district is increased, since
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certain of the tastes do not require increased manpower. do the proportion of

the 'fixed* manpower decreases in relation to fee proportion of the 'variable'

manpower the rain in productivity decreases ad he graph on the following page shot®.

•This face length* which is determined by the technical conditions, is a nost

important factor in productivity. In comparing two areas where the conditions are

such that different face lengths can be worked, tto would expect the productivity of

fee area with the longer face lengths to be higher, provided the tasks are

comparable.

Furthermore, tiiero geolgicai conditions are such feat shorter face lengths

must bo worked it is also very probable that a greater manpower will be required on

the packing operation due to bad roof conditions. That is, althou^i fee task for
0 f ■ • ' *■

each packer might be fee same, one distric t may require more packers than another

with better conditions. For instance, tho value® in the above examples gave an

outpit-peiMaansIiift of 103*4 cute, for a face length of 200 yards, Khereas at ono

colliery it may be possible to work longer faces than this it may be necessary to limit

the face to this length because of the proscnee of adjoining districts. Another

colliery may, because of technical conditions, have a face length of 200 yards as
'• *

its maximum and require twice fee number of packers, although the individual

tasks are tire sane. Thus the output-peiMaanslJift at tliis second colliery would

be 76.9 ewts. compared wife 103.4 cwts.

Thus we would expect productivity to bo higher in an area wife favourable

condilions, since fewer men would be required on Jobs ouch as packing which did

not produce coal tut wore necessary for fee cycle of operations.

The tasks at fee fere© collieries in this study i;ere comparable but fee

total amount of work varied because of tlie different technical conditions, be

find feerefore that although t c face lengths at collieries A and B were both

of the order of 100 yards, coHiory A required jaore packers per face due to fee

conditions, givia a lower face productivity. The lengfe of tiie handMCilllng

faces at colliery C was of the order of 250 yards, giving a higher face productivity
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than both collieries A and B*

The economies of size detailed above can be extended to a consideration of

a colliery as a unit comprising several districts# Depending on tire layout of

the colliery, the number of men behind tine face is not necessarily increased.

for an increased output* Thus a large colliery car: have a greater productivity

than a small one, without any increase in tasks* Again this would appear to be

the case at collieries A* B and C* Colliery C obtained the benefits of increased

size*

Various factors govern the size of a colliery* Technical conditions are an

important factor in planning a new colliery. And in an existing colliery it is

not always possible to increase the output without changes in method which can be

extremely expensive? for example installing new winding gear can cost upwards of

one million pounds*

Technical conditions in an existing district*

So far in this section wo liav© been considering the effect of technical

conditions at a particular point of tiiae* It has been denonstrated that once

tasks have been determined for die given method of production with regard to the

conditions, thai the face length which can be worked is an important factor in

productivity. To all intents and purposes the tasks arc constant and the faoe

length is the only variable. Once a district is in full production the position

is reversed and the second effect of technical conditions may be felt. Ihe tasks

become a variable liable to b© affected by day-to-day changes in conditions, wirile

the face length is constant*

If conditions on the coal face change and became noro favourable tiian when

tlie tasks vers originally determined, then the max are able to cany out their

tasks in leas than the available time. Since it may not be the practice to

red ce the manpower under these conditions on a day-to-day basis, tlie effect of

favourable oonflltiona will only be felt if tasks are renegotiated*



Coder the method of negotiation at colliery C it was possible to redeploy

the manpower under more favourable conditions. This difference between collieries

A aid B and colliery c is discussed in some detail in chapter XVI.

If conditions on the coalface deteriorate, liowever, extra manpower nay be

required to complete for instance the filling on day shift or the packing on

afternoon shift, to allow the succeeding shifts to carry out their tasks. Qua

extra manpower will not produce any more coal but will reduce the output-per-

oansiiift. IJhe costs per ton will be increaaed since the extra manpower mat be

paid separately from the contract workers.

If we illustrate this using the example of the district with a face length

of 100 yards (see example 1 page ) we have the following #-

Suppose that conditions are such that three loss colliers wore required and

three less packers. Then the output-por-s ;ansfoft would become 96.7 cuts. If

the men were actually removed from the face, an increase of 19.2 per cent. If

in practice tii© are not removed the productivity remains the same at 01.1 carta.

Suppose that conditions deteriorate and three more men are required cm

dayshift and afternoon shift, the output-^erMamisldft becomes 69.0 cuts. - a

decrease of 13.9 per cent.

Taking the example of the district with a face length of 300 yards to have

the following

If the same favourable conditions prevail as in the above example, the

output-per- njishift would become 123.1 cwts, if tiie manpower is reduced * an

increase of 8.1.per cent. It remains at llg. 9 cwta. if the manpower is not

reduced.

If tiiero is the same deterioration in face conditions the output-per-danshift

becomes 105.9 cwts. - a decrease of 7.0 per cent.

Relating the principle behind these figures to collieries A, B and C, tisn

the same change in conditions lias a {jroater effect at collieries A and B both in

tire potential increase in productivity and the actual decrease.



In a cenorai comparison between. the Scottish Division and the Bast Iaid lands

Division, it would bo true to say that conditions vary more from day-to-day in

Scotland; and are such that shorter faces oast be worked in new districts#

This, I would suggest accounts very largely for the higher productivity in

the Bast Midlands and colliery C coopered with the Scottish Division and

collieries A and B.

In other words, without any increases in tasks or in effort* without any

decreases in ma-working time, and without act- changes in the habitual methods of

work, productivity could be higher at collieries A and B if technxcal conditions

were more favourable. Productivity is lower at collieries a and B because

technical conditions are leas favourable arid not necessarily because the

Scottish miner works less hard than the Seat Midlands miner.

If increases arc to be made in productivity then, particularly at collieries

such as A and B, soas attempt to improve the teclnical conditions would appear

to be the desirable course of action. Geological conditions cannot be varied

at will, therefore aorc flexible production method® are ro wired, and more

flexible deployment of manpower.

Vlth regard to the first point, there has been an increase in mechanised

mining in recent years which has increased productivity for the following

reasons» By mechanically loading the coal from the face on to the convey r,

.and simultaneously advancing the supports, production can be maintained over

one, two or throe shifts in a twenty-four hour period. A hand filled face

can only produce on one shift in a cycle of three shifts. Fewer men are

required on a mechanised face since the only operate the controls of the

machine and advance the supports. A fired task is not required since

rsehanisod mining allows for cantfcsuous use of the machine throughout the

sliift. '2here is a axlmuia output, governed by the speed of the machine and

payment can be made either on a "nam" basis or on a dey-wago. 'Bho "norm"

system is the one acoepted in the Bast Midlands while the other is accepted in



Scotland* It vill be suggested in the chapter on task negotiation*that the
difference in attitude tills reveals is an important factor in task negotiation

and hence on productivity when comparing the two divisions. j&though present

tasks are very similar, those on mechanised faces are not. The payment system

adopted in Scotland renins the characteristics of present methods of payment

and thus the pocential increase in productivity by a change of production method

is not fully realised. Geological conditions, however, are ouch as to restrict

to a groat esstent the full application of present methods of mechanised mining

in Scotland. .here would, therefore, appear to be a need for greater

flexibility in manpower deployment in Scotland- nhich is in contrast to the

present position discussed at acne length in chapter XVI.

1. Seo Chapter X?I# '"Task h'aotiation".
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VI. BRIEF DESORlgEIOH OF ggg THREE OQLiXgilES IN Xrid agUDT.
The research which tarns the basis of this thesis was carried out at

three collieries as explained in Part I* The collieries are called simply

A#B® and C. in the text which follows.

Collieries A. and &• belong to a Group of five collieries in an Area

of the Scottish Division of the National Goal Board. Several Groups make

up this Area, and it is generally regarded as having good long-term

prospects. This is in contrast to some other Scottish ,.rea3 which are

nearing the exhaustion of their1 workable coal seams. In terms of output,,

numbers of men, geological conditions and methods of working, the collieries

can be considered as representative of collieries to be found in many other

parts of the Scottish coalfields.

Colliery 0. belongs to a group of three in an Area of the wast Midlands

Division. This Area has several oollieries - including colliery 0.- which

produce over one million tons of saleable coal per annum. As the table in

Appendix B. slows this means that in terms of output, colliery 0. is some

four times larger than either colliery A. or colliery B.

The output-per-manshift at colliery G. was, in 1959 and I960, scams

fifty per ce t higher than at colliery A. and thirty-three per cent higher

than at colliery B. Abo t sixty per cent of colliery G*s output was

produced by conventional LongeaU hand-filling coalfaces. The rest was

produced by mechanised mining methods using Trepanner and Bfaeorer machines.

Virtually the entire output at both collieries A, and B. was produced by

hand-filling coalfaces.

The manpower at colliery A. was 980 men compared with 1,000 men at

colliery B« and 2,300 men at colliery 0.

t. In the Soottish Division's Five Year Review, 1962-1966, both co lierles
A* and B. are placed in class A. - "The pits under this heading are
those where reserves are quite adequate to last over the five year
period and where generally there is potential to enable economic work¬
ing to be pursued.*
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•Firedamp* • methane gas - was unknown at collieries &, and B* and

they were 'naked-light* mines as opposed to • safety-lamp* mines of which

colliery 0* was an example. Certain regulations ccnce uing the use of

explosives end electricity, which apply to the latter type of mine, did not

apply to collieries A, ana B« and smoking, which is prohibited in * safety-

lamp' mines, was allowed#2 The 0smoking-time" mentioned later in the time¬

table for the job would not be found in a comparable time-table in •safety-

lamp' mines, but evidence from ny previous experience suggests that some

such rest pause would still occur* An expression ocuuian to both types of

colliery is, "We'll have a smoke", meaning, "We'll have a rest", said at

some time during the shift other than piece-time* With regard to smoking

and also, for instance, the firing of shots, the differences between

Collieries A# and B. and 'safety-lamp' mines such as Colliery C, would

seem to be of detail rather than principle.

Colliery A* worked three separate seams; two from a shaft - the Pit -

and one from the Mine. The two seams worked in the pit each had one

underground district? one being a double-unit Longsall tmJ*" in which the

operations described in this study were carried out, and the other, a single-

unit Longwall face* The Mine had three districts each with a single-unit

Long.,all face. All the coal production took place on the dayahift in both

the Pit and the Mine, but they were virtually separate units with their own

haulage systems and their own complement of men* The Pit and the Mine were

connected only to provide a means of escape from one to the other, and for

ventilation purposes. Since Blacfc&amp - air deficient in oxygen - was

1, Methane gas (CH4) is evolved from the decay of buried vegetation, and
is produced by the same chemical processes as those which formed coal.
In shallow seams it usually escapes to the surface but, in deeper
seams remains trapped until released by mining operations*

2* Colliery A, has become a *safetyt*lanip' mine since this study was
c ncludecU

3* The term "district" applies to a coalface and the as ociated roadways*
4* Ths Modern Longwall system as described under IV, "Technical Background."
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present in large quantities in old v.orkings in Colliery A, ventilation was
effected by means of a forcing fan to keep the Blackdamp in the old workings

v/here it was harmless* She sequence of operations was largely the same as

that described under Technical Background* She coalfaces were out and

prepared on the nightshift, the coal was hand-filled into conveyors on the

day-shift, and brushing s packing and conveyor shifting were carried out on

the backshift.

Colliery B* was similar to Colliery A, in working several seams from

two mines - No.l and ho.2 - which were separate units with their own haulage

systems and their own complement of men* Unlike Colliery A. the ventilation

systems of the two mines were separate* Ho.l mine consisted of two mines

driven in parallel, one being the main haulage road, the other being the

i:ian-riding haulage roadj the coal haulage road served as the intake airway,

and the man-riding haulage road served as the return airway. No. 2 mine had

a similar layout of two parallel mines j and the two return airways were

corr ected at the surface to an exhausting fan which thus serveu both i-lo.l

and No.2* Two districts each a sin le-unlt Longwall face, worked the same

seam in No.l mine - it was in erne of these that three of the four operations

carried out at Colliery A, were repeated. No. 2 mine worked three seams, and

one of these seams contained one district - a double-unit Lengwall face - in

which the fourth op ration was repeated. A large proportion of Colliery 3's

coal production took place on the dayshift, but one district produced on the

backshift and one on night shift in No. 2 mine since it could not handle all

the coal produced by all the coal-faces, on one shift. One of the coalfaces

in Colliery B. had a mechanical loader to fill the coal on to the face-

conveyors on t ie production shift but otherwise the sequence of operations

was the same as at Colliery A. and as described under Technical Background. ^
1. The principles of t ie five operations of the Longwall cycle have already

been given under this heading. The details of the four operations as
done at Collieries A. and B. are given in the next section.



Colliery C* had. two shafts in both of which coal was wound* The entire

output of about 5*000 tons of saleable coal per day was obtained from one

seam# Whereas all the workings at Collieries A* and B« extended in only on©

direction, because of the dip of the seams, those at Colliery C* extended in

all directions from the pit-bottom* Coal was conveyed entirely by conveyors

to the pit-bottom and loaded into mine cars for transport in the cages to the

surface*

The furthest inbye coalface at Colliery A* was about 1 mile from the

pit-bottom; at Colliery B, the furthest coalface was about 2 miles* At

Colliery 0* the furthest coalface was about 4 miles requiring one and a half

hours walking - there was a locomotive haulage for transporting the men inbye

to their districts*

The three districts in which the study was carried out at Collieries

A* and B, differed in respect of distance which had to be walked to reach them*

At Colliery A* the coalface on which the four operations of brushing, cutting,

picking, and conveyor-shifting were first -done, was some twenty minutes

walking from the bottom of the shaft* At Colliery B* in the district in

No*l mine in which packing, brushing and cutting were done, twenty to thirty

minutes walking wis necessary after a ten minute run in the man-riding

haulage* To reach the other coalface in No* 2 mine, in which the conveyor-

shifting peration was done, a fifteen minute walk was necessary after a

five minute run in the men-riding haulage*

Three charts showing the management structure of the three collieries A,

B, and 0* are given cm the next thr e pages*

The three charts are very similar, and with differences in detail -

for instance the number of oversmen and deputies - could be applied to

almost any colliery in any Area'of the National Goal uoard*
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VII. DhsuKJgJKK OF im ot iUiTims cmmviup AT xuma^ &. WB B.1
Coalcutting.

The coalcuttxng team to which I was attached at Colliery A. consisted

of two men:

2
dtan who was the leading man - the ©an in charge j

and doe, who was also an experienced machxneman" and had

worked with Stan for ten years in various sections of

Colliery A.

A3 leading man, Stan operated the controls of the machine while it was

Gutting j he was the "front-end man". doe's part of the task was to place

the supports, or gibs (see Fig«A( a) end cover) under the cut coal where

necessary, and to set the haulage trees by means of which the machine

pulled its way along the coal-face j he was the "back-end man".

The Colliery B. ooalcutting team consisted of three men:

Charlie, who was the leading man}

Alex, who locked after the cable and set the haulages as doe did;

and Bob, who put the gibs under the out coal,

whereas Stan and doe operated the controls of their machine, doe

occasionally taking over at piece-tame so the machine did not have to be

stopped, Charlie operated the controls of his machine and piece-time was

taken when the task was finished.

Both teams used the same type of coalcutting machine, an Anderson

Boyes 15 In| they both said this was one of the best machines with which

1. The operations are given in the order in which they take place in the
Longwall cycle of operations; the order in which they were carried
out during the study is given in chapter III under "The Fieldwork Time"

2. Detailed organisational charts are given in Figs. 7 and 8 in Appendix D,
to show the relative positions of the men mentioned in the text. The
names given to the me;., in the text, are fictitious.

3. Machinman: man engaged on the coalcutting operation.
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they had worked. At one time, at both collieries* it had. been necessary

to have a man shovelling away the fine coal • or 'gum* - produced by the

cutting action of the chain of the machine, to prevent the gum from being

carried back under the cut by the chain as it revolved. The extra man

was no longer required since a device was attached to both machines,1 to

take his place. At Colliery B. a machine team had always been agreed as

being three men, to include the extra man for shovelling} he was now no

2
longer required but the team remained at three men, whereas at Colliery A.

it was reduced to two.

The task done by the two teams differed. The Colliery A. team was

required to out a double-unit face with a total length of 700 ft, the seam

being 30-36 ins. high. The pavement of this seam was very soft blae which

bectiae almost a mud due to water falling from the roof. To provide a more

solid base for the face supports, and a better rjavement for the fillers to

shovel on, the machinemen out in the blae beneath the coal rather than in

the coal itself which would be the normal procedure. This 'cutting in the

pavement' took longer than cutting in coal and on many shifts the machinemen
5

worked overtime to finish their task.

The Colliery B. machine team had a task of about 400 ft. of coalface to

out in a single-unit. The pavement was hard and they were able to out in

the coal. The team said the conditions were almost perfect for cutting;

it made up for seme of the "bad" sections in which they had worked.

To allow the machine to travel freely along the machine track, it is

normally necessary to have the track cleared of loose coal which falls from

the face, and any coal on the face which restricts the width of the track,

1. This device - a 'gummer* - is available on most machines at the present
day,

2. See Chapter XXII, under- The l.xbra Man incident for an example of
disagreement over the status of the "third man".

3. This is discussed more fully in the next chapter, VIII The Allocation
of Time.
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removed by means of a pick* At both collieries, this job was done by

'trackers", who were not part of the machine team and were paid

independently* The Colliery A* maohineanen, Stan and Joe, had three
•j

trackers to clean the face in front of the machine. They got on well

Kith the trackers » there was the usual swearing backwards and forwards
2

which seemed to help in doing the job* The Co3,llegy 3* machinemen had

only one tracker during the period of observation, Bob helped the

tracker most of the shift and the tee® received extra payment for this*

Horcially, the tee® said, one tracker was able to clean the track without

any help*

In ay view, the Colliery B, team had a very much easier task, at

the time when this study was being done, than the Colliery A, team* Care

must be taken in comparing tasks, however, since as the Longerall face

advances, conditions can change to a considerable degree in a short time*

Method of boric*

It is convenient to describe the method of work of both teems

together, since this was very similarj differences in method will be

pointed out as they occur*

On entering the coal-face, the first job was to plug in the trailing

cable providing current for the machine's electric motor. At Colliery A,

the team first coiled the cable in the main level and then pulled it, with

the help of the trackers, to the machine in the top or bottom corner* The

cable was thereafter trailed behind the machine while it was cutting* At

Colliery B, a cable was plugged into the machine, in the corner,^ trailed

1, See Fig.7, and cover.

2* Ccap&re Chapter XI caution is necessary when discussing the effect
of interpersonal relations on the carrying out of the task*

3* See Fig.8, end cover.

4* The "comers" are those parts of the coalface next to the top or bottom
roads j hence, "top comer" and 'bottom corner"*
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a short distance along the face behind the machine and then another cable

already on the face was plugged into the machine; it was Alexis job to pull

this cable away from the front of the machine as it advanced along the face.

when the cable had been plugged into the machine in the corner, the

motor was switched on, to check if the current was 'in the cable1. At both

collieries, as at most, the cables ran from switch-boxes in the main level or

end. roads. While the cables were being handled, these switches should have

been in the *off' position; but both teams handled the cobles 'live* to save

them going back to the box to switch on the current. At Colliery A, the

switch-box had a habit of sticking on * two-phases*. The electrical supply

to the machine was three-phase with three contacts in the switch-box. One

of these regularly failed to operate and a hammer was used to hit the box, to

release the contact.1 The deputy said he was *fed-up* sending for electric¬

ians to mend the contacts - even when they came they never seemed to be able

to do anything.

The next step was to tuna the machine ready for cutting. Both teams

cut the face in opposite directions on successive nights - thus one night

they started cutting from the top corner, the next night from the bottom

corner. Vihen they finished cutting, they left the machine, and it

required to be turned at the beginning of each shift to cut in the opposite

direction. The Colliery A. team always had to do this themselves; but the

Colliery B. team sometimes hud their machine turned for them on the bayshift.

In turring the machine, supports were shifted - using a hammer to withdraw

them - and not always re-set. A support was set at an angle to the roof
2

and the machine rope fixed to the bottom so that when the machine was

switched on, it pulled itself round to face in the new direction.

1. The box was quite worn in one spot through being hit; an old broken
hantaer was kept specially for the purpose of hitting the box.

2. The rope is coiled on a drum in the front end of the machine; this
rope is led up the face, anchored by the haulage tree and when the
machine is cutting, the drum^fw^yres pulling the machine along the
face.



la both teams, very little conversation was exchanged while turning the

machine j each member of the team seemed to know exactly what to do in any

situation#

After the machine had been turned, the picks on the cutting chain

were turned# This was done by Stan and Joe, and Charlie and Alex, it was

necessary since the chain turned, in the opposite direction on successive

nights. This ?.as usually the time when some conversation took place;

during the actual operation of cutting the noise of the machine mode

conversation iiapossible except at some distance from it# Both teams

jibbed-in in the same way as follows i While the front-end man operated

the controls, the jib was swung into the coalface with the cutting-chain

revolving* As the jib cut its way into the coal, the bock-end man

shovelled avay the fine coal thrown out by the chain. On both jobs, the

back-end man lost his shovel at least once; it was pulled under the cut

with tremendous force by the chain.1
After jibibing-in, the body of the machine lay parallel to the coal¬

face, with the jib at a right-angle to the machine, under the coal.

Gutting v/as carried out in a series of steps - "haulages" - along the face.

At both collieries the procedure was the same; the rope was run out from

the machine, anchored by the haulage tree, and the machine pulled Itself
2

to the haulage tree, cutting as it travelled. The Colliery A. team took

about seven haulages normally to reach the other end of the face; and the

Colliery B. team took five. ^

1. See Section X, under "Jxbbing-iir' - this practice i > contrary to the
safety rules.

2. The machines used by both teams travelled at hk ft. per minute at
their fastest.

3. This was only because the faces were different lengths.



when the end of the face was reached "both teams disconnected their

machines from the electrical supply, and left the face.

During the time the machine was cutting, very little work was done

by any member of the teams. The machine-operator was constantly adjusting

the speed of his machine along the coal face, clearing small pieces of coal

away from the machine and keeping his eye on the aoalface to make since no

coal fell on top of himself of the machine. Both teams told stories of

operators killed or injured when falling coal trapped them against the

machine which then crushed than against supports before it could he switched

off.

The remaining members of the teams sat and smoked, helped the trackers

and kept an eye on the operator in case of trouble such as has been mentioned

above. A machine when cutting is not unlike a long-distance bus; the

driver works continuously, at times harder than others as difficulties are

encountered, and the conductor has little to do once the fares have been

collected.

Both Stan and Charlie told me that cutting was an extremely skilled job

requiring many years of experience. For instance, the placing of the pioks

in the pick-boxes on the cutting-ohain, v/as critical in obtaining a good

level cut. Experience was necessary* to know how to place the picks t if

the coal was hard, it tended to force the jib into the pavement - by making

the picks on the top of the chain longer than those on the bottom, and

putting blunt picks in the bottom on occasions, the jib could be made to

rise into the coal. If the coal was soft, the machinemen said, the

reverse procedure kept the jib from rising. During cutting, if the

machine started to rise of its am. accord as it often did, both Stan and

Charlie were able to level it again as it travelled, by placing pieces of

wood under the machine in different places. Watching the machine

advancing along the coalface, it was difficult to believe - until I tried
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it for myself under Charlie's guidance - that it could, be handled so

delicately.

It is generally recognised in the mining industry that ooalcutting

is the most skilled task. A good machine can make the best of the

pavement, make the coal easier to obtain, and help roof control. Production

depends on the machine team and both the teams at Collieries A. and B.

certainly knew this. They aw/ themselves as in a higher status position

than any other type of worker - including the fillers who actually produce

the coal,1
The job is also potentially a very dangerous one. during cutting

the tright of the strata, above the seam, shifts on to the solid coal in

advance of the coalface - the pressure aroh (Jig,5, .Appendix D) moves

forward. Supports are subject to sudden changes in load, and there is a

danger of falls of roof.

1. Each team on each operation seemed to regard themselves as at least
the equal of any other team.
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Brushing**

The brisking team to which I w#a attached for trailing at Colliery A,

consisted of three itienj

■j
Bob, who was the leading roan?

Ken, who was somewhat older than his mates, and was

none too bright

and Tom, who was a keen follower of race-horses and was

occasionally a bookie1 s-runner*

Although Bob was the leading man, Tom made most of the decisions about

the task and Bob and Ken followed his advice* Each member of the teem shared

in the earxying out of the task and each had his regular position for, for

instance shovelling, Tom and Ken worked together on one side of the roadway

•while Bob woxiced on the other side.

The Colliery B, brushing team consisted of five men, because the road

was larger:

Joe, who was the leading man;

Ralph, who was the humorist of the team and was most friendly with

David, who seemed the most experienced member of the team;

George, who was, mre often than not, absent during the four weeks

I was with the t©am;

and Peter, who was the youngest member of the team - about 2k years old,

he had been recently transferred from a nearby colliery which

had been closed.

To carry out the task, the tern split into two groups; Joe and Peter

worked on one side of the road, and David, Ralph and George on the other.

As with the Colliery A. brushing team, each man received an equal share of the

total payment for the task. This five-man team differed from the others in the

1, Detailed organisational charts are given in Pig.7 and Pig, 8 at the end
cover, to show the relative positions of the men mentioned in the text.
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study, in that there was scene openly expressed disagreement between the

members | the disagreement was largely about the way of carrying out the

details of the task. For instance, there was no disagreement about the

principle of setting supports but there were often arguments between Joe

and David about the siting of these supports.

Both the brushing teams brushed their roadways in what might be

described as the "standard" wayj in other words, their method of work

was similar to that of almost any brushing team at any colliery.

She Colliery A. team brushed the top road of the same section in

which the Colliery A. machine team worked. The Colliery B. team, on the

other hand, brushed the main level of the seme section in which the Colliery

B. machine team worked. A main level is normally higher and wider than an

end road, and more stem® is produced for packing the sides of the roadway;

for this reason a main level brushing team has more men than an end read

brushing teem. The different dimensions of the respective roadways at

Collieries A. ana B# accounted for the difference in the numbers of the

two teams.

It would possibly have been advantageous to study two teams of the

same number in the same size of roadway; but as has been pointed out in

Part I, this was something over which I had little control. On the other

hand, the evidence gathered from observation of the two brushing teams

suggests similarities in behaviour although the total size of the task

itself was different in the two cases. The method of work of the two

teams was almost the seme and their allocation of time showed similar

features. For instance, neither team made full use of the time available.

The difference in task of the two teams, then, was one of detail

rather than principle. The task of the Colliery A. team was to brush a

roadway 10 feet in height ami 12 feet in width. Since the height of the

seam was feet, their carry was 6g feet; the daily advance was feet
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and the stone was packed into each side of the roadway to build a 6 foot

pack an am side * on whioh Boh worked - and a 24 foot pack on the other

side » on whioh Tom and Km worked. The rook above the actual coal sea®

was sandstone at the time of this study#

The task of the Colliery B« team was to brush a roadway 12 feet in

height and. 14 feet in width. Their oarry was 8 feet and the advance per

day was kk feet* The packs which they built extended 12 feet to one side »

on whioh Peter and Joe worked - and 16 feet to the other side of the roadway

the side on which Kalph, David and George worked#

At Colliery A, the top road in which the brusbers worked was the

rrtura airway far the seotion. Ai. meant the ventilating air nee brought

in the bottom road, along the coalface and out the road. Since there

were twent -four packers on the backohift and two drubbing teams - in the

main level and bottom road - all firing shots during the shift, there were

considerable quantities of fumes swept through the top road# for this

reason the Colliery A, brushing team worked on the nightshift instead of the

backshiftj dayshift being the production shift, brushing «nd packing

otherwise took place an the backshift#

The Colliery B. team worked on the backshift since dayshift was the

producing shift in that section. The main level in which they worked was

the intake airway for the section so they were not affected by the shot-

fixing fumes of the packers#

Method of Work#

It is again convenient to describe the method of work of both teams

together, since this was very similar; differences in method will be

pointed out as and when they occur#

The first pari of the brushing operation was to prepare for the

shot-firing necessary to blow down the rook. Both terras set "breakers''



which ere extra supports set at the side of the road to cause the rock to

break-off as it is fired. At Colliery A, Bob and Tom set the breakers while

Ken went along the face to find the boring machine. When the breakers were

set, the team withdrew the supports from beneath the rock which was to be

removed, and placed pieces of conveyor belting on the pavement to give them

a smooth surface on which to shovel* The three men then bored the holes for

the explosive charges*

The Colliery B* brushing team were able to carry out the above jobs

simultaneously! while Gworge and Joe were setting the breakers, David and

Ralph bored the shotholes* They used the same type of machine as the Colliery

A. team; however it was fixed to a standard which meant - in theory - the

boring machine drilled the holes without requiring any extraneous pressure

applied to it* During the time I was with this team, the rook was extremely

hard, and a great deal of difficulty was experienced in boring the shotholes.

The Colliery A. team bored three holes whereas the Colliery B. team

bored five holes in their larger road, fthile the five holes were being bored,

Peter placed steel plates on t ie pavement to provide a smooth surface for

shovelling and to protect the level conveyor.

Both teams carried their own explosives with them in tins, when they

went underground* The Colliery A. team charged their shotholes themselves,

and fired the shots themselves unless the deputy was in the vicinity, in

which case he carried out the firing* On the baokshift at Colliery B,

there was a shotfirer who carried out this part of the task for the brush¬

ing team*

After firing the shots, both teems began shovelling away the debris

Into the sides of the road to build packs* These packs had a dual purpose:

ohey were a means of disposing of the debris; and they supported the sides

of the roadway,
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She mem always took up the same positions relative to each other when

slxnrelling. Thus Torn shovelled to Ken . ho built the pack}1 David shovelled

to Ralph who shovelled to George, and fetor shovelled to Joe.

Both teams worked hard -while shovelling, stopping only once for a smoke,

then the debris frorr. the shot had been cleared away and the packs had been

finished, the girder was put up.

The girder consisted of two identical parts which were bolted together

at the top to form a said-circle | they were made of steel and were I - shaped

in cross-section. Both teams erected the girder in the same way. The halves

were first positioned at the road-side, 4§- feet from the previous girder, and

then bolted together at the top. Some distance away from the face, along the

roadway, three strings hung from the roof. These indicated the centre-line

of the roadway; by sighting along the strongs, the tsrushera centred their

girder to ensure the road-way was kept straight.

/Iter the girder was positioned, packing in the form of wooden 'trees* -

supports - was placed behind it to hold it tight against the sides and roof

of the roadway. This wooden packing pe formed two functions! it ensured

the weight of the strata would be taken evenly and quickly by the girder;

and the wood, by yielding to the weight more easily than the steel girder,

provided a 'cushion* for the initial weight falling on the girder. Later

weight tended to buckle the girders - if this became severe, a team of men

removed the girders, heightened the roadway to its former state and erected

new girders. TMs operation, known as 'backbrushing* or 'backripping* is

carried out at all collieries from time to time to preserve the haulage

roadways into the coalface. 1.ell-built packs can render later backbrushing

less necessary; as it can be a costly operation, it is best prevented by

good initial support.

1. The building of the pack was the same as for the packing operation.
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With the girder e. eeted and packed, both teems tidied up# A support

was placed against the freshly exposed brushing face to prevent any loos®

atone from falling' on mi as they entered the coalface# Both teams then

locked tip their shovels, picks and hammers before leaving the section#

Compared with the ooaleutiing operation brushing required perhaps

more strength than skill# The most important part of the task v/as the

placing of the ahotholes, so that Just enough rock would be removed and

no more, and sufficiently broken up to be handled easily# Both teams

said the placing of the shotholes was discovered by experience - one© they

had found the best positions they rarely changed from these# Short holes »

■known as "plugs'* - were sometimes bared and fired to bring down rock that

was obstructing the placing of the girder, or to break up very large pieces

of stone which had not been broken by the main round of shots#



Conveyor-shifting.

The conveyor-shifting team to vdiich X was attached for training at

Colliery A, consisted of three men on the backshifts

Len, who was the leading man;

IValter, who was very friendly with Len away from the

colliery; they were "drinking friends",

and Bill, whose wife was expecting a baby; he was absent

most of the time I was with the team.

So carry out the task, the team split into two; Len and waiter worked
4

on the longer side of the double-unit coalface and Bill or his substitute

if he was absent, worked on the shorter side vith til© trainee if the team

had. one. here were in fact five men in the team but the remaining two

men worked on the nightshift. These two had very little contact with the

three on the backshift since the latter always left the colliery early with

"sick-lines"2 some time before the end of the backshift.

The Colliery B. conveyor team consisted of three men only:

John, who was too tall for working in the confined space

of the coalface and was not too bright; he was the

leading man;

Ted, who was a very friendly man; a keen bowler,

and Alan who was younger than the other two (24 years old)
and very friendly with Ted away from tee colliery.

Although John was leading man, Ted was the one who made most of the

decisions necesoaxy to carry out the task. The team worked together on

the dismantling and rebuilding of the conveyor and the whole operation

1* This was the same district in which the four operations were carried
out at Colliery A.

2. Section VHI. gives the details of this practice.
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was carried out on one shift* ^
The Colliery A, conveyor team handled an endless belt conveyor and this

was dismantled for them by the packers# Each packer dealt with the part of

the conveyor beside his pack} he rolled up the sections of belt and laid,

out the structure of the conveyor in the new track ready for rebuilding#

Laying out the structure was not part of the packers* task - they were paid

extra for dismantling the conveyor, but as John said, "They might as well

lay it out to suit us"# This procedure worked very well, the team said,

and tliere were certainly no disagreements between this team and the packers

during the study#

The Colliery B. oonveyor team handled a scraper*-ohain conveyor and

started work earlier t an the packers in their section, in order to dismantle

the conveyor before the packers arrived in the coalface#

The task done by the two teams differed in details but, in principle,

it was the same as carried out hy most conveyor-shifting teams at most

collieries#

'The Colliery A# team's task was to rebuild the conveyor in the new

2
tr&cx and make sure it was ready for use on the production shift# Since

the district was a double-unit Longwali production face, the face conveyor

-was in two parts * one on each side of the main level feeding on to the
3

main level cctrveyor # The total length of conveyor which the team handled

was i&out 630 feet#

The Colliery B« team handled only one oonveyor in their district, and

this was some 300 feet long. The normal task for three men an a scraper-

chain conveyor was 350 feetfc, the team said. They were paid extra money , for

the extra task they were eagtrying out. Like the Colliery A» team, they had

1 • This team worked in a different district from the other three Colliery
B. teems in the study,

2. See Fig.4(c), end cover.

3. See Fig, 3 bottom diagram, end cover.
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to make sure the conveyor was ready for use on the production shift before

they left the district; with regard to the Colliery A. team it was the

two men on nightshift who were responsible for this*

One of the packers in the Colliery B. section usually went underground

with the conveyor team. Jf one of the team was absent, he acted as a

replacement. The team would otherwise have had to wait for two hours

until the nightshift deputy arrived in the section, before obtaining an

extra man. If no one was absent in the team, the packer went to his own

pack, and left with the conveyor team in the orning.

Method of Work.

She conveyor-shifting operation was relatively simple compared with

the coalcutting and brpahing operations. It can be divided into two parts:
' 1

dismantling the conveyor in the •old1 track; and building it in the new track.

At Colliery A, most of the dismantling was done by the packers. The

team, however, diaaantled that part of the conveyor on each side of the main

level. The driving engines for the two face conveyors were situated in the

level and were pulled some distance out the roadway by the main level

brushers. The two members of the team on nightshift connected the engines

to the conveyors again ready for the dayshift. When the belt had been

uncoupled and the engines removed, the baokshift deputy gave the team a mark

from which they proceeded to build the conveyor in the new track. As the

packer s rolled the belt out in sections in the new track, one member of the

team went along the face in each direction away from the main level joining

up the sections of belt. The other member of the team followed the man

joining the belt, building the sections of the conveyor together again.

When the first man reached the return drum - the "bar elend" - in the corner,

he went back to the main level and rolled out the remaining sections of the

1. See Fig.4, end cover*
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belt on the newly built structure* If the team had a trainee, it was

possible to have two men on each side of the main level working in the
*

above manner* hen the team did not have a trainee, two men joined the

belt on each side along the whole length of the conveyor while the third

man built part of the conveyor on each aide away from the main level and

then continued building on the longer side* This left one man - usually

Bill - to build the conveyor on the shorter side of the face by himself*

The Colliery B* team usually all worked together taking the

scraper-chain off the conveyor and rolling it up in manageable lengths*

Sometimes however, John did this while Alan and Ted dismantled the conveyor

itself* As the sections were removed from the old track, they were

placed in the machine trac-i ready for use again* Unlike the belt

conveyor which had only sides ami intermediate rollers, the scraper-chain

conveyor had top pans and bottom pans* These pans were the chutes in

which the scrape-chain ran* The pans were 6 feet in length compared

with the 7 feet sides on the belt conveyor. The team left the bottom

pans in the •old.' tract., until they wtmrt-ady to start building. then

all the top pans had been removed, the team pulled the "barreiend", which

in this case was in the main level, into the new track and began building

away from the level* Alan connected up the bottom pans, grading them as

he moved along the face to eliminate sudden changes in level} and building

in as straight a line as was possible* Ted and John followed him, laying

the top pans on the bottom pans and joining up the sections of sender-chain

as they wit th^. on the conveyor*

When the Colliery A. team reached the corners they pulled over the

"barrel-end" and connected them to the conveyor. Bill was usually finished

in time to help Len and Walter with the last part of the conveyor on the

longer side of the coalface* The team left the en ines and the final joining

1* In both conveyors, the sections were jointed at the ends to form the
conveyor structure on which the belt or soraper-chain ran.



of the belt to the two nea on the nightshift.

■ hen the Colliery B. team reached the top corner of the coalface,

they pulled the engine over and connected it to the conveyor. After

Joining the chain they ran the oonveyor for a few minutes to check that

it was ready for the production shift, and then left the section.

The Colliery A. team did not appear to vary their method of work

at all .although they did vary the effort which t ey applied. The

Colliery B. team however varied their method of work considerably.

Sometimes they started at one end of the conveyor and sometimes at the

otherj on ot >er occasions they began building the conveyor as they

dismantled it. These variations in method did not appear to affect

their starting and finishirg times however as will be seen from the next

section on allocation of time on the operations observed.

1. See Chapter IK,



Packing.

The packing operation in the La gwall cyle of operations is not

nonnelly carried out "by a tearn but "by individuals each carrying out an

equal task; this was the case at Collieries A. and B. not only in the

sections in which I worked but in all the sections of "both collieries.

The description of the packing operation as carried out by Robert and

Harry 1 which follows is thus a description of the operation as carried

out by any of the packers at the respective collieries. The times at

which Robert and Harry started and finished their tasks differed from
2

those of the other packers in details but in all other respects the

two men appeared to be typical of the packers in their respective sections.

Robert was ny super ising workman at Oolliery A. He had entered the

mining industry comparatively recently, having fought in the Korean War as

a National Serviceman; he started Ms working life as a boilemaker.

Harry, ay supervisor at Colliery 3. v;as older than Robert, and had been

transferred some time previously ire© an ther colliery which had been

closed as uneconomic. He trained racing greyhounds and, on Friday

backghifts, liked to be finished early if possible to see them running at

the local race-track. At Colliery A, Robert worked in the same

"dummy-road" as Jack. This meant they fired their shots together but

they did not work as a pair nor were they paid as such. A "dumay-road"

was a roadway in the waste, parallel to the main level. It was brushed

the same way as a normal roadway but no supports were erected in it.

Robert and Jack bored holes and fired explosives in the same way as the

bz-ushers in a normal roadway and then built packs on each side of the

"dummy-road" similar to the bruahers* roadside packs.

1. See Jigs. 7 and 9» end cover.

2. See Chapter VIII.
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At Colliery 3, Harry worked, alone and there were no "duniay-roads*

in the district. Instead holes were hored in the roof by the dayshift

holeborers and these were fired by the packers to obtain stone*.1 The

man in the pack next to Iiarry went underground with him; and left the

section with him. Ibis man, Jim, and Harry were extremely friw-rdiy.

when dairy was absent for two days, Jim acted as iry supervisor.

11161*6 was a difference in task between the two collieries# At

Colliery A, the packers were required to build a pack 13^ feet long and
p

kg feet wide, ' at Colliery B, the packs were required to be 15 feet in

length and kg feet wide#

In the section at Colliery A, there were twenty four packers »

ten on the shorter side of the double-unit face, and fourteen on the

longer side. At Colliery B, there were eight packers on the single -

unit face. The packers at both collieries were paid per half-foot of

packing completed.

Method of Work.

At Colliery A, Robert began by dismantling the conveyor ne: t to his

pack. He rolled the belt up and pushed it into the machine track and

placed the sides of the conveyor in the new conveyor track. when he

had done this he began building his 'backend'. Shis was done y placing

several large stones on the pavement at the required position, to form a

wall from the end of his previous pack towards the coal face and then at

right angles to the coalface in the shape of an L. iig&inst this wall

he shovelled t . ., 3.1 stones, and any coal lying about and gradually* by

adding large stones and shovelling small stones, he built the •bac^end'

up to the roof (see diagram (i)) on the next page)

1. See Chapter XL - The Boring of Shotholes for a detailed description
of the effects of boring the se holes in the wrong place.

2. The width is in the line of advance; length is parallel to the
coalface conveyor.
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Harry carried out the same procedure at Colliery B, hut he filled

his pack with coal as far as possible* when the coal in the seam was

soft he was able to obtain a considerable amount of coal from the face*

iVhen the 'backend* had been built to the roof, both Robert and Harry

oontinued the wall along beside the oonveyor. Large stones were used

for the wall and small 3tones were shovelled into the pack. I was told

by both my supervisors that the "secret" of building a pack was not to

build the walls too high at a time too quickly; the v.alls had to be

sup orted by filling the pack with small stones until they reached the

roof. The walls were jammed tight against the roof with small flat atones

and the small stones were shovelled into the pack to completely fill the

interior*

when the pack reached its required length (as in diagram (ii)) the

wall was turned at right angles again and built up to the roof to finish

the pack*

Robert usually built his peck completely before boring his shotholes

and firing his shots; this g;ave him stone to begin his pack the following

day and saved him time in waiting for the boring-machine at the beginning

of the shift*

Harry did not have holes to bore as these ware bored for him on the

dayshift; he usually fired his shots just before he finished his pack*

Both men withdrew the supports in the old oonveyor track with their

hammers* Robeit withdrew his as he worked past them but Harry withdrew

all of his before beginning his pack.
4

when Robert nad fixed his shots he left the district as his task was

finished. Harry however had more supports to withdraw before he left.

He was required to withdraw the supports in the old oonveyor track between

Ms emu pack and Jim's. Jim withdrew the supports between his own pack

and the next man's and so on along the coalface.



VIII. THE ALLOCATION OF TIME THE OPERATIONS OBSERVED A3! COLLIERIES A AND B1

Coalcutting

Both the ooalcutting operations observed at collieries A and B, tock place

on the nightshift which is the normal shift for coalcutting at most collieries.

At Colliery A, the nightahift began at 30.30 p.m. whereas at Colliery B the

nightshift began at 11.00 p.m. But, allowing for this difference in the

timing of the nightshift at the two collieries, there were many similarities

in the behaviour of the two coalcutting teams with regard to the times at

which tiiey actually started work, the times at which they "rested" • to have

a smoke, or to eat their 'piece* * and the r-imes at which they finished their

work. It was also evident, from c onversation with, and observation of other

coalcutting teams at both collieries, that the two teams which were studied

were not unique in their habitual starting times, 'rest" times and finishing

times; each coalcutting team, and as x shall show each team studied appeared

to have what is referred to later in this section as a "rest-timetable. H

At Colliery A, the machine team, atan and Joe, always went underground at

10.00 p.m. - the beginning of winding-time. They went straigut into the

district and sat in the main-level to have some of their 'piece* and a smoke.

The practice of having a part of the 'piece* - sandwiches and tea to eat

during the shift - at the begin, ing of the shift was ^widespread at both

collieries. The practice had no official basis; the only time allowed for
2

eating is twe ty minutes in the middle of a shift. The machineraen began

1. The operations are dealt with here in the same order as in the previous
section; that is, in the order in which they occur in the Longwali cycle
of operations.

2. This applies to the whole mining industry; the shift is 7? hours with
twenty minutes for meals. (The shift has been reduced to 7i hours since
this study wt»concluded)
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to coil the trailing cable at about 11.00 p.m. every night. The coiling of

this cable, preparatory to pulling it along the coalface to the machine, was

the beginning of the actual operation, 11.00 p.m. was their normal starting-

time, and any time after this they regarded as a "late-start."

At Colliery B, the machinemen went underground at 11.00 p.m. which was

the official starting time for the nightshift. All the men on nightshift in

No. 1 mine went underground at the same time in one train of bogies on the

man-riding haulage. The team arrived in the district about 11.30 p.m. and

had some of their piece and a smoke. At 12.15 a.m. they went into the coal¬

face to start work. If they started later than 12.15 &.m. - and this seldom

happened - they regarded this as a "late-start."

Thus both teams started their actual work at some time after the official

starting time j and it was this time, not the official time, that they regarded

as their normal starting time. It was not practicable to note exact times

while *cn the job* but the times given in the Tables 1^ and 2 below are fairly

reliable estimates, however, the exact time is not so important as the fact

that both teams consistently started later than the official time.

The Colliery B team continued with their task until they finished, before

having their pieoe time. The team regarded 4*15 a.m. as their finishing time

and allowed themselves until 5*00 a.m. before going for the haulage to the

surface. On occasions they were later finishing; if they left the section

at any time after 5»00 a. in. they were late." Tables 1 and 2 show the

respective machine team's starting and finishing times and "rest" times,

compared with the official times.

The Colliery A machine team seemed to regard 5*00 a.m. as their finishing

time and any time after t; As was "late." They were "late" thirteen times in

•the twenty-five days I spent with them; and on seven occasions they were

"early" and checked out when they reached the surface.



Colliery A had an agreement covering overtime working which wan not in

force at Colliery B. If a man, or a team, stayed to finish the task at the

deputy* s request and than checked out one hour after the official finishing

tame for their shift, a half-shift was paid for the overtime work# At

one time, I was told, everyone benefitted from this agreement and overtime

was worked regularly. At the time of this study, however, overtime was

only allowed in exceptional circumstances j machinemen were asked to

"lie-on" - work overtime - because their task was so important to production

Stan and Joe cut the pavement of their section and this took longer than

cutting in the coal itself, and involved more work in handling the machine.

Joe told me they were not paid any extra money for cutting pavement and so

they "lay-on" to make up for this. It appeared as if Stan decided whether

they would finish at 5.00 a,m., their 3 normal* time, and if he did not think

it was possible to do so, he took a little longer to qualify for the half-

shift. It was extremely difficult to tell whether this slowness was

deliberate since the technical conditions were such that slow cutting was

necessary in any case. But on two occasions when we finished at 5.45 a.m.,

we sat in the section for an hour, and checked out at 7,00 a.m» to qualify

for the half-shift.

Again, I would suggest, the exact times are not as important as the fact

that both teams had a finishing time which was earlier than the official time

the end of the shift.

1. i.e. the payment was 3k hours instead of 1 hour at time-and-a-half.



able 1: Actual1 starting and finishing times compared with official starting

and finishing times*

Qpliiery A ooalcutting team.

Official time Actual time

10.00 p.m. binding-time begins,
backshift ascend.

Team descend, go
straight into district.

Team arrive in

district, have piece
and smoke.

10.00 p.m.

10.20 p.m.

10.30 p.m. flightshift starting
time.

Team begin task. 11.00 p.m.

2.00 a.m.
- 2.20 a.m.

Piecetime Teem have piece and
smoke

Team finish task,
leave district.

Team ascend, check
out.

2.00 a.m.

-2.30 a.m.

$.00 a,m.

6.00 a.m.

6.00 a.m. Hightshift finishing
time.

Winding time begins
for dayshift.

Total shift time: I'h hours including piecetime: 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (b) Actual time spent on work:

work: 7 hours 10 minutes 6 hours.

Difference between (a) and (b)t 1 hour 10 minutes.

1. "Actual": i.e. the time which the team regarded as their normal time,
and variations from which the team spoke of as "late" or "early".
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•1

gable 2: Actual starting and finishing times compared ..dth official starting

and finishing times.

Colliery B coalcutting team.

Official time Actual time

10.30 pno. Winding-time begins.

Team descend, go
straight into district.

• » * ■#

10.55 P*su
* t * 1

11.00 p.m. Nightshift starting
time.

'• > ' ' J.

Team arrive in
district, have piece
and smoke.

Team begin task.

11.30 p.m.

j ' 4 * *

12.15 a*m«

2.30 a.nu
-2.50 a.cw

Piecetime

Team finish task,
begin piece.

Team leave district.

Team ascend, check
out.

r « • ♦

4.15 a.m.

4 »

5.00 a.m«

5.30 a.m.

6*30 a.m. Wightshift finishing
time. Winding time
begins for dayshift.

Total shift time: 7g hours Including piecetime: 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (b) Actual time spent on work:

work: 7 hours 10 minutes 4 hours.

Difference between (a) and (b) : 3 hours 10 minutes.

1 • "Actual": i.e. the time which the team regarded as their norv. al time,
and variations from which the team spoke of as "late" or "Early".
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Brushing

The Colliery A brushing operation was carried out on the nightshift - as

was mentioned in Chapter VXi. * because of the shotfiring fumes on the back*

shift* The Colliery B brushing operation was carried out on the backshift.

The two teams, however, carried out their tasks in very similar ways and the

way in which they allocated their time was also very similar* Neither team

started work at the official starting time, or finished at the official

finishing time as will be seen frcm Table 3 and Table 4* These tables show

the times which the teams appeared to regard as their normal timesj and

variations from these times were spoken of as wlatew or "early% As with

the two coaloutting teams, the two brushing teams did not ap ear to be unique

in having habitual starting times, "rest" times, and finishing times*

At Colliery A, the brushing team always went underground at 10.15 p.m.

and sat in the pit-bottom until 10*30 p*su chatting to other nightshift men*

At 10*30 p.m. t ey left the pit-bottom to walk into the district, with the

trackers.1 ihen they arrived in the top road of the district, about 10*50 p.m.»

they had some of their piece ~ the •universal* custom - and a smoke. Ken

usually unlocked the shovels and picks from the pin on which they were kept

when not in usej while he was doing this, Bob and Tom began to look for

supports to set as 'breakers*. These preliminaries began about 11.15 and

marked the beginning of the task. This ms some l'orty-five minutes after

the official starting time.

At Colliery 3, the brushing team went underground at 2.55 p*m. - five

minutes before starting time - and walk©!, from the bogies, straight into

the district. They arrived in the main level about 3*40 p.m. and had some

of their piece and a smoke. At 4.00 p.m., the team began the task, an hour

after the official starting time. If they began the task before 4.00 p.m.

1* These trackers were the men who cleaned the track for the Colliery A
machine team; see Fig. 7, end cover*
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they were "early" J and if they began later than 4.00 p.m., that was a late

start", they said. Neither team appeared to regard the official starting

time as the time for starting their own job.

The Colliery A brushing team stopped for a smoke about 1.1$ a.m. and then

oontinued with shovelling sway the debris from the shotfiring, until 2.30 a.m.

when they stopped for a half hour for their piece. They tided to have all

the shovelling finished by piecetime in order to erect the girder immediately

afterwards. They regarded 5.00 a.m. as their finishing tine and always had

a chat in the pit-bottom with the other nightshift men until 6.00 a.m.

The Colliery B brushing team oontinued with their task until after the

shotfiring was over. lifter studying the position, they had their piece

before beginning the shovelling. Because of difficulties with the boring

machine in the hard rock which prevailed at the time of the study, piecetime

varied between 6.00 p.m. and 6.30 p.m. If the team had not begun shovelling

ty 6.45 p.m., they said they were "late," An lour was usually long enough

to clear away all the stone into the packs and by 9.30 the team were ready to

leave wu h the girder erected and packed. If they were "early" - which was

very seldom during this period - they asked the deputy for a line to check

out early but seldom received one. The team normally checked out at the

backshift finishing time of 10.20 p.m.



1
Table 3s Actual starting and finisIrLag titles compared with official starts

and finishing times.

Colliery A brushing team.

Official time Actual time

10.00 p.m. binding time begins,
backdrift ascend.

Team descend, sit in
pit-bottom.

10.15 P»EU

10*30 p.m. Nightshift starting
time.

Team leave pit-bottom.

Team arrive, have
piece and asaoke.

Team begin task.

Team stop for smoke.

10.30 p.m.

10.50 p.m.

11.15

1*15 a.m.

2.00 a.25.

-2*20 a*m»

Piecetiiue.

Team have piece and
smoke.

Team finish task,
leave district.

2*30 a«m*
—3. 00 a.m.

5*00 a.m.

6.00 a.m. Nightshift finishing
time, winding time
begins for dayshift.

Team ascend, check
out*

6.00 a.m*

Total shift timet 7:h hours inoluding piecetime: 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (b) Actual time spent on work:

work* y hours 10 minutes. 5 hours 15 minutes.

Difference between (a) and (b)* 1 hour 55 minutes.

1. See footnote 1• for Table 1 and Table 2.
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I
gable 4: Actual starting arid finishing times compared with official starting

and finisidng times.

Qollierv S brushing team.

Offioial time Actual time

2*30 p.m. binding time begins
dayshift ascend

Team descend, go
straight into district.

2.35 p.m.

3*00 p.m» Baekshift starting
time.

Team airive in district,
have piece and smoke.

Team begin task.

3.40 p.m.

4*00 p.m.

6.00p.m.
-6.20p.m.

Piacetime.

Team have piece and
smoke.

Team finish task,
leave district.

Team ascend.

Team check out.

6.15 P*m.
-6.45 p.m.

9.30 p.m.

10,10 p.m.

10, 20 p.m.

10.20 p.m." Baokshift finishing
time winding-time
begins for
nigjhtahift.

Total shift time: 7 hours 20 minutes including walking time: 30 minutes.
including piecetime : 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (to) Actual time spent on workt

work: 6 hours 30 minutes. 5 hours.

Difference between (a) and (to); 1 hour 30 minutes.

1. See footnote 1. for Table 1 and Table 2,

2. All the badkshift men at Colliery B were allowed to check out at 10.20 p.m.
i.e. 10 minutes early..
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Conveyorshifting

The conveyor-shifting operation was carried out on the bac.shift at

Colliery Aj at Colliery B, since the baekshift v/as the production shift in

that particular section, it was carried out on the nightshift. As in t e

two operations described above, the two conveyor-shifting teams showed

similar features in t eir allocation of time. They both had habitual starting

and finishing times which differed from the official times; in particular,

the Colliery A team carried out their task in less than half the shift time.

Table 5 and Table 6 show the times which the respective teams regarded as

their normal times. Both teams practised "early-lousing". This is discussed

in more detail later in this chapter j the present account of the allocation

of time is the evidence on which the discussion is based.

The Colliery A conveyor team went underground at 2.15 p»m. every day and

went straig t into their district. They had some of their piece and a smoke

before going into the coalface. The first part of their task was to uncouple

the belt to allow the packers to dismantle the conveyor j and the; began this

at 3*00 p.m. This was thirty minutes after- the official starting time for

the shift.

The Colliery B conveyor team went underground at 10.00 p.m. which was the

official starting time for their early night shift. They went straight into

their uistriot and began their task immediately; they were the only team in

the study « and one of the few teams at either colliery - who did not have

some of their piece and a smoke before they began their task. The first part

of the task was to uncouple the swaper-chain of the conveyor and they began

this at about 10.20 p.m. twenty minutes after- their official starting time.

Both teams spoke of "late" starts with reference to their own starting times

and not the official starting times.

during the task, the Colliery A team split - one man worked on the shorter

side of the double-unit coalface, the other two men worked on the longer side.
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The man on the shorter side usually finished first and had a smoke before going

to help the other two members of the team; he usually managed to help with the

last fifteen minutes of the task - positioning the barrelend and coupling up

the belt* The team finished their task about 6.15 p.m. - this was the time

which they regarded as their normal finishing time. They then had their

piece, before obtaining a 'sick-line"1 from the deputy and leaving the district

at 6*30 p.m. The team checked out at 7*00 p.m. which was three hours earlier

than the official backshift finishing time. While I was with this team, I

played cards with two other trainees whose team also finished early. The
2

deputy gave us a "wet-line" every shift allowing us to check out at 9.30 p.m.

The Colliery B conveyor team worked continuously to dismantle the

conveyor before the packers came into the coalface. They were "up to time"

if they oould do this - during the period of observation they were "late" at

this stage of the task on only three occasions, which, they said, w as unusual.

By 2.30 a.ia. they had the oonveyor almost rebuilt and took a half-hour for

their piecetime. They tried to leave themselves very little of the task to

be done after pieoetimo and they left the district, with the conveyor ready

for use on the production shift, at 3*45 a«m. They had a special signal for

obtaining the bogies which were lowered only in special circumstances during

the nightshift at Colliery B. They checked out at 4.00 a.m. J this was

simply a case of leaving the checks in the time office as there was no-one

on duty until 6.00 a.m«

1. See Chapter XI, under "Sick-lines" for details of this practice.
2. See Chapter XI. under "Wet-lines" for details of this practice.



4

^able 5; ctual starting and finishing tiiaes cost .ared with official starting

and finishing times.

Colliery A conveyor-shifting team.

Official time Actual time

2.00 p.ia. Winding time begins,
dayshift asoend.

Team descend, go
straight into district.

2,13 P»m*

2.30 p.m. Baclcshift starting
time.

Team arrive in

district, have piece
and aaoke.

Team begin task.

2.35 p.m.

3.00 p.m.

6.00 p.m.
-►6.20 p«m»

Piecetime. Team finish task,
have piece and smoke.

Team leave district.

Team asoend, check
out with "aide-line".

6,15 p.m.

6.30 p.m.

7.00 p.m.

10.00 p.m. Backshift finishing
time, winding time
begins for
nijftshift.

Total shift time* lb hours including pieaetimes 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (b) Actual time spaat an

works 7 hours 10 minutes. work: 3 hours 15 minutes.

Difference between (a) and (b)i 3 hours 55 minutes.

1. See footnote 1. for Table 1 and able 2.
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Table 6* Actual ;starting and. finishing times compared with official starting

and finishing tines*

2
Gollierr/ B conveyor^shift ing team.

Official time Actual time

10.00 p.m* Early nightshift
begins.

Team descend, go
straight into district*

Teats begin task*

10.00

10*20

P*m*

P.m.

10.30 p.n* Winding time begins,
backshift ascend.

11.00

*

p.m*

St &

'4

Nightshift starting
time*

Team have piece and
smoke*

Team finish task,
leave district.

Team ascend, check
out*

2*30

3.45

4.00

a.m*

5*30 a*m. Early nightshift
finishing time*

> ' ,
s. * <

6.30
'» 4

a*m* I lightshift finishing
time, wir^ing time
begins far dayshift.

Total shift tirae: lb hours including pieoetime* 20 minutes*

(a) Official tine available for (b) Actual time spent on

work* 7 hours 10 minutes* work* 5 hours*

Difference between (a) and (b)> 2 hours 10 minutes*

1* See footnote 1* for Table 1 and Table 2*

2* This team worked on early nightshifi beginning at 10*00 p*m*
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Packing

Both the packing operations observed at Collieries A and B took place on

the foackahlft. The Colliery A packing operation was carried out in the same

district as the eoalcutting, brushing and conveyor-shifting operations; while

the Colliery B packing operati' n 'was carried out in the same district as the

coalcutting and brushing operations. In both these districts at the respective

collieries, production was carried out on the dayahift - thus the packing

operations were in the normal sequence of operations of the Langw&LL production

cycle. There were task differences between the two operations; in terms of

length of pack, the Colliery B packers had the greater task. The timing of

t e backshlft was also different at the two collieries. The two complements

of packers nevertheless showed similar features in their allocs ion of time

during the shift; and these features - notably the difference between their

own starting and finishing times and the shift starting and finishing times -

were also similar to those shown by the other teams in this study.

The actual times given in Table ^ and Table 8 refer to the supervising

workmen with whom I trained; the e times do not apply to every packer in t e

respective sections but each packer appeared to have his own habitual times

which he regarded as normal.1 t here necessary in the following text, a

distinction will be made between times which apply to all the packers in the

res octive sections and those which apply only to Robert and Harry, ay supervisors.

At Colliery A, almost all the packers in the section went underground

iianeoiately winding time started at 2.00 p.m* Some went underground later -

the same men, however, descended at the same time every day. Robert - my

supervisor - was always among the first. He went straight into the district

and began immediately - with a very short pause for some of his piece - by

preparing for firing the shots. then the conveyor-shifters uncoupled the

1. The implications of this difference for task-assessment are discussed more
fully later.
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belt* he dismantled the length of conveyor beside his pack and began building

about 3*15 P*m. Most of the packers were also ready to start building their

packs by this time, There was thus vexy little difference between the actual

starting of most of the packers arid the official starting time for the backshift,

Robert spoke of being "late" if he was not started some pert of his task by 2,30 p.m.

At Colliery B, ohe packers descended just after the beginning of winding

time on the first of two descents which the man-riding haulage made in the half

hour between 2,30 p*m* and 3,00 p.m. They waited at the meeting-station until

2,50 p.m. and then all walked into the district, more or less together, then

they arrived, about 3,20 p.©. they had the customary - but not official - piece

and smoke and they started work about 3,30 p.m. This was the tame, half an

hour after the official shift starting time, which the packers regarded as

their normal starting tiaft* A starting time after 3,30 p.m. was "late" -

before 3,30 p.m. was "early,"

Both Robert and Harry continued with their packs until the task was finished,

Robert t en left - at 5*00 p.m. By obtaining a sick-line" from the deputy he

was dale to check out and was on Ms way houe again some four hours after

going underground, having spent no more than two and a half hou s working on

his task. All the packers in the district, at Colliery A, obtained "sick-

lines" to leave early when their task was finished, kach appeared to have

his regular finishing time.

At Colliery B, when Harry finished his task at about 6,30 p.m. he had his

piece and a smoke until 7*00 p.m. The man on the next pack, Jim, usually joined

him for this, After pieoetime, Harry tidied up the supports he had withdrawn

which was officially part of his task; end then carried out an extra task with

Jim's help, By 7,45 p.m. Harry and Jim 'were ready to leave the district closely

followed by most of the ochetr packers. They walked slowly up the long slope

to the bogies and ascended to the surface out 8.30 p.m. From then until 10.00 p.m.

they sat in the canteen. They spent the last half-hour of the shift standing

beside the time- ffloe waiting to check out.



1 *

fable 7i Actual starting and finishing times compared with official starting

mod finishing times.

2
Colliery A pecker - Robert.

Official time Actual time

2.00 pao. ..inding time begins,
dayshift ascend.

Robert descends, goes
straight into district.

2.00 p.m.

2.30 p.m. Backshift starting
time.

Begins task.

Finishes task,
leaves section.

A soends, checks out
with "sick-line".

2*30 p.m.

5.00 p.m.

5.30 p.m.

6.00 p.m.
-6.20 p.m.

Pieoetime. Rest of packers leave
with "sick-lines" over

next three hours.

10.00 p.m. Backshift finishin,
time, winding time
begins for rightshift V- ' O \

Total shift time: 7b hours including piece times 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (b) Actual time spent on

works 7 hours 10 minutes. works 2 hours 30 minutes.

Difference between (a) and (b)s 4 hours frO minutes.

1• See footnote 1. of Sable 1 and Table 2.

2. Robert was my supervising workman on the packing operation at Colliery A.
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Table 8i Actual starting and finishing times compared with official starting

and finishing times*

2
aolliery B packer - harry

Official time Actual time

2,30 p.m. Winding time begins
dayshift ascend*

Harry descends, waits
at meeting station.

2.35 p.m.

leaves for district. 2.50 p.m.

3.00 p.m. Aackshift starting
time. • <

Arrives in district,
has piece and smoke.

3.20 p.m.

Begins task* 5.30 p.m.

Stops for smoke* 5.00 p.m.

6.00 p.®.
-6.20 p.m.

Piecetime.

Has piece and smoke. 6.30
-7.00

p.m.
p.m.

Finishes task. 7.15 p.m.

Finishes extra work
leaves district.

7.45 p.m.

Ascends, sits in
canteen.

&00 p.m.

Checks out* 10.20 p.m.

10.30 p.m. Backshift finishing
time, winding time
begins for night-
shift.

Total shift the: 7^ hours including walking timet 30 minutes.
including piecetin® t 20 minutes.

(a) Official time available for (b) Actual time spent on
work: 6 hours 40 minutes. works 3 hours 45 minutes.

■Difference between (a) and (b)t 2 hours 55 minutes.

1. See footnote 1, of Table t and TBble 2.

2. Harry was my supervising workman catx the ijacking operation at Colliery B.
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The Implications of the "Timetable"

We are now in a position to suiasarisa and discuss the implications of findings

with regard to allocation of time. Tables 9, 10 and 11 show in summary fowa the

number of observations made, during the study, of late-starts, rest times and early

finishes.

Table 9 shows the number of times I observed the respective teams starting

later than the official timej the variation from the official time was different

for each team ranging from zero to one and a quarter hours. The mesa themselves

did not speak of their starting times as "late" with regard to the official

starting time, To them, a "late" start was later than the ''normal* starting

time as given in Table 9. In other words, their •image* of starting time did not

coincide with the official •image* • Tills was not an issue however at eit er

Colliery, A* or B. Early finishing «* or * early lousing* as it was called. - was

en issue and most of the disouscion below is concerned with this subject.

Table 10 shows the number of observations of rest times other t an at

the beginning end the end of the shift - these are covered by Tables 9 and 11.

Each team had their piece at the sane time each shift; and, as Table 10 shows,

the sane time was taken each day.

Table 11 shows the number of observations of early finishing. Each

team consistently finished their task before the official finishing time.

As with the starting time, they appeared to have an * image* of finishing time

which did not coincide with official finishing time. Strictly speaking early

finishing and •early lousing* are not the seme thing - the latter term was

used at both oolliez-ies to describe checking out before the official finishing

time as distinct from finishing the task early and waiting either underground

or in the canteen until the official finishing time.

•Early lousing'

It was clear that the practice of 'early lousing' was widespread on the

backshift at Colliery A. The manager told me that he had orders from
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Table
9t

Kumber
of

Observations
of

Late-starting.
Actual
starting
tame
later
than

official
time
by:

Colliery
Operation

liuciber
of

days
spent

on

operation
Officialstarting

time

0-4hr.
■4

hr.-4.hr.
ihr.-lihr.

j

Uhr.-
Time

consid¬
ered

"normal"
"by

the
men.

A

Coalcutting
25

10.30
p»vu

■mm

25

mm

-

11.00
p.m.

A

Brushing
28

10.30
p.m.

mm

28

mm

-

11.15
p.®.

A

Conveyor-shifting
16

2.30
p.m.

m

16

•

-

3.00
p.m.

A

Packing

19

2.30
p.®.

19

-

•

*

2.30
p.m.

B

Coaleutting
23

11.00
p.m.

mm

-

23

-

12.15
a.®.

B

Bruefoing
18

3.00
p.m.

•

mm

18

mm

4.
00

p.m.

B

Conveyor-shifting
23

10.00
p.m.

mm

20

mm

3

10.20
p.m.

B

Peaking

18

3.00
p.m.

mm

13

Mm

mm

3.30
p.m.



able
10;

liumber
of

Observations
of

Rest-times
during;
the

Shift.
Actual
length
in

Edns.

Colliery
Operation

Number
of

days
spent

on

operation
Officialpieoetime
Actualpiecetime

Officiallength
in

isins.

0-20

21-30

31-45
Other

rests

of
at

least
10

sins.

A

Coaloutting
25

2*00
a.m.

2.00
a.m.

20

-

25

-

-

A

Brushing
28

2*00
a.m.

2»30
a.m.

20

mm

26

-

28x2

A

Conveyor-shifting
16

6.00
p.m.

6.15
p*a»

20

16

-

-

-

A

Packing

19

6.00
p.m.

Honetaken
by

obert

20

-

-

**

>'

>

B

Coalcutting
23

2.30
turn,

4*13
a.m*

20

-

23

mm

B

Brushing
18

6.00
p.m.

6.15
p.m.

20

-

18

*»

-

B

Conveyor-shifting
23

1.30
a.m.

2.30
a.m.

20

23

-

-

B

Packing

18

6.30
p.m.

6.30
p.m.

20

•

18

mm

18x1



Table
11:

Ihuaber
of

Observations
of

Early-finishing
Actual
finishing
time

earlier

than

official
time
byj

Colliery
Operation

Number
of

days
spent

on

operation
Officialfinishing

tiiae

0-«far.

ihr.-ifhr.
4hr.-1ihr.
tihr.-

Time

consid¬
ered

"normal"
by

the
men

Remarks

A

Goalcutting
25

6*
00

a.ix*.

11

2

6

6

3.00
a*m.

Teati

'lay-on*
11

times.

A

Brushing
28

6.JO
£USU

-

3

22

3

5*00
a.ia.

Sat
in

pit
bottom.

A

Conveyor-shifting
16
*

10.00
p.m.

-

-

-m

16

6.15
p.m.

Team
left

with
"sick-

line".

A

Packing

19

10.00
p.m.

-

-

-

19

5.00
p.m.

Robert
left

with
"sick-

line".

B

Cooiouttlng
23

6.30
a.m.

m

■m

3

20

4*15
a.
:o«

Team
had

piece
'.

henfinished.

B

Brushing
18

10*
30

ptffi.

-

4

12

2

9.30
p.m.

Team
sat
in

canteen.

B

Conveyor-shifting
23

5.30
a.nu

3

.m

20

3.45
a.m.

Team
left

early.

B

Packing

18

10.30
p.m.

-

-

-

18

7.45
p.m.

fiariy
sat
in

oanteen.



"higher~up; to stop it, but until the tame I left Colliery A, he had. not been

able to find a way of doing this. There was indeed an element of 'legality*

about t ie practice.

If a man becomes ill d ring his shift, he can obtain a line1 from his

deputy stating this fact and this gives him permission to leave the section and

return to the surface. He gives the line to the time-keeper and can leave the

colliery and go home. Details of the procedure seam to cary from oolliery to

colliery. Sbr instance, a line may or may not be required as long as the

deputy is informed; a doctor may examine the man at the pithead; he may or

2
may not sign the 'book*. The man is normally paid according to the proportion

of his task which he has completed, with a reduction for lesa working time.

Thus if he has finished his task before leaving, he receives his rate for the

task less part of his bonus - amounting to a few shillings.

The exact history of bow •early lousing* became such an issue at Colliery

A is not knenn to me; it was already well established when I arrived there.

Questioning of the men suggested they themselves were unsure as to lam it

came about. Continual observation over considerable periods of time might

reveal bow these practices arise but such a study, for various reasons, might

not be a practical proposition. A few of the men were doubtful as to how long

•early lousing' would continue to be practised, if the finished their task

every day in considerably less than seven and. a half hours while supposedly

side. No one pretended any longer that they were sicsk when they asked for their

"sick-lines. * When a relief deputy was on duty, the procedure was only a

little more formal. With the regular deputy, members of informal groups would

take it in turns to get the "sick-lines" and the deputy handed them out without

1# This is the risick-linealready mentioned. Details of "sick-lines", "wet-
lines" and "cleat—lines" are given in Chapter XI.

2. The 'book* contains details of any mishaps during the shift, e.g. sprains,
strains or sickness and more serious accidents such as fractures, etc.



question. If a relief deputy was an, the men said they had a sore head or

strained back and received their line as usual, The whole procedure had become

quite automatic * nobody said * awkward* tilings like, 'But how have you finished

your work if your back is strained#5'

The dolliary A men were prepared, they said, to lose the shilling or two

per shift and did not see how the manager oould stop them leaving early since

they could not be refused a "sick-line.*

Ihile I was on the nightshift at Colliery A, the colliery Union delegate

h< Id a pit meeting on each shift one cuestiay. This was an informal affair in

which we gathered round him in the baths before going underground. He told

the men about increased tasks being introduced by the National Cosl Board at a

colliery in another part of the country. Me said the same might happen at

Colliery A if 'early lousing* continued, he asked the mea. to do what they

oould to eliminate the practice, and reminded than that the National Union of

Miasworiaars tod condemned it. He got a very quiet reception, and his appeal

seemed, to make little impression. The men with whom I was working at that

time - the audknemen - told me the baekshift men were the worst offenders,

and I laser found Ms to be the case. Their attitude however was not that

the practice was wrong but that the backshift men were being foolish in over¬

doing it and everybody 'would suffer in task increases, not jjust the backahift,

during my third week on the packing opera-ion at Colliery A t ier© was a

rumour that the manager had .sailed a meeting with the colliery Union officials

to discuss the 'early lousing * problem, _>ome of the baa shift men seemed

apprehensive about the meeting alttough it was, in fact, a normal consultative

committee meeting. One or two men again said they could not see how the

manager could stop the "sick-lines''; but one man pointed cut he would not

have to stop "sick~3in.es " if the tasks were increased. My supervioor Robert

said he only 'loused* early - "because everyone else does." It seems to me



this view has to be taken fairly seriously. An examination of the •early-book*

shows the same names cropping up at the same times almost every day. The

manager pointed out to me that a father and son who worked together were first,

or nearly first, every baokshift they worked. In our section, the s;me packers'

names appeared in the same order every day - with Robert's ame among the first.

The outcome of the meeting, the ahot-firer in our section told me, was

that a workmens* inspector was to be sent into the section. The Union

officials had, he said, argued that if the job could be done in very much less

than the shift, it was being dene in a dangerous fashion. This, the officials

had said, was the cause of 'early lousing', and not inadequate tasks. In the

previous section which had been worked in the same district of the colliery as

the present section, the task for the packers had been 13g feet of paokin ,

Bad conditions, Robert told me, had meant up to half a shift filling coal on the

backshift and seme allowance had been made for this in assessing the task.

In the present section, conditions v ere better and xaore time was available to

the packers for the same task. Borne expansion of the time spent on the task

probably took place but does not seem to have amounted to very much. Neglect

of regulations occurred on numerous occasions j but it seems hardly reasonable

for t e Union to suggest neglect occurred in the present section but not in

the previous section. Further, I observed regulations being broken, on jobs

other than those in which 'early lousing* was practised; thus dangerous

working cannot be regarded as the cause of 'early lousing'. It would be an

acceptable explanation from the Unicoi point of view however since it avoids

the problem of task assessment and the question of inadequate tasks.

'Karly lousing* was lot so widespread at Colliery B as at Colliery A;

neither did it take the same tarn* "Pick-lines" were asked for very

1. A book containing the times, names, and reasons, of men leaving the colliery
early. This was not the same as the book mentioned earlier.



occasionally and hen i told some of the men about Colliery A they seemed to

disapprove of the j>ractice« "Set-lines% and ' clear-lines" v<ere the methods

used in *early lousing* at Colliery B,1 If any water was present a man felt

justified in asking for a "wet-line", and in return for carrying out extra
2

work he might receive a "clear-line"# As the "Line incident" shows, lines

were not always forthcoming. The deputy would see® to be in a stronger

position to refuse "wet-lines" and "clear-linea" than "sick-lines". On

several oocasions their deputy, Fred, refused the Colliery B brushing team

a wet-line" when there was a considerable amount of water in the roadway

because, he said, the task was not being done ' properly". However most of

the men at Colliery B, in other sections, said their deputy - "was not bad

about handing out lines."

It was easier at Colliery B tc return to the surface when the task was

finished since the man-riding haulage was independent of the coal haulage

and I spent many hours in the canteen with the Colliery B packers. This

evidently led to considerable farustration in my case; in reporting back to

my research supervisor it was mentioned frequently by me at the time. I

said it was ridiculous that we had to sit in the canteen - if we had finished

our task, why could we not leave. Many of the men seemed to experience this

same frustration although they said, "14*8 better being up her® (in the canteen)

than down there,"

It would appear then t at too loose tasks can raise problems as complex

as those which arise out of tight tasks and the problems are not all on

management's side.

Various sources ^ indicate that 'early lousing* is most widely practised

on the baokshift# The timing of the baclcsfaift - generally 3.00 p.m. * 10.30 p.m.

may be one of the main reasons for this. It is sometimes called the "eat,

1. See Chapter XX. for details of "wet-line" and "clear-line" procedure.
2. See Chapter X1H.

3. Both managers said this; also other Board and Union officials.



sleep, and work shift;11 and it is the shift with probably the greatest

♦incentive* for * irly lousing*# The aayshift men have their evenings free -

the conventional leisure time in our society; the nightshift men have the

early evening and as much of the day as they choose not to sleep; the backshift

men have only the morning free,

A furthe factor of perhaps some importance is that is is difficult to get

home from the oolliery on nightshift, if you finish early, through lack of

transport# In this study, the nightshift men who • loused* early were those

who had cars or lived very near the colliery#

Both collieries, then, had their * right* way 'early lousing*# This

difference in procedure has i plica ions for the transfer of man between

collieries) the , must conform to the procedures for 'early lousing*# I

cyself followed these procedures whole heartedly alth ugh I had been brought
2

up to consider many of the t ings done dishonest#

The 'Timetable*

The tables in this chapter, of the times which the men regarded as "normal",

coupled with their remarks about being "late* and "early" in relation to these

times rather than the official times indicate, I would suggest, that the men

had a * timetable* for their task. Variations from this timetable can be

accounted for by factors outwith the men's control. Such factors would be,

for instance: for the brushers, bad shots; for the machinemen, coal on the

track or steels set too near the face; for the packers, a bad shot or waiting

their turn for the bearing machine and for the conveyor shifters, badly lined

steels on the face or coal left in the new track#

1. At present no extra payments are made fear nightshift or backshift work.
The National Union of Kineworkers have however raised this question with
the National Coal BoaM.

2# See also Chapter XXXI# for thre incidents illustrating different ideas
of "right" and "wrong" between the men and myself#



The •timetable* does not seem to be related directly to the sequence of

operations required to carry out a task. The sequence of operations would

appear to be varied to meet tfi above nabnormal" circumstances, while the

timing of the main events in the shift - starting time, rest time for eating

or smoking, and finishing time remains almost constant* There would seem to

be two * timetables* in fact} the shift is divided into work and "rest*. There

is a timetable for work which is variable to meet the oircumsta ces, and is

fitted into the * timetable* for "rest*. The use of the word "rest" is not

wholly satisfactory, but how is the difference in time between the official

time available for work and the actual working time to be labelled? Is it

"lost" time? Is it "wasted" time? Again, from the men's remarks, it would

seem that time is "lost" or "wasted" in relation to their "rest timetable* and

for this reason the time discrepency has been labelled "rest" time. This has

implications for a shorter working week; a reduction in hours would first of

all make official what is already widely practised in fact. And sec ndly,

I think it is doubtful if the "rest* time could be eliminated by a reduction

in hours. The basic problem is task assessment, and the discussion is

continued also those lines in the next chapter, on the application of effort

cm the jobs studied.

Types of 'timetable*

Two types of timetable appear to be possible} a different one for each

individual and one whioh becomes a group norm. The evidence suggests that

both exist. In the first case the individuals, for instance the packers,

have different *timetables* each in accordance with the "right" practices.

In the second case, a team evolves a •timetable* which is based on t eir

individual ideas of a •timetable* - their frame of reference is the "right

practice for that particular colliery.

X have mentioned the frustration on th& baokshift at Colliery B. This



frustration was more intense on the brushing operation, during the shift as

weil as in the canteen. This team's "rest timetable" varied more than that

of any of the other teams in the study. They appeared to have no group

norm. Their remarks were mostly about being late and their ideas of a

•timetable* did not seem to take account of practical difficulties they were

encountering.1 These difficulties were aggravated by the team's disorganisation

and they were further disorganised by their inability to cope with the difficul¬

ties.

This team's behaviour showed that not all teams are successful as groups.

A contributing factor may be the lack of a "timetable* evolved by the team.

The relationship between the various factors in the situation is extremely

complex. The technical factor, in the bruaher's case a hard rock to bore, was

aggravated by the team*s disorganisation. The hard bore meant that the job

would take longer anway but the team seemed unwilling to recognise this) and

when they did finish early they were, as they saw it, subject to the deputy's
2

whims with regard to "lines" to 'louse* early.

In conclusion X would suggest that a 'timetable* whether an individual one

or a group norm makes for a sense of security, and the job seems easier. If

there is no 'timetable* the effect is the opposite. By means of the 'timetable*

the miner achieves some control of his own situation.

u

2.

The rock they were boring was extremely hard, and difficult to bore.

Compare Chapter XIII. The Water Incident.



■J
IX. The ...pijllcaiicai of Effort on the operations Observed at dollieies x and S.

Qoalcutting

Sine© both t e coalcutting operations were very similar, it is convenient

to desoribe thesa together as in Chapters VII. and VIII. Both teams started later

than the official starting time and toe period before the aoanOMMMlgt of the

task was spent in eating, smoking and chatting.

It is important here to repeat that the Colliery B team had three members.

'The third man however helped the tracker and did not take much part in the

first part of the task. Then the two men in each team began their task, there

was a period of concentrated activity. In preparing the machine for jibbing-

in, each member of the team carried out his accustomed park of the task quickly

and quietly. The absence of conversation at this stage was quite pronounced

in both teams. Each member of the team assisted in turning the machine and

immediately this was accomplished they began changing the picks in the cutting-

chain. Both teams spent a little over an hour on these preparations, and

throughout that time they worked continuously. In my view they worked as

hard as was possible on this park of the task; at no time during the period

of study did the pace of this part of the task drop.

By contrast once the machine began cutting, there was very little for the

second man to do. The "front-end" man, operating the controls of the machine,

moved with the machine as it travelled along the face, adjusting the speed of

the machine when necessary. He seemed to go as fast as technical conditions

permitted.

Thile the front end man then was working with concentrated effort, and

continuously, the second man was forced by the nature of the task to play a

1. Ryan defines effort as, "an individual'3 experience of how hard he is
working." It is in this sense that the term effort is used here.
T.A. Ryan, "Fatigue and Effort in Relation to standards of -Performance
and Systems of~/ayment , ' International labour Review. Vol. 65. Ro.l
January 1952, pages 45 ** 46.
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laainly pas;Ave role. He had to sit and watch in case any help was required -

that is, in case anything went wrong with the machine, or in ease anything

happened to the machinesaan. The only routine task he had was setting the

haulages} this took only a few minutes every twenty minutes or so during the

four tours that both team normally spent on the cutting of the face. The

lack of work appeared to be as irksome for the men as I found it myself -

'If you're here you might as well do something," was a frequent comment both

on this job and others. If we consider also the practice, common to the

mining and the factory situations which I studied, of appearing active when

management is present, it would ap ear that for both worker and management,

work is equated, with activity. It may be that the worker who is obliged to

do nothing because of the nature of his task, will do other tasks - in this

case the second man helped the trackers occasionally » to satisfy himself, by

his activity, that he is working, This suggestion is not incompatible with

the "rest timetable" with its periods of non-working time - there it is the

worker himself who initiates the period of inactivity.

The particular day of the week seemed to affect this work activity

relationship. Thus on Monday % periods of enforced inactivity, due to the

nature of the task, or due to breakdowns for instance, seemed to be more

bearable} on Fridays the reverse seemed true.

At the end of the task whe.i the face had been out, and the machine had

reached, the corner, there was another period of intense activity by everybody

in the team. Turning the machine into the corner took only a few minutes

and the task was finished. The Colliery B team had their p.te«e after the

task was finished} t e Colliery A team took t eir piece in turn normally,

to keep the machine moving.

-hen operating the controls of the machine myself, I found it required

all ay concentration initially, with seme small amount of physical effort.



As I became more proficient, I found less concentration was required and less

physical effort. Operating the machine was similar to driving a car. While

learning to drive one*s attention is taken up by operating the pedals, gear-

lever, and steering-wheel as well as by the external situations which arise such

as the negotiating of bends and crossings, pedestrians on the road and so on.

As one learns to operate the controls in response to the requirements of the

external situations, less concentrat ion is required - the tension of driving

grows less too. For some people, driving has no interest even when they have

become proficient} others derive great interest and satisfaction from it.

This, in try experience is true of tuaohinemen - some I met, had been operating

machines for twenty years, and were still full of enthusiasm.

It is interesting to note in connection with the coalcutting operation

that the task tends to be irksome for the man who has least work to do - there

is an imbalance in the work-load. This raises the question of whether there

is a case for the members of the team changing places on occasions. In both

the teams in the study, the same member of the team always operated the

controls.1

1. Except at p&ecetime on the Golliary A job where the second man operated
the controls for a very short time.



i

The brushing teams at "both collieries started some time after the official

starting time; this first part of the shift was spent talking to the working

plane, eating, seeking ami chatting. When the task was "begun, there was, as

with t e machine teams, a period of great activity as each man carried out his

part of the preparations for shot-firing. Both the "boring of the holes and the

setting of the "breakers* required seme care and. effort to ensure good shots.

The Colliery B team took considerably longer than the Colliery & team for this

part of the task due to the very hard rock they were boring. They had their

piecetiae when the preparations were finished and the shots fired, before

beginning the shovelling. The Colliery A team had the greater part of their

shovelling finished before they stopped for their piecetiae.

Unlike the coalcutting operation, where the main part of the task - the

cutting - was a period of comparative inactivity, the main part of the brushing

task was a period of very intense activity as the debris from the shot was

shovelled into the packs. As w&a mentioned earlier, the men shovelled to

each other. The rate of shovelling was thus determined by the first man in

the * chain*. The men seemed to have evolved a habitual ryihra for the

shovelling which enabled them to work for aoste considerable time - an. hour at

a stretch - without a pause. At first I could scarcely keep up with them,

but gradually it became easier for me as I developed the 'push, pull* swing*

*ythm of shovelling. It was even possible to * day-dream* while shovelling

and tliis, I found, seemed to make it almost pleasant. There was a 'pull'

towards completing the shovelling part of the task, which seemed to make it

easier to carry on for a long time; and when the debris was all cleared way

there -was a feeling amongst the men of, "hell that • s that over for another

day!" it would appear that there is a "best" rythm for shovelling, ami this
11

f
1. A® with the previous operation, ooaloutting, it is again convenient to

describe the two teams together.
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determines the length of time spent on this part of the task, not the amount

of time officially available, Site best rythm was a fast one, and again one

can say that the men were working very hard while they were shovelling,

"Then the shovelling part of the task was completed, the girder was

erected. This seemed to require ingenuity rather than effort. The men of

both teams went to great lengths to erect the girder without disturbing any

more of the roof than had been removed by the shot. They sawed the wooden

stilts on the legs of the girder and dug holes in the p&veiaeiit to sink the

legs into. At times, it seemed to me, it would have been less trouble to

erect the girder in the proper fashion. This period of great activity led

to the completion of the task when the girder had been packed tight with

wooden trees.



Conveyor-aMftlng^
Both the conveyor-shifting teams were comparatively punctual in starting

their tasks. The Colliery B team did not have any piece at all out began

their task immediately they arrived in the face.

The Colliery A team handled a belt conveyor and, since the packers in

the district dismantled the conveyor, their task was to a great extent re¬

building the conveyor in the acv tr uck. They worked at this continuously

with no breaks, until the task was finished. The building of the conveyor

was similar to the shovelling in the brushing operation. There was a rythm

to it and the men seemed able to sustain a high rate of working for a con¬

siderable time.

The Colliery B team handled a chain conveyor, and dismantled it themselves.

This involved considerable effort in the confined space of the coalface but

again there was a strong •pull* towards completing the dismantling, which

seemed to make it easier. The team tried to have the conveyor dismantled

when the packers arrived in the face, and I found I shared their satisfaction

in doing this in spite of the effort involved. The entire team worked together

rebuilding the conveyor, each doing part of the operation. Again there was

a strong ♦pull' tcmawte finishing the task, and again the teams seemed to have

evolved a habitual, rythm of effort which did not depend on the time officially

available for their task.

The coalface on which the Colliery B conveyor team worked was being

lengthened as the face advanced. This was done by driving the top-road of

the face at a slight angle to the main level instead of parallel to it. The

increase in length was slight, amounting to six feet evry week or an increase

of about 1 per cent. The face conveyor was also lengthened by this amount ,

every week. There was thus a gradual increase in the task of the conveyor team.

1. Again, the two teams are considered together.



During the period of this present study, the three-man team were handling 500 feet

of conveyor; the agreed task for three man was 350 feet of oonveyor and they were

therefore carrying out almost fifty per cent more than the agreed task# And

their working time was still less than the full shift# This extra task did not

cause any friction, "but one must remember that the tern were paid extra for it#



Packing

Phe packers in the section in which I carried out the paoking operation

at Colliery A started their task very punctually and worked continuously and

hard until they were finished* The first pait of the task was to build the

♦backend' and this, the packers said, was the biggest part of the taskj

finding stones to build the wall entailed a great deal of crawling back and

forth* Most of the working tlaa was taken up with shovelling debris into

the pack, and what has already been said in connection with shovelling on

the brushing operation applies in this ease too*

The Colliery B puckers started later than the official starting time and

they too scant most of their working time travelling* A feature of both

tasks was the necessity to withdraw the supports as the packs were built.

This should have been done using a Sylvester but the packers of both sections

used their hammers for this*^
Both the packers with whom I worked completed their task in much less

than the shift shewing the inadequacy of the tasks* But the question of

how mush packing would be m adequate task was complicated by the fact that

not all the packers took the same time for the task* 2ach packer appeared

to have his own habitual zythm of work*

I felt we worked harder on Fridays although in most cases we did not

finish any earlier j and the task seemed harder on Holidays - "Black Monday",

one packer called it*

1# This point is expanded in Chapter k, under the heading of Safety,



The Implications of the evidence on Effort.

In Chapter fSZZ* I tried to show that the "rest timetable" introduced a

specific structure into the way in which the jobs studied were done. In

three cases there was some purpose in completing the task in less than the

shift because it was possible to leave early; in the other five cases it

was not possible to leave early. when then, in these five cases, was the

job still done in less than the shift?

Although I worked only on the back shift and nightshift, for reasons

explained in Part I, I was able to make soiae bservation of the dayshift at

both collieries. It was evident that many men on the dayshift were finishing

their work before the official time; my undergraduate vacation experience,

when most of try time was spent on dayshift, supports this view.

In the particular cases in this study the tables in Chapter VUI show that

there were periods of non-working time, particularly at the beginning of the

shift; and also at the end of the shift.

At Colliery B, Harry regularly sat in the canteen for an hour at the end of

his shift; even those packers who were slower managed in for a oup of tea

before checking out at 10.20 p.m. The machinesaen. at Colliery B never made

full use of their privilege of checking out when they finished their task,

but sometimes sat for nearly an hour having their piece and a aaoke before

leaving the section.

Again at Colliery B, the brushars had an hour at the beginning of their

shift before they began their task. The Colliery A brushers also had periods

of non-woridng time at the beginning and end of their shift. The Colliery B

conveyor team had very little ncn-working time as had the packers and conveyor-

shifters at Colliery A; in these three cases "early lousing" was practised.

1. Ijie machinemen are included here. Although they were allowed to leave
early, the nature cf their job means they had less control of their time,
their personal effort playing a smaller part in the completion of their
task than in perhaps any other job underground.



It would be plausible* at first sight* for the mer to decrease their

effort so that the task fills the shift, but the evidence shows that this

seldom happens. In non-cdning situations too, there is similar evidence

about the distribution of effort. Roy tells ho*, the men in his machine-

shop finished their quota early and enjoyed loafing under the foreman's

nose;1 and in the Hawthorn Kxpesriments* mention is also made of workers
2

finishing early. The men in the department of the factory* in which X

worked, always finished their work early to put on their jackets and get

into the queue for 'clocking-out' at 5*00 p.m.; and they had Eary periods

of non-working time throughout the day.

These examr>les are not strictly comparable to the mining situation

since they are concerned with piecework jobs; that is, with tasks performed

repeatedly during the working day. Ihile in industry the distinction is

mad© between daywork and piecework, in coal-mining the distinction is made

between day work and contract work. A typical contract is given in

Appendix 0. This shows that the worker, or team^ is paid for n defined

task under "normal conditions". Under the Longwall method of coal-getting

it is necessary for tasks to be defined. This means that the worker or

team is not paid 'per unit* as in true piecework, but that there is an upper

limit to lis earnings; and if the task is not complete his earnings are less.

There is, in a sense, an upper limit in piecework, whether it be a group norm

imposed by the employees or a quota imposed by the employer; but there is a

difference in emphasis between the factory and the mining situation. Piece¬

work in a factory most commonly i volves a task with a short time necessary

for its completion, perfonaed repeatedly during the day. The stress is on

the extra you can earn by producing more. Contract work in the mines is

1. D. Roy, "quota Restriction and Goldbrioking in a Machine Stop." /jaerioan
Journal of Sociology* LVU1.

2. Roethlisberger and Dickson, "Management and the orker", page 536*
3. In a team, each man receives an equal share of the payment made to the

team as laid down in the contract.
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concerned with the carrying out of certain operations to complete a task for

which the full workin; day is allowed. You cannot choose to earn extra1 hut

you oan lose: earnings if the task is not completed. There is, therefore, no

real incentive to v/ork harder than is necessary to fulfil the contract.

In all the jobs I did, I felt we were working harder on some days than

others, but cur finishing time was invariably the same as I have already

pointed out. Our variation in effort appeared, to take two forms - to meet

changing circumstances $ and to perform the various operations necessary to

the task. Changing circumstances included such tilings as - work left from

the previous shift which had to be done before the task proper could beginj

a bad shot requiring extra holes to be bored j cut cosh. left on the face

which had to be removed to allow the machine to paasg and doing part of the

task quickly to allow other work to proceed. I would also include here, the

increase in effort I felt we ware moling on Fridays and before holiday s% at

both collieries. In many cases we were not finished any earlier than normal

but there was a feeling of having worked harder. An interesting example from

Colliery A shows that a "supreme'* 6ffort can be made on occasions. An

important football match was being televised in the evening, andby 5.30 p.m.

all the men in the district had left for home; cum those who were usually

straggles were early - and all the tasks wears finished. The conveyor team

at Colliery A told me they could remember only one occasion when they were

still underground at the end of the backshift.

The variations in rythsi to carry out the parts of the total task, on the

other hand, were quite ,/egular. The packing and brushing operations for

instance had periods of shovelling aadeser bed earlier which we e done at a

very fast rate every day. In different ways this was true of all the jobs

1. It oan happen that the face advances more than the prescribed distance in
a week, e.g. a foot per day advance may accumulate to a 25 foot advance
in- a week, but this is accidental and not brought about by the contract
teams choosing to exceed their task, -day extra advance is paid pro rata
according to the rate for the task.
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done « when we were working, we were working hard.

This has implications for task assessment and task negotiation. It means

we could not necessarily have filled our "spare" tine with work in the fona of

a task increase because we could not have maintained our habitual rythm of work

for the full shift. So the question is not just could we work longer, but

could we work longer at this ratej or at what rate could we work longer'/

The given task was divided into operations, or sub -tasks, and my own experience

and observations suggest that these sub-tasks have a strong completion urge.1
The shovelling on the brushing jobs was the most pronounced example of this.

A rest was the "reward" for completing the sub-task. Tims an attempt to

eliminate spare time would have to take account of the structure which the

team or the individual has imposed on his task in the form of a "rest time-
2

table which incorporates a rythm of effort.

/bother question is, how hard were we expected to work? As hard as when

we were shovelling - as herd as the packer who took six hours to complete his

task or the one who took four hours?

iigain another question is how hard were we prepared to work? Not only

must task assessment consider how much the miner can do, but how much he

can be expected to do, and how much he is prepared to do.

The packing task in our* section at Colliery 8 was fifteen feet. The

packers said that they seldom completed this} nothing we said to them and

they did not lose any money. The men's attitude was, "You can't make it too

small, but if they don't say anything we'll not bother". In effect, they

said the work involved in putting in a full fifteen feet pack would have been

1. Compare Baldwus, "Incentives and Work Analysis" chapter on ''Traction and
Methods of i-Toduotion. "

2. Compare Court, op.cit., page 122, "A task requiring a great output of
physical energy, like one needing much marital effort, is perhaps more
easily met ty spells of great activity with slack times in between than
by an unvarying routine of work all the week through and all the year
round. The miner was accustomed to seme extent to take his own time
within the limits of the work he had to do."



out of proportion to what they actually put in, They wire having a great
1

deal of trouble with boreholes and poor shot* at this time*

It seems to me that this illustrates anot ©r problem in task assessment.

Besides the difficulties of defining the task, there is the problem of defining

the conditions under which the task is to be carried out. In the example,

the packers did have -varying amounts of spare time, but it does not necessarily

follow that they would have ocmpleted their task by making full use of their

shift. The conditions under which the task was agreed no longer ob ainedj
2

but technically the task was still adequate at less than fifteen feet since

the face was in excellent condition,

Another example of the Inadequacy- of present methods of task: assessment

was the task of the Colliery B conveyor team mentioned earlier. This team

we: e carrying out almost fifty per cent more t an the agreed task for three

men - and in less than the shift.

The packing operation provides an example of the problems of task

assessment for the individual miner, The tables in Chapter ¥IH, showing

the •normal* times fox* the packing operation apply to the supervising workmen

to whom I was attached for training; not all the packers in the respective

sections had the seme *normal* times as I have already pointed out. There

was as much as three hours between the first man away and the last man,

Titus some simple proportional increase in the task was not possible; and

who should be regarded as the •base* value - or "average" man - if we accept

that all the packers must have an equal task? Cobbling the task would

perhaps have suited I;obert and Barcy my supervisors, but not those men who took

longer, And this would presuppose a willingness or a capability for doubling

their effort. In the given situation, I would suggest that they would not

be prepared to do this even if able to physically,

1, See below, Chapter XI,
2, 13 ft, - 14 ft, was the most camaon length actually built,
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The problem of task assessment differs for teamwork and individual work.

In the case of a team, for example a fcrushin; team, each member does a

different part of the total task and the problem is to assess how many men

are required for the given task. Hera the problem is connected with the

indivisibility of men. In individual work, for example packing or filling,

each individual does the same task and the problem is what can an "average*

man reasonably do? This problem of finding or defining the "average" man

has been well recognised in connection with work study.

A basic problem then is the setting of a task that fills the shift, that

is neither too easy nor too difficult; in other words too loose or too tight.

In both Collieries A and B the problem was one of loose tasks on the ^obs

studied, and the dlscrepenci.es between working tame and the length of the

shift highlight the difficulties of task assessment.

/ore loose tasks a bad thing anyway? A cyclical production method such

as the Long, all method of coal-cutting is particularly vulnerable to delays

through work being unfinished on one shift having to be completed before the

next shift can begin. Tasks which are, if anything, loose might be an

advantage in overcoming this difficulty.

In conclusion - the operations observed at both collieries showed

discrepancies between the time the men spent on their tasks and the time

officially available for work. To define a task which would require the

full official time for its completion is extremely difficult. On the

evidence, there is a possibility that there is a "best" pace for each of the

operations which the individual or team evolves into his or their habitual

pace. In other vords to have a dual rtyihm of effort - alternating periods

of intense activity end rest - is perhaps the best and easiest way to carry

out the task.

1. It is a similar problem to that of correct rate setting under payment -
by - results or piecework, in industry. The purely technical problems
involved in mining e.g. strata control, are far more complex however.



It should toe pointed out here that the latest types of cutting and filling

machines can toe employed to produce coal on every shift in the cycle# These

machines can toe operated toy teams of ©en who carry out all the operations such

as withdrawal of supports and conveyor—shifting while the machines themselves

cut and load the coal from the f&oe in one operation. Since each team can

carry on production where the previous team left off, there is not the

necessity for defining tasks that is inherent in the three-shift cycle.

Since these machines also provide the best means of increasing productivity,

their use would appear to be a very suitable means of overcoming some of the

difficulties of task assessment at present » for instance the fitting of a

required task to a given time.

If the three-shift cycle is to toe maintained in its presort form, we

might ask if it is necessary to maintain the present rigid division of the

three shifts to fit a twenty-four hour period. If the tasks which management

require can toe done in less than seven and a half hours might the cycle not

toe sixteen or eighteen hours? Or if a whole section can finish their tasks

in half to two-thirds of a shift could that shift not toe reduced accordingly?

It would appear unreasonable for management to complain about early-finishing

if the task they set the men has been completed. Many issues are raised by

the above line of discussion; and not all the tolsme for the difficulties of

task assessment should toe laid at management's door. In a wider context

than the present one, there is evidence of "going slow" when tasks are toeing

set with the intention cf deceiving management.

A meeting for the negotiation of a task is the point at which management

and Union come together and - in effect - state their views on the assessment
< "*''

cf the task. Unfortunately it was not possible to obtain information on

task negotiation at 'ollieries A and B. Some information was obtained from

Colliery C however and this is discussed in saute detail at the end of Part II

in Chapter XVI.
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X. Regular Occurrences of Particular Significance for safety*

In the coal mining industry there is a great concern for safety, as shown

by the amount of legislation in the form of . cts of Parliament, and Regulations
•j

on specific topics ouch as Explosives, Electricity, Supports and draining*

safety precautions are continually stressed to the newcomer in Preliminary

Training.2
This present study revealed iriany contraventions of Regulations, which

seemed to be an accepted part of working underground* 'ike habitual methods

of work which were employed on the operations studied, and the "rest time¬

tables" have already been described} and insofar as breaking regulations

appeared to be habitual also, seme discussion of safety seams t,o be necessary

in the present study#

It would be possible to make a long list of irwidents concerned with

breaches of the Mines and quarries Act, 1954, aad the Regulations made there¬

under to show how the laws relating to safety were disregarded. For instance,

supports were not always set in the (legally) correct place; areas of roof

were left exposed where temporary supports should have been put up; explosives

were, carried in unlocked cans and handled by unauthorised persons} supports

were withdrawn using a hasnjer instead of an approved device such as a Sylvester}

a switch-box was hit with a hammer} coal was shovelled into packs making them

less effective than with stone and giving rise to a danger of spontaneous

combustion - the list would be very long* Legally these incidents never

occurred however# A successful prosecution must take place to establish a

breach of the lav and there v. ere no prosecutions at all, of any of the am with

whom I worked and who took part in the incidents described above#

1# See "The Law lielating to Safety and Health, " 11.M.S.0#

2# This training, lasting three weeks, is carried out at a central training
establishment liefore the newcomer begins work underground at a colliery.
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This does not alter the fact that these incidents took place. %t then,

when a man is liable to be killed, does he disregard rules made for his safety

and protection? This is the question the following discussion will attempt

to answer} it will also attempt to relate safety and labour productivity.

A few examples of regular contravention of regulations are given below

leading to a conside ation of decisions about danger.

withdrawal of Supports.

The most frequent incident observed was the withdrawal of supports using

a hammer instead of an approved device such as a sylvester; and yet this is

one of the most dangerous things a man can do underground. The men themselves

told many stories about the danger in withdrawing supports. The 'classic*

ones were of large areas of the face collapsing when one support was withdrawn,

and of large stones falling and killing a man who was "careless" enough to

kneel beside the prop he was withdrawing. Fatal accidents due to falls of

ground make up almost half of the number of fatal accidents which occur annually.

The bones and quarries Act, 1954, states that}

"Ho person shall withdraw support from the roof or sides of

any x>lace in a mine otherwise than by a method or device by

which he does so from a position of safety."

(Section 54 (i).)

It states further that the withdrawal must be in accordance with rules

made by the manager of the mine (s<ction 54 (2).) These rules must be posted

at the entrance to each seotion giving details of, for e ample, distances

between supports erected in that seotion and the method to be adopted for their

withdrawal.

1. Fatal accidents in 196 : Falls of ground - 124
(Figures supplied by N.O.B.) Total underground - 285
H.B. I do not mean to imply that all accidents due to falls of ground are
caused by wrongful withdrawal of supports} my intention is to show the
danger frctn falls of ground in relation to the total danger.



Just before I began the conveyor-shifting operation at Colliery B, a

packer v/as killed by a stone falling from the roof while he was withdrawing

supports. .hen I began work in the district in which the packer was killed,

I was able to observe a copy of the rules, previously mentioned, at the

entrance to the section. These rules prescribed a sylvester as the approved

device to comply with section (l) of the Act. 'This was in oomnon with all

the section in colliery B j the sylvester was also the prescribed device at

Colliery A, 1
A sylvester is a ratchet device which the operator anchors at one end,

fixing a long chain from it to the sup ort to be withdrawn. By moving a

handle to-and-fro the chain is tightened end the support pulled out while

the operator sits in safety several feet away.

The use of an approved device is required by law to be taught as part of

packing-trai,ring, packers being most concerned with the withdrawal of supports.

I was not taught the use of sylvesters while on packing-training and it did not

appear to be the custom to teach their use to any trainees at Collieries A and

B. In fact, we were taught the widely practised prooedure of hitting the

support with a hammer while kneeling beside it.

There were very few sylvesters on the ooalface in any section in which

I worked in the whole study, apart from the one in which the fatal accident

took place; these were brought into this section after the accident, during

my conveyor-training I was able to observe the few occasions on which sylvesters

were used in this section. The peckers used than when the oversman or deputy

was nearby, and whan told to directly by the deputy. Otherwise they used the

hammer as in all the other sections I worked in at both collieries. My own

previous experience, and discussion, suggests that the sylvester is a device

which is seldom, if ever, used,

1, Most collieries prescribe sylvesters as the device for withdrawing supports.



It seems more than likely* that the dead packer was using his hammer when

he was killed, as the remaining packers were doing in spite of the accident.

In this connection, it should he said that unless the observer witnesses the

accident himself, he cannot he absolutely sure of the exact circumstances.

A later accident in which a stone crushed a packer in the same section showed

this. Little was said by the witnesses of the accident, to the other mm;

more especially, nothing was said about the injured man using a hammer.

Injury through contravention of the law adversely affects the compensation

paid and any claim made for damages. 'fhis is the most likely explanation

for the witnesses* silence.

On the basis of i.y observations, the number of accidents resulting from

the use of a hammer in withdrawing supports is a small proportion of the

number of times a hammer is used.

Judgement of the danger involved in withdrawing a support appears to toe

based on previous experience and the theory, "It neverhappened to me before,"

although the miner sees it as toeing based on his skill and knowledge. He

taps the roof and if it is solid, he attacks the support with vigour - if the

roof is toad he swings the hammer at the support, holding the handle at one

end and kneeling as far away as its length permits. his practice has become

routine - it has become the "right" way to withdraw supports. In most

instances there were no Sylvesters available for use; where there was one

to hand, a man used it if obliged to toy the presence of an official. In

those sections with no Sylvesters, the officials said nothing to the men

about using them and this seems to me part of the collusion between men and

officials over contravention of the law. The men carry on with their habitual

practice, and the officials turn a "blind-eye". To condom both sides is easy

but to solve the problem is extremely difficult. For it would appear that

provided a man's judgement is correct - this is the point to which I will

return at the end of this series of examples - using a hammer can be the

quickest and easiest way of withdrawing a support.
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"Jibbing-in"

uhat has been said above applies to all the jobs done at both collieries

A and B. The following example of dangerous practice applies to only the

coal-cutting operation but was nevertheless of such regular occurrence as to

be worth including here. The complete operation of coal-cutting has already

been described - picking, jibbing-in, cutting, and so on. V.hile the whole

operation is one of the most dangerous underground, jibbing-in is particularly

so. .hen the jib of the machine is being pulled into the coal, there is a

possibility of the ohain striking stone in the pavement or some such

obstruction, and throwing the whole 'back-end* of the machine out. Both the

machine teams with whom I worked were in the habit of jibbing-in with one

member of the team shovelling sway the small coal - 'gum' - from the chain

as the jib cut into the coal. Thus not only was there a danger of this

man being dragged into the chain4 but also he was liable to be struck if the

•back-end' was thrown out from the coal.

The legal position in this case is not so dear cut as the previous

example - but the danger remains and was known to the men. Stories . ere

occasionally told of bodies mangled by the chain before the machine could

be stopped. An accident of this nature occurred at another colliery while

I was with the machine team at Colliery B. That night the deputy told us

to "be sure and stop the machine," while shovelling away the gum; and we

were to use the guard for the chain while we were cutting. This was seme-

thing I had riot seen used before on any machine. As in the case of the

fatal accident in the previous example, the rules were observed for a short

time. Collusion seems to break down when an aocide. t occurs - each side

begins observing the rules and blaming tire other for the accident until

collusion is established on a new basis. In this particular case the

1. The first time I was allowed to shovel at the 'back-end' I was told not
to forget to let go if the shovel caught in the chain.



breakdown was not so severe as in the previous case where the accident took

place "on-the-spot." dnd the new basis for the collusion is that section

appeared to be observance of rules when men and officials were facet- to-face.

As in the previous case of withdrawal of supports it had become the

Ixabitual practice to shovel at the ♦back-end* while jibbing-in - it had

become the "right" way.

The Use of explosives

I have heard it said, both by miners and shotfirers, that if all the

regulations to do with shotfiring procedure were observed, no coal would be

produced and no work would be done because the whole shift would be spent in

shotfiring. ftever having seen the correct legal procedure carried out except

at a training centre for shotfirers, I cannot comment on the truth of this

statement j but 1157 observations suggest that many rules are disregarded in

the interests of getting the work done. I have observed shotfirers firing

several shots simultaneously when only one should be fired at a time - firing

shots when the explosive was not placed in a hole3 hue stuck to the rock (this

is called a "lay-on") - not posting sentries as required by the Regulations -

and making no inspections either before or after firing also as required by

the Regulations. The ahotfirer follows the habitual prooedure based on

previous experience and judgement of the danger - he carries out the "right"

prooedure.

Decisions about danger

The above examples and others too numerous to mention here, show Lhere is

a constant need in mining practice for making decisions about danger. This

of course is true whether regulations are be ing broken or not| as I have tried

to show, a man makes a decision about the danger of a situation ewn when he

breaks regulations - in other words he is still "danger-conscious". The

evidence suggests the miner does his task the easiest and best way, as he sees



it | what might be the wrong way from a safety-regulation* s point-of view,

becomes, by routine, the "right"way. He assesses the danger in a task on

the basis of past experience, and the man who cannot do this is seen as no-

good*.

This could perhaps be explained as a group-pressure to oonforn to the

expected pattern of behaviour. In my view, the more likely explanation is

that a man sees everyone else doing something a certain way and simply copies

them - the "right" way is perpetuated by example rather t an by group—pressure.

If a person is never taught a different way and has never thought of one, he

will follow the established routines. Mo group-pressure would be required

to achieve this. Prcof of the existence of group-pressure needs to demonstrate

that a man would behave otherwise if left to work on his own. A man also

learns, by example, to assess danger but it is extremely unlikely he is ear,are

of the really dangerous situation because he has never seen it, and not been

instructed effectively about the danger. If he has, he is very lucky or dead.

In other words, his previous experience cannot cover the whole range of possible

occurrences. This raises the question of whether instructional films to

illustrate the dangers of, for instance, the withdrawal of supports, could be

made and used for instruction. That is, films showing not only the safe

procedure but also what happens if the safe procedure is now followed.

A more intensive study than was possible in this present research, would

be required to shed more light on the question of danger am the habitual

practices which have been outlined above.

At Colliery A, on the brushing .job, it was Tom who made all the decisions

about what was dangerous. Ken stood telling him stones were ready to come down

and in most cases was wrong. He saw all situations as dangerous whereas Tom

appeared to be able to judge how great the danger was - he was cautious where

caution was required. Ken was a nuisance to the team at times. He was more



experienced than Tom in terms of years bui seemed much less intelligent#

This suggests that perhaps intelligence is a factor which must be considered

in decisions about danger# has Ken not intelligent enough to appreciate

real danger, or is it better to be as cautious as Ken ail the time - oan a

miner be too intelligent? /in enquiry into intelligence in miners and its

influence on accidents would be interesting and possibly fruitful; because

it might provide not only some basis for a selection procedure which is more

or less non-existent at the present day but also some basis for training in

the observation of rules for safety# My own view is, that in training

safety is stressed in situations where there is little or no real danger, and

>.hen the newcomer begins his proper work underground he does not have the

respect for safety regulations whioh training should provide# The shotfirer

who goes to a training oe. Ire knows the procedure he v/ili use in the pit is

not the one he is being taught - he is in the position of a student learning

certain subjects with only his examination as the end in view#

I have attempted to show that the ap arent disregard of safety rifles is

as much a habitual practice as the "rest-timetable" and the "right" level of

effort# It hay become "right" to cany out certain tasks in a certain way#

hat the miner sees as the "right" way of carrying out a task is as much a

problem of labour productive as v.hat he sees as his "right" level of effort,

and 'bight" le gth of time to be spent actually working during the shift#
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XI. SOME THKR RlfiULA' OOCUR-uiUCJS OF PABTICl'LAR 5IGNIFI0 HCK.

Shis section includes those incidents and occurrences which do not fall

under the heading of Chapter X* and which seem to "be of some significance

for this study. The first is from the packing operation at Colliery B.

The Boring of dhotholes

The men who drilled the shotholes in the coalface for the production

shift, also drilled one hole in the roof beside each pack. This hole was

to aline the packers to fire a shot to obtain stone tar their pack. The

task for the packers was a fifteen foot pack built, and the supports withdrawn;

and the packers were continually complaining to the deputy, Fred, that their

shotholes were not long enough to give enough stone for a fifteen foot pack,

and were too far from, or too near-, the packs. The average length of a

pack on the face appeared to be between thirteen and fourteen feet. My

supervisor, Harry, told me that they did not lose any money for these short

pecks - "As long as 'they* don*t say anything, 1*11 put in my thirteen feet,"

he said.

Gould he have built a fifteen foot pack? It seemed he did not need to,

since it had become t e accepted practice to build short packs in this section.

If the packers had been paid less far the short packs, this would not

necessarily have made them Id the full length. ..hat they said, in effect,

was that the extra foot or so would have involved them in much more than a

simple proportional increase in their effort. This was because of the holes

which were in fact too short, and badly placed. Harry told me they no longer

complained, so loudly to the deputy Fred or the holeborers if they saw them -

it was "useless", nobody did anything about it.

The hole beside any particular pack was bored the previous day, in a rough

line with the previous hole, allowing for the supports* This meant that after

some two days, a hole might be $ ft. - 6 ft. away from the pack to the holeborers

it made no difference in te.-ms of effort, and they were paid per bole bored.
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But the packer was very muck affected ty the position of the hole. If he

was to keep his pack in line, then G hole 3 ft. away was useless to him

because it was too near tlxe pack unless he built short. A hole 6 ft. away

was better but if the deputy required him to build his pack a few feet down

the lace, to keep the packs spaced out evenly, this was too far away.

There was usually enough loose stone in the waste to build cost of the

pack without firing a shot. Thus a short pack was comparatively easy to

build whether the shothole was too near or too far away, even if the hole was

too short to be effective. To build a full fifteen foot pack every shift

would not necessarily entail the difficulties described above every shift;

but building a short pack avoided these difficulties altogether.

The question of the siting of boreholes is of significance for this

study because it shows the kind of factor which is outwith the miners* control

and whioh can influence a habitual practice - in this case, short packs.

"Sick-lines"

2
In the chapter on allocation of time on the eight jobs done in the study,"

it has been shown that the brushers and packers at Colliery A consistently
3

finished early and left with sick-lines. In our district, the beliraen

finished about 6.15 p.m. every day, had their piece and left; the packers

started leaving from as early as 5.30 p.m. onwards. I was left with the

other trainees to play cards.

The practice of early-lousing, or finishing early, had been condemned

by the Union delegate of Colliery A at a pithead meeting; this meeting and

the subject of early-lousing has been discussed more fully in chapter VIH.

1. A shot had to be fired for each -aok, whether the stone was used or not.
2. Chapter VUI.
3. This applied to all the sections; early-lousing was widespread on the

backshift at Colliery A.



here only the procedure of earlylousing is described.

All the backshift contract v/orkers - the crushers, packers, and beltmen -

at Colliery A, obtained a sick-line from the deputy when tney had finished

their task. This allowed them to check out when they reached the surface; but

they first had to show the line to the onset ter - the man in charge of the

cage in the pit-bottom - before they were able to ascend in the cage.

Groups of men, who left together at the seme time each day, took it in turns

to obtain the line for their group each day - this was true not only of our

section but the others at Colliery A. Thus if A went today, B went tomorrow,

0 the next day and so on.

The line, written by the deputy on a scrap of paper, was as follows;
f * .

Please let these men up the
pit, as they state they are
sick.

(Names of men) (Deputy* s
name)

(date)

Nobody was asked to prove they were siokj it was sufficient for a man

to ask the deputy for " - a line." dinoe the men had finished their task

when they left, they received the full rate for itj but they did lose
*
- a couple of bob," for the time they lost by finishing early and checking

out. This, they said, " - was worth it."

"fret-lines"

. hen a miner is working in wet conditions he normally receives some kind

of extra payment. At both Collieries A and B this payment took the form of

"water-money" which amounted to 6d. - l/6d. per shift, end a wet-line. This

was similar to the sick-line in allowing the man to check out, but usually it

specified the time at which he would be able to do so. Thus a wet-line for
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an hour allowed you to check out one hour before the end of your shift# The

line v,as simply a piece of paper on which the deputy wrote as followsi

Please let this man up the
pit as he is wet#

(Name of (Deputy1 s name)
man) (date)

The amount of water which had to be present before a line, or water-

money was given, seemed to depend more on the extent of the collusion between

men and deputy than any standard of depth or flow of water#

''Clear-lines"

A clear line was given at Colliery B as a payment for extra work# It

took the form of a time concession similar to the wet-line and was either

given for a specified finishing time - one tour or half an hour early for

instance - or for an unspecified time# This allowed a man to check out

whenever he finished the extra work# Clear-lines did not appear to be

given by the deputies at Colliery A but then sick-lines were rarely given

at Colliery B.

Absence from work

The mining industry has what almost amounts to a ♦tradition1 of absence

from work and this must be recognised in any attempt to control or decrease

voluntary absence# At neither Colliery A nor Collier*"/ B did the absentee

ap ear to be condemned by the men themselves, although certain men were

regarded as likely to be absent on the flimsiest of excuses# The table

below shows the absences of the men with whom I worked under the two headings

used in the mining industry# Involuntary absence is abseiioe due to sickness

car accident, and voluntary absence covers all other absences.

On evidence gained from conversations it would appear that many absences

classified as voluntary should in fact be included under a third heading:
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"permitted leave" which the Coal Board does not recognise at present. This

could cover unavoidable absences on personal business; for instance, consult¬

ing the Inland Revenue or a lawyer, or house-hunting; also absence due to the

sickness of another member of the family - for example one's wife. There may

be a case for this permitted leave to involve only a partial loss of pay; or

for the shift to be paid at some guaranteed minimum rate.
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-
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-
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-
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-
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XII. TRAILING.

This chapter is devoted to a consideration of coalface training as it was

given at Qolleries A and B. Such evidence as I was able to obtain at Colliery

C on training did not contradict any evidence for collieries A and B, and the

conclusions reached on training may be regarded as having some general

application.

As well as obtaining evidence from the training situation in which I was

placed, it was possible to obtain further evidence from other trainees with

whom I v.as occasionally in contact.

The five training operations of filling, brushing, conveyor-shifting,

packing and cutting, are fully detailed in Appendix A with extracts from the

relevant sections of the Mines and Quarries Act, 1954*

As has been mentioned previously, it was only possiule to do the last four

of these operations; these were carried out at Colliery A sad then repeated at

Colliery B. In a sense I was also in a training situation at Colliery C. but

since this was a management training scheme it need not concern us here.

It will however be briefly discussed at the end of the chapter. dome of the

problems associated with this scheme of Directed Practical Training are

similar to those in the industrial training scheme under consideration in this

study.

The type of training which is given in the coalface training situation is

akin to "on-the-job" training in industry generally. The trainee is placed

in the care of a skilled man who imparts his knowledge to the trainee whilst

carrying out his normal tasks. In practice, at Collieries A end B this

resulted in the trainee being left to pick things up as he went along.

On the brushing operation at both collieries, there was no attempt to

explain the operation to me unless I questioned part of the procedure.

Another trainee on a brushing team - an eighteen year old oncost worker -

said of the team he was working with, "They don't even speak to me, except
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to tell me to shovel - they hardly notice I'm there!'

The packers and conveyor-shifters at both collieries treated me as an

extra and - as did the brushers - and expected that I did my share of the work.

It was left to me to find out how to do the Job. My packing supervisor at

Colxiery B, Harry, did give me the money he received as a payment for training
<1

m$, but he was the only person who did so. This shows, incidently that not

all miners will seek all the extra money they can get, contrary to popular

belief.

Again, other trainees said the sane things about these other jobs. On

the other hand the machinemen in both the cutting teams told me a great deal

about their job. The situation was ambiguous however, the difficulty being

that they received no guidance on when and whether trainees were to operate

the Dachine controls. Thus the Colliery A team did not allow me to operate

the controls at all, whilst the Colliery B team allowed me to take full

control of the machine for the last three weeks I was with them. It is

perhaps significant that the operation I enjoyed most was the coal cutting

at Colliery B.

I questioned one of the men on this team about training and said the men

seemed to expect a lot of work from their trainees; trainees were supposed

to receive instruction rid to do an increasing share of the task but this

seldom happened. He agreed that the training system seemed to be "chaotic"

but he pointed out that the supervising workmen were not given any guidance

as to how training was to be carried out. This agreed with what other men

2
with whom I worked had told me about the position of supervising workmen.

1. This amounted to 10 - per' week.
2. A supervising workman is required to be "...skilled in the performance

of the work; in which instruction and supervision ere being given;" -
Coal Mines (Training) Regulations, 1956, section 14 part (v)
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Supervising workmen are chosen for their skill and regular attendance,

but this does not necessarily mean they will be good instructors capable of

imparting their skill to a trair.ee. In the absence of any guidance then

it is hardly surprising that in very many cases the trainee is left to

♦fend for himself*.

The Implications of this are twofold: firstly, there is a danger of

the trai ning being less than adequate since the initiative in the training

situation is transferred from the supervising workmen to the trainee - what

the trainee learns is up to himself j and secondly, the result of the

training is to perpetuate the existing habitual practices - in the absence

of any formal training by the supervisor, the trainee copies what the

supervisor does without necessarily knowing why it is being done.

Here is a possible explanation for the apparent lack of group pressures

in tliis study. A trainee entering the coalface work situation learns by

copying, and what he learns ere the habitual practices. It is not then

necessary for group pressure to be exerted or the trainee to conform at a

later stage since he has not learned to do the job in a way different to

that in which it is normally carried out. Pressure is only required if

the individual attempts some othez* method unacceptable to t he group.

A further point is that the habitual method of work is the easiest and

best from the men*s point of view. There is no inducement therefore to

change the method anyway. It may well be that in some cases the ♦official*

way may be easier but if the men believe their habitual way to be easier

they will not change.

'this second duplication of training as carried out in practice will be

discussed again in Chapter XIV. For the moment we may conclude that train¬

ing of supervising workmen is as necessary as the training of coalface

workers. The problems of present methods of training are causing the

National Coal Board some concern and changes may well take place in the

near future.
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There is conoem also with the management training scheme - Directed

Practical Training. A problem in this scheme, which is similar to the

problems already discussed, is the one of initiative. &uch of the trainee's

time is spent in functional departments simply watching the people work.

The people he is placed with have no guidance as to what to do with the

trainee. Some of the obba given to trainees could be done try clerks and

lead to a great deal of frustration for the trainee. The trainee is told

on the one hand to look for things to do, and on the other not given anything

with which he can make a worthwhile contribution to a department.

A syllabus is laid out for a Directed Practical Trainee to follow and

in many cases this is followed so rigidly that although a trainee has several

years practical experience, he must complete the full three-year course

because his experience does not come under a heading on the syllabus.

One complaint heard from trainees is that they do not "belong". In

their concern for the worker as a trainee, the Board must not overlook the

problem of the manager as a trainee.



xui. aiisoiiii mouMiis

In this chapter, incidents which occurred only once in the study are

described. The incidents can be -eery broadly divided into those relating

to safety and those relating to money.

Relating to safety: itone-dust sampling.

Before beginning the four operations done at Colliery A, I spent a week

with the "linesmen". These two men went into every section of the colliery

about once per week to check the string, in the main levels and top and

bottom roads, used by the brushers in centering the gilders as the put them

up. One of these two men was doing day-re lease classes in mining with a view-

to obtaining a qualification, the other was assisting on the job, to take over

at seme future date. An extra job done by this pair was the taking of stone-

dust samples and I had the opportunity of seeing them do this during the week.
$

The purpose of stone-ousting is to 'dilute* coal-dust deposited on the

floor, roof, and aides of & roadway. Coal-dust is canied, by the ventilating

air ourrent 5 from the coalface where large quantities of it are produced during

the coalcutting shift and the filling shift. An explosion underground would

raise this coal-dust in the body of the air, v here flame from the explosion

would be liable to ignite it; certain quantities of coal-dust, in suspension

in air, are extremely explosive. Many explosions in the past have been made

much more severe by further explosions of coal-dust. In a sample of dust,

then, taken from the floor, roof and sides of a roadway, in a manner prescribed

by regulations, a minimim quantity of incombustible matter mat be present,

depending on the volatile matter content of the coal.1 The samples taken, are

1. See "The Goal Mines (Precautions against Inflammable bust)
Regulations, IsJkFT
The dust used to 'dilute* the coal dust is finely powdered limestone.



analysed in National Coal Board Area Laboratories# During a vacation,

before beginning the mining course at Unlversaity, I had spent some time in a

laboratory doing this type of work# It was a standard joke amongst the

assistants in the laboratory that stone-dust sample tins were filled from the

bags of stone-dust used underground for scattering on the road-ways <- the

results were always too good, we said# In the resent study, I found the

reason for it# The method of sampling was to lock for a pateh of clean, dry

stone-dust on the roadway, not mixed with coal-dust# Some of this was put

in the sample tin along with "good" sample from another section which was

kept in the tin with the mesh through which the sample was supposed to be

put# This method of sampling, I was told, was used by the man who had

previously been on the job; the two men knew it was not according to the

regulations but, they said, there would be trouble - they did not specify

who for - if the results changed.

This incident cannot be explained in terns of group pressures -

the men being forced to conform to expected behaviour for acceptance. They

were independent workers - they were not part of any formal group within the

colliery. Neither were they members of any informal work group - the nature

of the job did not allow for this# The incident can be explained in terms

of a habitual practice becoming the "right" practice and this seems to be

more likely. hen a practice becomes habitual it might be regarded as

having 'momentum*, and * inertia* doe3 not allow for this *raomentum' to be
•j

readily changed. What the two men were really saying, I would suggest, is,

"Ehy should I trouble to change to the correct method, it's always been done

this way?"

1# Both *inomentum* and *inertia* are used here in the sense in which they
are used in Mechanics# '



The Line Incident.

This incident took place while I was on the packing operation at

Colliery B. At pieeetime, during cry first backshift with Harry] both

he and Jim told me we received a line from the deputy, allowing us to

check out at 9*20 p.m. instead of 10.20 p.mj thi3, they said, vsa« given

for putting up the top-belt.

The conveyor in our district was of the type known as a bottom-load

belt, and required no intermediate structure. The bottom belt ran on

coal spillage as shown in the diagram on the next pagej this spillage

acted in much th same way as the rollers on a conventional conveyor belt.

The top belt v»ras held up by means of 'pokers* or rods, tied to the supports

as shown j these pokers were spaced out with two to each packer but there

seemed to be no fixed interval between them. If one was lost, the remain¬

ing pokers were spaced out a bit further until a replacement was obtained -

which was seldom very soon. While it was possible to put in a pack with

the top-belt up, it was easier for the packer to have it down so that he

could work at the front of his pack, next to the coalface.

The camveyor-shifters in our district, began work at 1.00 p.m. This

was two hours before us and gave them a chance to have the belt dismantled

when we arrived in the section. They rebuilt the conveyor in the new track

and made sure it was running straight before they left the district. They

did not put the pokers in for the top belt - it had become the practice for

the packers to do this when they had finished their own task. It was for

doing this that the concession of one hour was givenj putting in the

pokers took each packer about ten minutes. The diagram shows a section

across the face after the packs have been completed and the pokers put under

the top belt. The belt was continuous, with the engine in the main level

1. Harry was my supervisor on this operation and has been mentioned previously
in VII. Description of the Tasks Observed, as fcave the other men referred
to in this section.
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and a return drive - the barrel-end - at the top road*

On the Monday and Tuesday of my first week with harry on the packing

operation# we received our line for one hour from the deputy# Fred, as did all

the other packers* On the Wednesday we finished very early and Harry and I

left the face with Jim at 6*45 p.m. When we asked Fred for our line he «»id

we were far too early, and he would send it up later with one of the other

packers* hen we reached the bogies, the chain-runner (man in charge) told

us the manager was on the surface. The latter was evidently very angry,

having arrived at the pit about 6*00 p.m. and found men in the canteen who had

finished their task and had returned to the surface*

We decided to wait far a while in case the manager was still around,

and finally went up about half-an-bour later at 8.00 p.m. As we passed the

time-offioe on our way to the canteen, Harry asked about the manager. The

time-clerk said the manager had been extremely annoyed to find baclcshift men

in the canteen so early. Harry and Jim agreed that these men had overdone

it. Chatting in the canteen they said, "You might as well sit up here, as

down there", but - "there was a limit," they said, although they did not

define what the limit would be.

The following night we finished at 8.00 p.m. end as usual asked Fred for

our line. He said no lines were to be issued, on the manager's orders.

Harry protested but' Fred was quite firm. On the way to the bogies, Harry

said if he had known earlier that there were no lines being given he would

not have put the belt up. At this stage I was puzzled at the sudden stopping

of the lines - if there was an agreement it did not seem possible for the

manager- to break it without some notice to the men. In the canteen later

we were all annoyed to hear that the men who had caused the trouble were still

get ting their lines for being wet $ wet-lines had not been stopped.



On Friday night, Harry had & greyhound running at a local track and

wanted to get away early to see it. We worked, without stopping until

the pack was in and the supports withdrawn and then Harry asked Fred for a

sick-line as he "was not feeling very well", Fred told hia to report to the

thue-keeper if he was sick. P.a long as he (Fred) was told by a man that he

was sick, he was not required to give the man a line,1 Harry was off like

one of his own greyhounds. Fred told Jim and I we would get a line that

night "but there was no guarantee of further lines the following week. In

the canteen, Jim told me, "This line business comes up every so oft en%

The following Monday during the shift, we heard the beltmen arguing

with the baokshift oversmaa about their own line; it seemed no more lines

were being given for extra work. hen we had finished our work, Harry and

Jim both left the belt down, and told Fred on the way to the bogies, thai

they were not ©>ing to out it up again, if they were not going to receive a

concession of one hcur. Fred said t ero would be no more lines. In the

canteen., Harry said there was a rumour we were not to be allowed in the

baths or the canteen until after we checked out. From the comments about

this, a boycott of the canteen seemed likely if the rumour turned out to be

true. The packer in Ho.3 peck, Oris, said this was the "hammer" earning down

but surely the manager would not pay mar to put the pokers in; "It's better

to give us a line for doing it", he continued. I asked Jim about the agree¬

ment end fee said it was with the backshift overscan, not the manager.

Harry said the way to fix "them" was by not doing any e:ctra work at all,

such as net placing the withdrawn steels at the pack ends for re-use.

On the next sMf, Tuesday, some of the packers put the belt up but again

Harry and Jim did not. There were no lines for any of the packers and we sat

in the canteen until 10.20 p.m. drinking tea.

1. Compare sick-line procedure at Colliery A, where lines were issued
regularly on the backshift.
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Tfes following 3agr» natters etm> to & head*. We began in our usual way

and ted about 2 ft. of oar pack kill whan the Ho*3 packer, Cria, end tkn

r»st of fete packers o&jae dotm tie f&ue, Oris said they had beau told by

Fred fete deputy, that the teXtwWn wars going to put the top belt on the

Pikers before they left the coalface, from now on* There seated to be son©

confusion about Fred's exact words, aane of the mm. said Fred told them to

withdraw their sup orfcs with th© belt up, which they considered unsafe -

if the anaate closed the belt aJght prevent than from getting out ouiokly*

OlAll« oaid fred had told the® to drop the top belt if they wanted to, but

thay would "he responsible fear putting it up again, without eny payment or

ooTJces&ion. ill the packers were agreed that the matter had to be cleared

up, and. they wanted a nesting with Fred*

Puxrrj told re to wait beside the pack while they had their meeting in

the ruin level with Fred. I waited a few minutes then vent to the level

1
end chatted to the big-road feruabers and tried to listen to vds&t was

happening* Ho cm objected to sy presence, if indeed they even noticed

£38*

. veryone was trying to speak at the am® time* Oris had taken the

male of apaksenaa end kept raying, "We sight as well go fecase", but the

rest of t ,e padto©.'* were viipwrouely trying to put their xxsinfc of vieet*

One of fete bruEhsrs was laughing end telling the packers t ey were afraid

to go bone.

The ejrpawt put forward by the ..ackers wonati to be that they were

not'; renared to withdraw their supports with the belt up; and if fete" took

it down they wanted peynent of aom kind for putting it back up again*

i-red iauid efcuy would have to withdraw their supports, since it was pert of

their task* Share was a groat deal of confusion and the above is nly the

1*' 'Big-road* was the usual underground tern for the main level, at both
oollieriea#



gist of what was said. Fred seemed to me to he telling the packers to leave

the helt up but would not say so specifically because he was unsure of the

regulations on this point, Oris made no move to go home but it seemed to me

at the time that if he had put on his Jacket, the rest would have followed him.

After about twenty minutes of oonfused argument the packers did decide

to go home having reached no agreement with Fred, who said he would send for

the oversman to talk to the men. The packers went back into the face and

sat at Cris's pack talking. Gome of them were saying they were not sure

whether withdrawing the supports was part of their task or an extra, and

what would be the effect of refusing to do that part of the Job - in fact,

were they entitled to refuse?
1

Harry said it was a pity to lose money for a pack already started,

and said we would put in half of it and claim it if the packers went home.

He told me that if a man went home i.e. went on strike, he lost the whole

bonus shift not Just the fifth for that particular day. Harry was not keen

to lose money and although he was prepared, he said, to abide by whatever

decision was made, he did not agree with the packers' argument - he v<as

prepared to withdraw his supporta whether the belt was up or down. In

the first few days I spent with him, we did in fact draw the supports in

the stretch of extra work we did, with the belt up.

We had barely started again when our friend Jim came to tell us that

the decision had been changed to putting in the packs but leaving the

supports if the belt was up - by this time it had been put up by the beltmen.

Harry said this was stupid but we carried on, finished our pack and had our

piece about J,00 p.m. I went up to Cris's pack after piecetime - he was

1. All the brushers and packers with whom I worked made the point that
getting 'a backend up' was as hard work as five or six feet of packing
although the backend represented only about one foot of the total pack.



talking to Fred in a more friendly manner than earlier in the shift, tempers

hairing cooled down. Oris was telling Fred that the extra work in putting up

the belt did not matter, it was only five minutes work, but if they "gave in"

they would be "stood-on" in the future.

The oversaaan came down the face and said the men at the top of the run

claimed Fred had told them to withdraw their supports with the belt up.

Fred denied this and Oris supported him. The oversman said the belt must be

down when the supports were withdrawn - he had never had a serious accident

on his shift and did not want one now. If the packers were not prepared

to put the belt back up again, he said, they could discuss the matter with

the undermanager who had said he would meet the men next day.1 The packers

agreed to withdraw their supports and leave the belt down, until they met the

undermanager. Harry v/as annoyed, since he had wanted to do this all the time;

however something, we were sure, was going to happen the next day at the

meeting.

I sat with Harry and some of the other packers in the baths next day while

two of the packers and a union official spoke to the utidermanager. A trainee

is supposed to stay with his supervisor at all times, but in practice many

trainees, including myself, made their own way to the sectionj this occasion

seemed a suitable one for following the correct procedure. I asked Harry why

they were seeing the undermanager and not the manager, and he said that the
2

manager's door was the last one they knocked on.

Oris, who had seemed to act as spokesman the previous day in the dispute

with Fred, had already gone underground, Hairy said; but he made no comment

1, The oversman had phoned the undermanager after hearing from Fred that there
was a dispute.

2. The correct proceuure is as Harry pointed out; the dispute is referred to
each official up the line from deputy to manager. At some collieries the
procedure is informal, and the men go straight to the manager.



about Oris'3 behaviour which - to me - seemed strange. It was 3*00 p.m.

official starting time, when the men came out of the under-manager • s office

and Jim said there must have been quite a struggle going on.
<

When the representatives did coxae out, they said the tmder-manager

would not budge - the position was as before. that is, the packers were

responsible for putting the belt up after they witadrew their supports.

The undenaanager had said he would take money from the beltmen who were

supposed to put the belt up before they finished their task, and give it to

the packers, but the men said "No" to this. The union official told the

packers not to go home - "That would be cutting your own throats"} they

were to await developments*

We told Fred what had happened and said the belt was being left

meantime.

By the following Monday, with no official pressure Judging from remarks

made, all the packers were telling the beltmen to leave the belt down and

were ^sitting it up themselves at the end of the shift, as before. No

payment or concession was being given - the incident was already history.

This dispute was an isolated event in the present study in that it

occurred only once} and t .ere were no similar incidents during the nine

months of the study. X was told by Jim, that the line "business" cropped

up every so often, but it was not practicable for me to wait for the

"business" to occur again. A few points can be made from this one event

however which seem to be of significance for the present study of labour

productivity.

1 have already mentioned the collusion whioh seems to exist between

the men and officials on questions of safe procedure and in the withdrawal

of supports in particular! The evidence also seems4 to indicate this



collusion extends to the payment of 'extra* or payment for work outwith

the contract task* The 'extras' are arranged between the men and the

deputy or oversraan as in this particular incident. This unofficial

basis for the extra payment in the form of a time concession weakens
©

the men's bargaining position; that this dispute died away relatively

quickly suggests the men were not unaware of this. But it also seems

likely from their conversation about previous experience of the "business" -

that they can expect collusion to resume at some tame in the comparatively

near future. It is an accepted part of York underground - accepted at

least by men and deputies, and as such is a factor in labour productivity.

Relating to money: The "3d Offtake".

Certain amounts of money are deducted each week from a man's wages

to cover Rational Insurance contributions. Income Tax, Union dues and so car;

the deductions were referred to as "offtakes" at collieries A. and B. The

first pay-line I received while on the f.ieldwork was during the brushing

operation at colliery A. Amongst the usual offtakes, there was one for

3d for "tools". When I asked the team about this, they said I should

not be paying for "tools" as I did not have any to mend - this was what

the 3d was for. When I said it did not really matter, and 3d was not

very much to lose anyway, they told me to see the wages clerk about the

matter. "They"had no right to take money from cse that I was not required

to pay, Tom said - "You might as well have the 3d as the N.C.B."

The Extra ohift.

Again on the brushing operation at Colliery A, I was paid a full week's

wages for a week when I was absent one day. I told the wages clerk who

seemed most surprised - as I thought, because he had made a mistake. A

more likely explanation of his surprise was my honesty because the brushing

team all said I was a fool to have told him. I should iiave kept the money,

they said; if "they" made a mistake that was their lookout. It seems



unlikely that many men who are overpaid do anything shout handing back the

money; but this is not seen as dishonest.

This incident, like the last one, illustrates not only established values

or light and wrong underground, but that these values may clash with the

values of the observer, raising difficulties. While it was valuable, from

the research point of view, to tell the men what had happened to see their

reactions, it exposed me to a certain amount of scorn. It is conceivable

that, in some situations, this could lead to a great deal of personal

involvement on the part of the observer.'
The Check Incidents.

Two incidents involving checks at Colliery B, show similar established

values to those at Colliery A. as outlined in the two incidents above.

The check is a small metal token with a number stamped on it.

Each man at a colliery has a number - as in industry generally; and the

equivalent practice to 'clocking-in* in a factory, is to collect the numbered

check from the time-office. The checks for all the men at a colliery are

usually placed on a board - this was the case at Collieries A. and B. - so

that at the end of a shift, blank spaces denote men who are still underground;

and the check cannot be handed in before the end of a shift unless a time

concession f or water or extra work has been given by a deputy. At Colliery A,

it was necessary for a man to have a line from Ms deputy stating that a

concession had been given, before he was allowed to ascend in the cage earlier

than the official finisMng time; the question of putting a check in early

without permission, seldom arose. But at Colliery B, it was possible to

ascend to the surface at any time during the shirt because of the separate

haulage systems for men and coal. While on the backahift at Colliery B, with

the packers and brushers, I spent about an hour in the canteen, at the end of

many shifts.

1. Compare HI. Participant Observation in Operation - Introsj^ection.



On one occasion, while with Harry on the packing operation, I wanted

to leave early on a Friday. I was about to hand in my check, and thereby

lose money, when a miner standing beside the time-office told me to keep

the check and say, on Monday, that I had forgotten to hand it in. I did

this, end my explanation was accepted; when I told Harry about the incident

he did not regard it as dishonest in any way. It seemed to be an accepted

practice - not to be used too frequently however.

On a later occasion, with the brushers at Colliery B, I again wanted

to leave early on a Friday. This time one of the brushers offered to hand

in my check for me at the official finishing time. Again, this was not

regarded as a dishonest practice by the men. It did not seem to be a case

of "..it*® alright if you can get away with it," but rather, "...it's alright"
'

The extent to which I had by this time acquired the same values as the

men with whom I was working, is shown by my lack of worry or concern over

the second check incident compared with the first; both incidents involved
t

values at variance with my own, which might be regarded as 'conventional1.

The Late Night.

On my first shift with the machine team at Colliery B, I was late.

I arrived at the colliery about a half-tour after the shift started and

did not arrive on the coalface until about an tour after the machine team.

I was very annoyed at being late; I would have stayed off but I had not

chosen to do so before I left home. Other men mentioned this annoyance

at being late, too. They preferred to otoose the shifts when they would

be absent and did not like to have absence forced upon them through late¬

ness. There was always the possibility, if one was late, that the overs-

man would not allow you to go underground.



The Fall

On the Monday of the fourth wedc with Harry on the packing operation at

Colliery B, our seotion did not produce for two days because of a fall of

roof on the main haulage road for the section. This roadway had been

showing signs of weight for some time and had been closed twice before

through falls. A stretch of the roadway - about thirty feet in length -

had collapsed on this occasion, fortunately during the weekend when there

was nobody near who might have been injured. Previous to the fall, this

part of the roadway had been only four feet high J the girders had been

bent almost double by the tremendous weight of the roof* Another road-

wgy beneath this haulage road was thought to be responsible for the

excessive weight, having taken support away from our roadway.

Everyone in the section was given a Job in clearing up the debris from

the fall. Work; was carried on from both sides of the fall on each shift

for two days before the roadway was clear again and safe for working.

There was very little for me to do during this period and I spent

most of ny time talking to a man from a nearby colliery which had been

closed some months previously as being uneconomic. I had met another mar

from this colliery, at Colliery A, and they had talked longingly of their

"high" wages and "good" conditons. Most of them had complained about their

"low" wages and "poor" conditions at Colliery A, to which they had been

transferred. This particular man told me that the Colliery B. men were

"stupid" in working hard at this fall. At his colliery, he said, his

mates would have regarded such an incident as a week's rest.

X found myself becoming annoyed with his criticism of *my* colliery;

I later discovered that one team at Colliery B. refused to work with him

because of his oontinual complaints. But his was not an isolated case -

other men had said much the same sort of things, even if less strongly

or provocatively. One of the difficulties for these transferred men was
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undoubtedly a drop in wages. Earnings had been, exceptionally high at the

closed colliery; thus, even if a man was fortunate enough to be placed in

contract work at collieries A. or B, his earnings dropped. But there were

not enough contract jobs for all the transferred men, particularly on

backshift and nightshift. Those who were placed on spare lists and oncost

work suffered an even larger drop in their earning?.

The problem of transferring men from one collier/ to another is extremely

complex, with earnings as an important factor for the men themselves. It

would also seem that the momentum of the habitual routines - about which

mention has already been made - persists for some time after transfer. In

other words, adjustment to the new habitual practices can take some time and

may cause problems far the transferred men.

2
This incident, along with the differences in early-lousing seems to

indicate some difference in values between collieries, but also some

similarity in the existence and strength of these values.

The Extra Man incident.

In Chapter VII. under Coalcutting, mention has already been made of the

three-man team on this operation at Colliery B. The agreement for a three-

man team was of long standing and dated from a time when a am was required

to shovel away the gum produced by the cutting chain.

An argument between the nightshift oversman, Mike and Charlie, the

leading man in the machine team, showed some disagreement as to the status

of this extra man. Mike argued that the extra man, the third man in the

machine team, did not require to be a fully trained machineman; Charlie

argued to the contrary.

1. Compare Chapter XIII Stone-dust sampling.
2. Compare Chapter VIII harly-Lousing
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She dis&grea&ent occurred on a nightshift when /-.lex was absent.

He was absent for two or three days periodically, and the team regarded

a spare iuaehineman, Bill, as ilex's substitute on these occasions. On the

first shift of one of these spells of absence Bill was sent with Charlie and

Bob as usual; but on the second night, Bill was told by the overman Mike

to go to a new developing section to cut the face for part-production the

next day. Mike also said that he would go with Bill as "back-end man",

since there was a shortage of spare machine-men. Bill seamed quite willing

to go where he was told, but Charlie told him he had to come with us - since

Alex was absent wo needed Bill to replace dim.

Charlie carried on two arguments: one with Bill telling him he had to

corns with us,, v/hioh was annoying Bill very much; and one with the deputy,

saying that Bill should be sent with us to a production section which was

"...surely more important than a developing section!"

After a few minutes of this argument, Bill turned on his heel and left

saying he was not going to be told what to do by Charlie. Charlie

immediately told the deputy that he was fed-up being messed about", and

left too. The remaining member of the team, Bob, said there was no point

in his staying by himself and followed Charlie. I waited at the meeting-

station with the deputy, and about ten minutes later, the ti res men came back.

Charlie had spoken to Mike on the phone - Bill was to go with us and Charlie

was satisfied.

Hew/ever, Bill spent a great deal of time for the rest of the shift,

telling me what a "rotten man" Charlie was. I agreed with Bill at that

time - that Charlie had been unreasonable; my own view, of which I said

nothing to Bill, was that Charlie had been childish.

In retrospect, the incident appears to indicate a dislike of being

"messed about". Bill's bitterness towards Charlie might, I would suggest,

be due to Charlie's being on the same 'side' as Bill. In other words,



toeing "messed about" was one thing, if it was "by the deputy, but if it was

toy a fellow-worker this was more serious. Bill told me he was prepared to

go to any cutting job - he was paid as a maohineman whether he was operating

a machine or notj he would have liked to operate a maeliine again, he said;

he was "getting rusty" on the spare list.

At piecetine, Charlie referred to the incident again and blamed. Mike

for the trouble - he should not have considered sending Bill to any other

job while Alex was absent* Bill said nothing, and Bob agreed with Charlie,

as he usually did.

The Cigarette Incident.

The incident of the cigarettes was a very small one but it does

show that complex explanations are not always required for every dispute.

Charlie, the leading man on the machine team at Colliery B. stopped the

machine one night and said he would not cut any further until the deputy

had wooden lids sent into the face, for use in packing the machine - that is,

keeping it level. Alex told me later that Charlie had lost his temper

because he had no cigarettes with him; this had happened before, Alex said.

The "Fifteenths" Incident.

Towards the end of my first week with the Colliery A. brushing team,

Tom told Bob and Ken that he had heard the nrghtshift oversman was complain¬

ing to the deputy, that the team was receiving too many extra payments or

"fifteenths". The "fifteenths" are, so-called because there are fifteen

half-hours in a 7^ hour shift, and extra work was paid, at both collieries,

as so many half hours at a certain rate. The team were paid six "fifteenths®

or three hours, because they went along the face for the boring-machine which

they required for their task; the packers used this machine on the

baokshift and always left it halfway along the face. It was this particular

extra payment, evidently, about which the oversman was complaining; he had

told the deputy, Tom said, that the extra payment should be reduced now tnat
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the team had an extra man with them (i.e. myself).

The team were annoyed at this statement by the overaman, hut they

said he was a "xxx" anyway, and this kind of thing was only to be expected

of him. Tom pointed out to Bob and Ken how necessary this payment was in

fact. They had a great deal of trouble getting hold of the boring-machine

which was usually buried beneath coal; and its cable was always tied in

knots round the face supports, Tom said. According to ay observations, the

boring-mac ine never took longer than a quarter hour to obtain - and Ken not

Tom was the one who always did the work attached to obtaining it. The team

shared the extra payment equally as they shared any extras they received.

Several weeks later, I heard that the extra fifteenths had been reduced.

Although Tom was complaining loudly, no action was taken by the team and the

matter was quickly dropped.

The "drier" Incident.

This incident took place over several days on the brushing operation at

Colliery B. One aspect of the incident concerned payment of extra money for

working in wet conditions j the incident also provides some evidence, I would

suggest, that relations between the team and the deputy tend to be 'bad* where

the amount of collusion is least.

The coal seam in which the Colliery B. brushing team worked was almost

level but was variable in thickness. At one point on the packing operation,

which I did prior to brushing in this section, the seam was 5$ feet high at

the main level and 2 feet high at the top road; and during the brushing

operation the seam slowly increased in thickness. Associated with this

increase in thickness, was a dipping of the seam in the main level, followed

by a gentle rise. The rock overlying the seam was a porous sandstone, and

a great deal of water had collected in this sandstone in the dip in the main

level. When the team brushed through this dip it was like making a hole

in the bottom of a reservoir from underneath - water came from the roof like
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a etoady shower of rain. We gradually left this water hahind as the coalface

advancedj hut while we were in the middle of the dip two things happened

which the team regarded as making matters worse.

The dayahift began digging pavement in the roadhead area - that is making

the level of the pavement such that the water collected in a large pool in

the area on which we laid our platss to shovel. The team protested to the

deputy, Fred, about this water and eventually several shifts later when the

worst of the water was behind us, a small pump was Installed.

The second thing to happen was that the team were told to heighten

their roadway because it was too low. They had found a hard band in the

sandstone and v1ust managed to erect their girder beneath this. They bored

their shotholes so that the shots, when fired, would 'reflect* from this

hard band leaving an almost perfect roof exposed. Fred said the team had

to burst through this hard band, but Joe argued against this saying the water

would become even worse. The team had to obey the order, however, and as

Joe had said, the flow of water from the roof increased. Before long we

were kneeling in several inches of water, trying to balance on stones as

we shovelled.

We gradually left the water behind as the face advanced but a small

pump had to be installed to deal with it. This would have been unnecessary

if Fred had not been so determined to enforce the full task at that

particular moment. The team were paid "water money" while they were

working in the water but Fred refused to give a "wet-line". This added to

the team's feeling against Fred. From the technical point of view it would

have been better to leave the situation as it was until the dip in the

main level had been passed.



XIV. IiffldgSRSOKAL RATIONS AND TOPICS OF CONVERSATION.

The study produced disappointingly little evidence with regard to

social factors affecting productivity. There was in fact a notable absence

of the sort of social interaction so frequently described in the literature

on this subject. It is often said that group pressures are responsible for

levels of output and effort - each member of a group conforming to the •standards*

expected by the group of its members. In this study I found evidence of group

pressures in the factory situation but not in the mining situation. The factory

department where I worked was very similar to the Bank Wiring Observation Room

with regard to the practices described by Roethlisberger and Dickson' -

including for instance the carrying for ard of work from day to day; there

was also a •ratebuster* who was very unpopular with the other men.

The lack of evidence from the mining situation does not, I would suggest,

deny the importance of group pressures but it does indicate that they may or

may not exist and that caution is necessary. The most noticeable feature of

the evidence gained in this studv is the habitual nature of many of the

practices described. My own view is that the *inertia* of the group members

is responsible for maintaining their "right* pace of work and not group pressure.

There is a feeling of *We do it this way because it's always been done this

way. *

As mentioned in the chapter on Training, the fact that training is

carried, out on-the-job in a way which places the initiative with the trainee

may account to some extent for the apparent lack of group pressure. There

is no need for a group to exert pressure on someone who learns the task by

copying the group. It may be that pressure would be exerted on a complete

newcomer with prior knowledge, for instance a transferred miner but more

evidence would be required on this point to express a more positive view.

1. Roethlisberger and Dickson, 'Management and the V.orker".



An additional factor here is the physical limit to the formation of a

group. We are not dealing with a roomful of workers but a coalface with

men scattered along its length. This physical limitation may apply equally

in other industries and raises the question of whether group pressures are

as widespread, as the literature on industrial situations suggests.

The lack of evidence of group pressure in the mining situation also,

raises the question of whether there were strong interpersonal relations,

or only superficial ones. Much of the contact between persons would

appear to be of the type Miller defines as "Situational Interactions. *

These include "..those interpersonal contacts 'determined' by the regular

flow of work, which are so routinized that nc verbal or gestural

communication takes place. Implicit in this label is the idea that the

situation dictates the timing and nature of some interpersonal contacts,

rather than either of the parties originating for the other."1
A little later, Miller says, "It may be that much of the co-operative

behaviour occurring in stable groups in all societies consists of routinized
2

responses to the dictates of recurring situations." The evidence from

the mines in £>resent study supports this view. For example, there was

an initial period of intense activity on the ooalcutting operation during

which each member of the team knew exactly what was required without any

conversation being exchanged about the task. While one member of the team

operated the controls to turn the machine the second member would remove any

supports in the machine's path. They co-operated in a habitual way in

response to the needs of the situation - the constantly recurring necessity

for turning the machine.

1. F.B. Miller, "Situational Interactions - A Worth-while Concept?"
Human Organization, Vol. 17, No.4» p.39.

2. Ibid, p.39*



While interactions were of this type - with restricted conversations

and long periods of silence - the members of the various teams with which

I worked appeared to get on well together. There were no openly expressed
i

disagreements except in one case - the Colliexy B brushing team. These

were never serious however and were, in my view, largely due to the bad

conditions - water and hard rock * which prevailed dwin., the period which

I spent with them.

In all the teams, there was a great deal of swearing between members but

this appeared to be an accepted part of working underground. Conversation

between members of a team1 was very limited on all the eight jobs studied.

Sport, particularly the gambling side, was perhaps the main topic of

conversation. Incidents to do with safety - aouidents and near-accidents -

were also discussed. On many occasions, the same story was repeated several

times whether anyone was listening or not.

The widespread interest in gambling was also found in the factory job.

It would seem that gambling is a dual means of escape from the work situationj

it provides excitement at the time; and the prospect of permanent escape if

one is really ludsy.

Relations between different teams.

There was little evidence of conflict of the Type described by Trist and
2

Bamforth between teams on the same shift or success:ve shifts in the present

study. At Collieries A end B, relations appeared to be good. In the case

of the conveyor-shifters who depended on the packers to dismantle the conveyor,

there was very little friction. Indeed, both groups - packers and conveyor-

shifters - seemed to co-operate in order that both might finish early and

"early louse", that is, leave with "sick-lines".

1* For convenience this includes the packers who were not in fact a team.
2. Trist and Bamforth, "Social and Psychological Consequences of the Longwall

Method of Coal-getting. "
in. « ii ■ ii ■ hi. mi n



Relations between the teams and the deputy*

At Colliery A, the coalcutting and brushing operations which I studied

v/ere carried out on the nightshift in the same section. Relations were good

between the ja&ohinemen, the brushers and the nightshift deputy. The packing

and convej-or-shifting operations were carried out on the backshift in the same

section as the above operations, and relations were also good between the

packers, the conveyor-shifters and the backshift deputy. At Colliery B,

packing, brushing and coalcutting were observed in one district and conveyor-

shifting was observed in a second district. Relations on the conveyor-

shifting operation were good between the conveyorm&n and their deputy, and

the machinetrian and their deputy. Relations were not so good between the
1

packers and brushers and the backshift deputy who supervised them.

X would suggest that relations were best where collusion was greatest

and vice versa. This has important implication since it means that relations

were best where the deputy was not strictly enforcing see ety regulations.

Compared with the factory situation, supervision on the operations

observed in this study was minimal. This raises the questions - what does

the deputy do with his time? - has he too many men to supervise? The table

on t he following page shows the numbers of men that the deputies in this study

suj>ervised.

Praia this table it can be seen that the backshift deputy at Colliery A

had more than four times the number of men to supervise that the nightshift

deputy had; and at Colliery B the backshift deputy had more than tnree times

the number of men that the nightshift deputy had in the same section.

1. Compare, for instance, "The Wacer Incident" and :The Line Incident"
in Chapter mi.
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between the teams and the deputy, conversation was limited because the

team was only in contact with the deputy for short periods during the shift.

The deputies with fewer men to supervise 3eemed to spend more time chatting

with the men as they moved around the section and, overall, each deputy

appeared to spend about the same ©mount of time in travelling. The rest

of their time as for as I could tell, was taker, up with odd jobs and

supervising any oncost workers sent into their section for special jobs

such as moving switch boxes.

The deputy's position is ambiguous. He is responsible for safety in

his section and also for supervision. On all the eight jobs studied, the

tasks required by management were fulfilled and on all these ; ame eight jobs

I observed, safety regulations being broken. This raises the question - can

the derjuty carry out his duties with regard to safety and at the same time

ensure that the work required by management is completed.

The deputies concerned in this study had unequal numbers of men under

their control as detailed in the table on the next page, but the fact that

regulations were broken on all the eight jobs studied suggests that the

problem is not simply one of how many men can a deputy supervise; a whole

series of questions are raised.

The evidence required to answer these questions was unfortunately not

obtainable while the study was being carried out at Collieries A and B.

For although there was ample evidence of the small amount of time the

deputy spent with the men on the coalface, I was not in a position to find

out what the deputy was doing during the rest of his shift. This is the

kind of evidence referred to in Chapter III. under the heading * "Gaps in

the Evidence."

The opp rtunity for studying supervision fortunately arose at Colliery

C. The next Chapter is therefore devoted to a consideration of supervision.



Tableahowin,numberofmensupervisedbythedeputies inthisstudy.
Numberofmen

CollieryA

NightshiftDeputy

8

Thesetwo deputies supervised

CollieryA

lackshiftDeputy

36

inthe samedial,riot

CollieryB

NightshiftDeputy

13

CollieryB

Nightshiftdeputy

4i

Thesetwo deputies

CollieryB

BaokshiftDeputy

14

supervjlscci inthe samedistrict



ST. Supervision.

Before discussing supervision, and in particular supervision at colliery C,

it is necessary to say something about the statutory responsibility of the

officials in the line of command, as applied to any colliery.

•aw duties of officials of a nine are laid down in the linos and xiarrloa

Act. 1954* and in the coal and Other . inos (HnnggaiB and Officals; (}gyylationss

1956. a» 1954 Act replaces the 1S11 Act which also defined the duties of

officials of the nine#

®» T inr of command at a colliaty is very clearly defined and is as

follow

Manager

Itoder-i onager (at least ona; seldom more tliaa two)

Overman (Generally one per districtj may
be as many as twenty in total).

Deputy (Three per districts nay be as many
as sixty in total).

At very large collieries producing over one million tone of coal per

annum, the Bational Coal Board have made a practice of appointing an Agent/

Manage and a Deputy Manager. The Agaat/fetoaeea^a responsibility roaalns

the same as the Manager's, and the Deputy Manager's responsibility is timt of

an Under-tisiiager with reject to the Act.

q Manaffljp

There is only one manager at a colliery. Under section 4(l) of the

Bines end Quarries Act. 1/34. lie oast bo qualified by eeecilmtlan send hold a

Hist Class Certificate of Competency.

His duties are laid down in section 2(2) of the Act as follows s

1. Compare thin with the organisational charts for collieries A, B and C
in chapter VI.
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" 2 (2) The Manager of a sine shall have the raanagawent

and. control of the mint-, exercisable subject to

any instructions given to hln by or on behalf of

the owner thereof* and shall also «• (a) have the

duty of seeming the discharge by all others of

obligations imposed cm thaa with respect to th©

urine by or by virtue of the following provisions

of this Act} and (b) have such duties with

respect to the anointment of poraoas to carry

out inspections of tho sine and to bo in charge

of* or to supervise or conduct, operations

thereat, and such other duties, end such powers,

as are imposed. or conferred on hie by or by virtue

of the following provisions of this Act."

The tern "owner" in tine contort refers to the national Coal Board.

She "...following provisions of 1Mb Act}" refers to those sections of the

Act which begin » "It shall be the duty of the Manager of every nine..."

The Manager bus has his responsibilities defined by Act of Barliaeentj

<aid while he can delegate responsibility to certain authorised persons, he is

ultimately responsible himself since he must ensure that authorised persons

cany wit their obligations.

The entire burden is not placed on tho Manager however. The Act does

lay do n that instructions (>iv©o by officials must be obeyed. Section 2(1) of

the Coal and Other Mines (General Duties pad conduct) Regulations. 156, states*

"...every perse® employed at a rain© shall obey

any instruction relating to safety, health or

welfare given to him by aay person upon whom

duties are laid by cry regulation, being an
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ios true elm givea by that person for the

purpose of the performance of those duties#"

In the examination for the First Class Certificate of Competency, the one

subject that all carsdidatcs must take is Hiring legislation. sane candidates with

certain qualifications suoh as a degree in leaning engineering are exempt from

several subjects, but all candidates must have a knowledge of the Hinos and Quarries

and also of previous legislation and its history.

Thus the Manager mat show a knowledge of the Act before appointment; and he

rust be constantly aware of the provisions of tire Act while carrying out Ms duties.

In this respect he differs from a factory manager or indeed managers in most otlier

situations. It is true they must observe, for Instance, the Factories Act, but

the, do not necessarily require to be technically qualified by examination

specifically for the position of Manager, And their legal responsibilities do mt

extend to oveay aspect of tec&r job.

Regulations are broken frequently, althou^i prosecutions do not always take

place,1 But these ini'ringeceaite would appear to be habitual rather than deliberate,

and are a consequence of lack of toowlodee both of tee Act and possible results of

unsafe perectiees* In tee main, these practices concern only tee men on tee coal

face and their deputy — tiie nanagsr does not necessarily know about thaa, although

this is no defence.

In tizis study, tee manager of colliery C in particular took very stem measures

when unsaf practices com© to his attention, either terou^i his own observation or

through an "informer"»

At Colliery C, tiie Agmt/Kenagar*s day began at 7,45 &»m» when he arrived at

tee colliery. He immediately met the Deputy Manager to receive a report on tee

previous day's performance • none of which he would already inovnamnd tee manner

1, Bee Chapter X above.



in which the am were deployed for tljat morning. They discussed any special work

to be done and ratted widely over the affairs of the pit. The Agont/llanagor

usually telephoned the Under ranager for a further discussion about 8.15 a.m.,

ex-id then dealt with a large amount of correspondence. He reported briefly to

the Group Manager about 8.30; on two or three days of the week the latter

usually cane to the pit for an underground visit or t o discuss developments.

The Agant/Kanager read and signed the overmen's reports between

conducting Ms other business from 7*45 until 8.30 a.s.» and he also

read and si^yied the summary of the deputies' reports for the previous twenty-

four hours. At 9.00 the Chief Electrical and Chief Mechanical Engineers

reported on tiie previous day's breakdowns mid any proposed, work or maintenance.

From 9.00 a.m. until lie left at about 5*00 p.u. the Ageait/Hanager net

representatives of manufacturing firms, discussed, policy with the Group

lanager, met an Inspector, went uMerground to visit one district*, net union
officials, not Area officials, hold meetings and, generally, ri ver stopped.

I*inch was always a hurried business between discsasions - or more frequently -

during discussions.

The UndeiMflanager.

yfierc net be at least one trnder-canager at a nine; a large colliery

may have two in charge of different parte of the mine.

The UhdeiMcanagsr must be qualified by examination and hold a First Class

or Second Class Certificate of Competency.

His position is defined in the nines and quarries Act, 19'34. in section 6(4)

as follows1

" 6 (4) It shall be the duty of an undor-cianager

of a nine, to the extent of his ;Jurisdictiaa*

1. The Agent/i hunger made two to tliree visits per track.
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to supervise all operations carried on

thereat and, to the best of his ability,

to execute and enforce with respect to

the mine the provisions of this Act,

orders made thereunder and regulations."

The UhdefXMaanager carries out the day-to-day working of the mine as

directed by the Manager. He is responsible normally for the deployment of the

available manpower and for fixing rates for special jobs outwith the normal

coalface contracts.

Hbtereas the Manager may go underground only two or three days in a week,

the UndeiHsmaagor spends every day underground; he is, in fact, the •uMerground

r anagM?*. He reports several tteee during the shift to the Manager, particularly

if any breakdowns occur. The actual routine of reporting may vary from one

colliery to another. Seme evidence was gathered on this point at colliery C

only; therefore what follows ijoy differ in detail from the routine,at other

collieries.

The Under-mnnager's day at colliery C began at 5*30 a.m. His first job

was to read the reports of the overmen on the previous day's performance and talk

with the nightshift officials about any work which might not be finished, or any

special problems which had arisen and required a decision from himself or tlie

Manager.

Jie daynhift sen began descending the shafts at 5.45 a.0. and by that time '

the Ubder-mnnager had decided which special jobs oust bo done if men were

available. The actual deployment of the am in the pit-bottom was clone by the

Senior Overman. About 6.00 a»n. the Senior Overman and the Under-raanager

consulted each other about the laying oat of the pit according to the lumber of

men who had presented themselves for work. For example, on Monday mornings
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absenteeism was very hi$i and it ni^t be necessary to withdrm am from ono

district to fully man-up another#

By 6#30 &*n* the UMex-manager was underground; and at that time man

riding finished in the shafts and the daysiiift had begun officially#

In his underground office the Un&emiaiia* ;er began signing the statutory

reports of the deputies for the previous twenty-four tours# As to signed these

reports to noted points for 1 mediate attention such as lack of supplies# By

the time to finished the reports to una completely up-to-date on the state of

tto pit and each district in it# On his arrival, at about 7.30 a#m#» the

Deputy Sasager telephoned tto utoergrwund office and tto UndeiMaanager gave

liia a complete report on the state of the pit and tow the mm were deployed#

'this took about half-en-hour normally# At 8#Q0 a#m#, while the Deputy

Manager was reporting to the Agent/Manager, tlie Under-najlager dealt with tto

dozens of small problems which required his decision - tow was such-and-euch

a yob to to done? - could extra nan be made available for this? - was some

other job to be done to-day or tomorrow? - and so on. Some of the decisions

had to bo referred to tlie AgentsSnager when he telephoned the Utoernaanager

at about 8.15 a#m#

By 8#30 a.m. the bnder-ercia,;pr was usually on his way to on; of the

underground districts of the mine. There were nine districts at colliery C,

and he tried to visit each one in rotation. rhis took about two weeks because

of the distances involved# If one particular district was in difficulties,

to might go there two or throe time® in a week#

The IfeidesMiaxiager informed the telephone exchange of Ms whereabouts at

frequent intervals throughout tto day# If any district was having difficulties

the overman told the exchange who then told the Under-fianager as soon as possible#

By 1.00 p#ia# when he returned to tto surface, the under-managor had a fairly

complete picture of tto pits performance and the output which could be expected



at the end of the dayshift. lie consulted with the afternoon shift Senior

Overman about the setting out of the mesa, and any special jobs which had to be

done*

By 2*30 p.a. when tlie afternoon shift began, he was comparatively free

to deal with wage queries if it mo Thursday of Friday; to see the Union

Secretary if it was Monday or Tuesday; or to attend meetings such as the

Consultative Committee meeting, or the Production control mooting where the

previous week *3 performance was discussed, and priorities decided upon.

The Undor-manager's day finished between 4.30 p.m* and 5.00 p.n.

At 10.30 p.n. he was in contact with the pit again to check the afternoon

shift's performance and give spy necessary instructions to the nl^htshift

Senior Overman. This late ni^it telephoning was done because the colliery

was without an Assistant t;nder*oanager for the afternoon shift. Even so, it

seerasd the regular practice for the UndexMaanager to work a twelve-feoiir day.

This raises tlie question of whether 'chare should be mono officials at

iffidorKsaoaser level at a colliery of the else of colliery C. Collieries A

and B had each one Jian&ger and one Bnder-raanager while colliery C, with five

times the daily output had - when fully staffed - four senior officials.

Considering the distances involved underground at colliery C there would

appear to bo a case for two inden-waanagwns on daysiiift and afternoon shift.

The Act allows for this, provided their responsibilities are clearly defined -

it would be wrong to have overlapping' rosponsibili ties between two under-

oanageM on the sarae shift. Sua problem of work-load on senior management

is well known to the national Coal Board and some change may be aeon in the not

too distant future.

Lith differences in detail, the above aooouni represents a typical talking

day for colliery C*s uadeiMnanager. Be is a key figure in dealing with day*

to-day variations in conditions which cay affect output and hence productivity.

His decisions are mainly "reassuring" but nevertheless necessary.



But it oust be emphasised hero that, provided tasks are completed within

the siiift-tine, better supervision by the Under-oaziacor and other o ficials

cannot increase productivity. At the three collieries in this study, better

supervision wold have bad little effect on productivity* This point vri.ll be

raised again at the end of this section.

0?ho Overman.

1hero is normally an overscan for each district during the production shift?

on noa-pzoduction shifts one overman oey have several districts. Uacli shift

also normally lias a Senior Overman. ©re practice of appointing overmen varies ~

thus collieries of the scao size may lave different numbers of overmen, The

principle ho;ever is always the sane ~ the overran is placed between the uador-

nanager and the deputy, Th© Act requires that an under-osnager bo appointed and

also that deputies be appointed but an overman is not required under the Act,

Provision is sade for their appointment however in section 7 of the Coal and

Other : lines (Managers and Officials? iWi&ailocs, 19'36, which leys dour their

qualifications *
e • •

The aaia advantage of having overmen in charge of one or nore districts is

that this cuts down the number of people reporting to the bhden-eianager# There

is a danger that information docs not reach the l&doxMBaaager tut in practice I

found this did not happen to any appreciable extent.

Section 8 of the above Regula fciona specifies the duties of -fee Oveman as

follows *

"8 (l) Srexy underground official superior to the

deputies but inferior to.• .the imder-manager

shall to the extent of his jurisdiction tmn

the duty of securing compliance with all

requirements imposed by or under the Act and

the safe performance of all operations.
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(2) Every such official shall -

(a) during each sMft of his confer with the

deputy assigned to each district and with each

other official then performing duties in or

reopomiblo for any part of the nine, being a

district or part to which his jurisdiction

extends.

(b) at the end of each shift of his give to

any person succeeding to any of his duties all

information he has obtained which is relevant

to safety; and

(c) within tiTonty-four hours of Hie end of each

shift of Iris examine and countersign any report

made by such a deputy in relation to that shift

by virtu© of regulation twenty*»fivo of these

regulations."

In Ms day-to-day work, the Overran deals with the routine of production in

his district or districts. Ho ensures that supplies are available when

required and handles breakdowns. When any breakdown occurs which is liable to

impede production, he informs the Underwaanager and obtains the services of

Hie mechanics or the electricians as the case may be. At the end of his

shift he reports verbally to Hie Bhdon-fflanager or Hie Senior Overman as well

as the Overman following on.

At Hie beginning of his shift, the Overman deploys Hie manpower in Ms

district and informs the senior Overman if he requires mm to replace absentees.

There is a danger that the Overman merely duplicates Hie work of Hie Deputy.

But he might be used to resolve the difficulty of Hie Deputy's position referred

to earlier in this study. The Deputy must concentrate on safety in Ills district;
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thus tlio Ovenaan mi$it concentrate on production. Imsafe practices did coast at

all throe collieries and this would appear to ho the case at many, if not all,

collieries. Some such idea as the above, if pursued as deliberate policy,

mijit go aorse nay towards eliMnating these unsafe practices.

While tlie Omwaas deals with routine in a district, it is the Deputy who is

responsible -under the Act for the district. There are nineteen sections in the

Coal and Other Mines (lEuiatgers and Officials) Ite'rulations, 1956. which concern

the Deputy from a total of twenty-seven dealing trith appointed officials.

Section 9 of these Regulations deals with the general duties of the Deputy

and in particular abates;

* (l) In every sine competent parsons appointed

by the manager as deputies shall each during

Ms Shift in the district assifpsd to him »

(a) Slave the immediate charge of the worteen

for the time being in that district and of

all operations carried on by them tlserein?

and (b) make such inspections and carry out

such other duties with rogsxd to the presence

of gas, ventilation, support of roof and sides and

general safety (including- the health of persons

working in that district) as are r,-<jaired by

the Act or by regulations (including these

regulations).

(2) ...every deputy to when a district is assigned

shall devote his whole tine during Ms s ift

to the duties specified in the last preceding

paragraph." 1

1. the omission is a saving wMch allows the Deputy to fire shots? and also
covers special circunstancos and small : ines#
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The Units of the district in fee Deputy5o charge arc defined in the

regulations and also the number and nature of inspections which he must cany

out and make a written report upon.

Although it would appear frora the evidence from collieries A and B that

the Deputy spent little or no time with the ram on the face, he is only required

to visit the nan every four hours which he almost always did.

Since the Deputy is the official moat closely concerned with supervision

on the coal -face, the above loads into a discussion of supervision at the three

collieries.

SuncrviBion at Collieries A. B and C.

At first sight, the suggestion that better supervision would give rise to

better results in terras of increased productivity at collieries A and B appears

plausible, considering the amount of noo*«osidag time and the unsafe practices

observed during the study together with the apparent lack of supervision* On

all the jobs studied, the deputy was voxy seldom with the teen and was not

supervising the wot*: of any team to nore than a very slight degree. However

the evidence from colliery c on supervision suggests thai lack of supervision

does not moan lack of effort on the part of the supervisor. In oilier tresis,

the fact that the deputy is not wt th the men tfczou^iout the shift does not mean

he is doing notiling when lie is elsewhere.

It lias already been pointed out several times that all the teams carried

out their fall tack. Base closer supervision would not have had any core

effect than the agisting mpsrvician. It might porijaps have eliminated the

unsafe practices, but would ot havo increased the tasks, *.:hic!; were predetermined.

Dhe problem is not one of mtoinlatng idle time by stronger or clooer

supervision, but of obtaining a more flexible approach to the required tasl33

and the numbers of . on to bo employed, ©is evidence of tills otudy suggests

that "idle" tin© is a result of fee operations which are carded out. Raft of
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the "idle" time is very nocessaiy rest time. The "idle" time which results iron

loose tasks cannot be eliminated by closer supervision since the netliod of work

does not allow for un increase of task or the redeployment of nan by the

supervisor*

liie method of production employed is thus an important factor in the

supervision-productivity relationship, tlth regard to riiaapower deployment, the

supervisor's hands are also tied by the management"-*uiion negotiation and tins

trill be touched upon in the nest chapter*

If conditions underground, are such that some form of ecotiauoua aiuiag

is possible then supervision might be closely related to prodiictiviiy. But

where a colliery is concd tied to conventional Longvjall working* then if the

predetermined tasks are completed, stronger supervision cannot influence

productivity. Supervision might be important at collieries where tasks are not

completed, but even here supervision sight not be the important factor. hom-

cotaplo tion of tasks is son© liicel. to be due to teelinical factors which give

rise to the tasks being too tight.

At Colli; xy C, supervision on the handrfilling faces was no better than at

collieries A and B. Unsafe practices and noi>-workiric tiro© existed; the tasks

as required by management were invariably completed*

Some men however occasionally did not finish their tasks at colliery C.

On these occasions the deputies were able to do something - namely to pay only

a daS'-mjS 'to those nm lasted of the contract rate for the job. ilien the men

queried their loss in wages with the Under-manag-er, they were told "Yea did not do

a fair day's workl" This practice of paying a day-wage for an incomplete task was

unknown at collieries A and B# since incomplete tasks were unknown. It is

extremely doubtful if it could have been introduced at collieries A and 13, in

my opinion, even if it had been necessary. "lie resentment would liave been greater

and more dangerous than that aroused by the deputy who did not pay for extras to
1

which the men thoufixt thoy x?ors entitled.
1, See above, chapter XIII,



If supervision had been better, it is possible that those few tasks at

collier C would have been completed. Thus soiao improvement in productivity

ni^it have resulted from better supervision at colliery C - the colliery which

already had tire highest productivity of tire three in this study.

Bettor supervision cannot account for the existing differences in

productivity of the three collieries in this study.

This doe not mean that there is no relationship whatsoever between

supervision and productivity* -As has been already suggested, in continuous

mining whore tasks need not be prodotomined, supervision may infl ence the level

of productivity obtained. The present trend in the rdning industry is towards

a greater degree of mechanisation. This involves a considerable change in

methods of working. The inertia of habitual practices and attitudes may act

to resist this change, and thus influence the level of productivity to be

obtained from mechanised continuous mining.

Supervision can affect the nature of habitual practices, and attitudes.

Thus there ma: be an indirect relationship between supervision and productivity.



XVI, Task Begotlatiosa,

During the fzeldwork which was carried out at collieries A and B their?
1

was no opportunity -so obtain any evidence on task negotiation* The evidence

on the application of effort, the implications of which are discussed in chapter

IX, indicated however that a consideration of the procedure involved in task

negotiation was necessary in a study of labour productivity, iirther fieldwork

carried out at colliery C in the East Midlands provided an opportunity to obtain

information on task negotiation, and this is now discussed with a comparison

between East f&dlonds arid Scotland, 'This comparison, it is suggested, shows

the importance of the result of task negotiation for 1 vols of productivity,

The tasks for individuals and teams in both Scotland and the Bast I'ddlands

Division - and throughout Great Britain - are based on agreements nade between

management and union at colliery level. Since it is the technical conditions

which determine the size of the tasks, both sides sit down to negotiate knowing

the quantity of work which requires to bo done. Initially negotiation tokos fee

form of discussion on fee nanpower required to perform fee necessary operations.

It would be more correct therefore to spook of "manpower negotiation" rather

fean "task negotiation". This "manpower negotiation" is not done wife a

specific productivity in view but by considering fee total amount of work

divided by fee individual or tern tasks. 'feo method of deteimining fee manpower

to give a required productivity ra shown in Cahpter V,

Two stages of negotiation can be distinguished, fee first stage takes

place when a new scam is developed for the first time. This takes the form of

the "manpower negotiation" mentioned above. Since new seems are not being

continually developed at any one colliery this stage of negotiation takes place

on rare occasions compared with the second stage which right be termed "rate

negotiation",

1, Compare Chapter III, "Participant Observation in Operation"t tho section
on "Gaps in the Evidence",



This second stags takes place virtually annually wham the union sock increased

rates for performing the sane tasks.

In the initial '"manpower negotiation", which is by far the Host important,

both sides base their arguments on previous experience ftoo other seams and on

results during an initial trial period. Method study is now being used in the

Sast Midlands to assess the manpower on mechanised faces and this will be

explained in sore detail later.

That has been said so far applies to both Scotland and tlte East i idlanda.

If wo examine the first stage of negotiation in a little more detail, an

important difference is apparent.

In the section on "Technical conditions" the effect of different lengths of

working face on productivity was demonstrated. To simplify the calculations

involved, it was assumed that the tasks and manpower had been already negotiated.

In a similar way, the difference in approach to "manpower negotiation' can be

shorn by describing how the actual manpower would be determined in such cases.

The first step in the negotiation is to call a nesting between the colliery

management - who generally have members of Area management with tliem in such

meetings - and 'the colliery union officials. The latter may bo led by an area

official of the union and will include representatives of the workmen from the under¬

ground district in question when the detailed negotiation begins.

Since this type of "manpower negotiation" involve© a mew sem, the initiative

does not come from one side or the other, but rather from both. The "rate

negotiation" mentioned previously as a second stage invariably takes place at the

union's request.*

1. 11.B. During the "manpower negotiation", a rate for the job is fixed.
'The second stage of "rate negotiation" referred to here is for
subsequent increases in the initial rates.



At to© first meeting no binding decisions are taken - Si© meeting is

sore an ex donation of each side's position. It may be decided to allot'? the

face to proceed on a trial period without prejudice to either side. On sooe

occasions it raay be possible to settle details after a few meetings without a

tidal period but this would be the exception rather tlian the rule.

'Sim manpower to be employed on the face during the trial period will be

broadly agreed after a series of meetings during this first stage. After the

trial, the serious "manpower negotiation" will take place at a furtiier series of

meetings.

to assessing toe manpower required, both sides in to© negotiation know

the sia® of the underground district and therefore the eize of the tasks to be

performed. Technical conditions determine the size of the district, and we will

assune conditions are such 4$Sat the district in question is of toe following sizes

(i) toe district is a single-unit with a coal-face l®;th of 200 yards.
i ■

(ii) toe main level or conveyor road is 14 feet wide by 12 feet high,

(iii) toe top road or end-road is also 14 feet wide by 12 feet high,

(iv) toe roof is such that there mast be pecks 15 feet long at 15

feet intervals along the face.

(v) The coal is to be undercut to a depth of 5 feet and holes will be

required, for shot firing, at 5 feet intervals.

(vi) too conveyor is a bottaa-loading belt.

On the basis of this information, the "manpower negotiation" takes place.

And each side states its views on the assessment of the teak.*
At this point toe procedure in Scotland differs from that in East Midlands.

Scotland. toe meeting would now consider each operation necessary dialing

toe cycle and determine the manpower required to perform each operation during toe
4 '

. 1 1 , ; :

shift. 3oto sides draw on previous experience in these discussions and may cite

1. Compare the last paragraph of chapter IS.



agreements at other collieries wxMxi; the same seam-to support* or counter*

argraaents as the case nay bo.

Eventually they stay agree on a manpower such as follows»-

(i) Filling - in this case the individual task must bo negotiated.

If 10 yards «g agreed upon* 20 man would be required to fill-off

tho entire face. Although tiie men are expected to work together,

and are paid as a tean, this does not happen in practice to tho

extent that eapiiasis is placed on the individual task of 10 yards

rather than the team task of 200 yards.

(ii) Packing * in this case the task: is already fixed. If it was

agreed this task required one nan the total Ember of packers

required would be 17** The packers are not paid as a teem and

the empfiasis is again on the individual task.

(iii) Brushing - in this case the task is already fixed. If it was

agreed that 5 mm were required for a roadway of the given

diraatioions then two teams of five mm each would be necessary

for the district. Each member of the team receives an equal

share of the team's total earnings and shares equally in the

work.

(iv) Conveyor - shifting - in this case the tack is fixed. If

it was agreed that two nea cany out tils task* they twuld

share the earnings for the job equally.

(v) Cutting - again the task is fixed. A machine requires at

least two men to operate it, irree]>ective of the length of
»

coalface to be cut. For this particular face it mi^it be

agreed that a third nan was necessary* raking a team of three.

1. Hot 20 men, since "the"packs tall not be throughout the entire face. At
each end, pacJcs are put on by tho brushers. The packing length trill be
of the order of 170 yards, hence 17 men.
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There would also bo trackers arid holeborers to be agreed upon - the above

represent the five main classes of labour on the face#

For oaoh of tlieso operations a rate is negotiatedf again, this is based

on previous experience and practice elsewhere.

Thus, the agreement finally arrived at specifies that a certain number of

iaen will perform a certain task for a certain rate of wages.1
East Midlands* The emphasis In the greater part of the East Midlands is

on the torn task rather than the individual task. Therefore while the

management and the union may arrive at the same manpower as detailed above,

the;* then describe this as the •standard manshifts* for the completion of the

task. In other words, the agreed number of mm will be required per shift to

complete the total task? that is, 20 fillers will complete the filling off,

17 packers will complete the packing and so on.

Thus, the agreement finally arrived at specifier; a 'standard* number of

manshifts for the completion of the total task for a certain rate of wages.
2

This is called a *web-rate' agreement.

The result of these two different approaches to "manpower negotinti on"

is altogether different.

In Scotland, the task becomes almost permanent and in good conditions and bad

every man has his own particular job to do. If he is absent he must be replaced.

In very bad conditions, extra men may be employed on the face or extra money

paid to the mm already on the face.

In East Midlands, a nan nay be used on any part of the face. If a man

is absent he may not be replaced if conditions are good. this is because

payment is for the completion of the total task for a standard number of manshifts.

1. See Appendix C for a copy of a contract for a team of biushers.

2. This is so called because it is the total task which is considered? that is,
the number of men to bo employed to complete ono "web" or advance in a cycle
of twenty-four hours.
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here is therefore an incentive to take fewer men when conditions are good; this

can work in practice as follows s

If the agreed standard shift rate is 60/- for the packing operation with

15 standard raanshifts, the total mount of money paid to the packers is £45 x 5

per week or £225* Suppose only 13 packers are employed because of favourable

conditions.1 Then the actual manshifts for a trod: will be 65. The shift rate

now boeonas £225 4 65» that is - 65/3 per shift. Thus each packer receives
#

j/3 per shift core when 13 packers complete the task instead of 15 packers.

Another important result of the "web-rate" method of payment is that

payment for sstra work is spread over a teen of nan and not paid to each man

individually. Indeed, in practice, the payment of "e&tras" as they are known

in Scotland is almost unknown in Sast Midlands.

what relevance then does tlie above discussion have for the problems of

labour productivity.

the point has already been made that what is really implied in task

negotiation is manpower negotiation, The est Midlands method of negotiation

appears to be more flow ble than the method in Scotland; and because it is

more flexible the question of frequency of negotiation is not s. oh a vital

one. Tho ''web-rate51 system allows for variations in conditions to be met -

trith variations in manpower "on-the-spot".

The more flexible approach in the Bast Midlands would appear to be related

to a more favourable climate in manageGenlMinion relations than obtains in

Scotland.

In considering only conventional hand-filling Longwall coalfaces, it has

already been suggested that more favourable technical conditions largely

account for the higher productivity of Boat Midlands. If the overall

1. it should be emphasised that this may hot happen in every case but
the point is that the payment system allows for it in Bast Midlands.
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productivity is compared - for all forms of mining - then a greater degree

of mechanisation accounts for the difference between Bast Midlands and

Scotland*

How meohaniaod mining - that is, mining where the coal is simultaneously

cut and loaded on to a conveyor by machine- involves considerable changes in

methods of miking. Periiaps the most important change is that production can

take place on any shift, indeed on all throe shifts, if required. When

power-loading is combined with a system of euppttrts which can be advanced by

h drsulie power the potential increase in productivity over conventional

woiidjoc is very great. Carried to its ultimate stage, mechanised mining

provides the possibility of production with no nen. on the coalface at all.

If we exocrine the agreements negotiated for potfer-loading, in Scotland

and the Host Midlands# we find a parallel to tiie difference in approach

already detailed above. Again# tiic Bast Midlands approach is nor© flexible.

One example of -this is the acceptance of method study, as a basis for the

establishment of a 'norm1. In Scotland the union will not accept method

study on the coalface. TMa alone does not indicate a more flexible approach

to 'Empower negotiation'; it is rather a result of the more favourable

management-union relationship in Bast Midlands.

Before considering tiie pouor-loading agroeoente in some detail, one final

point arises out of the licu'id—i'illing agreements discussed above. Under the

Scottish system the possibility of tasks becoming loose or of there being

disagreement over the payment of "extras" is inherent in the final agreement.

The emphasis is on tasks and each man on the face having his own particular

•stint' or place of work. If conditions change such that the required work can

1x3 done in considerably loss than tiie shift tino, tliore is no rodoployaant of

manpower or renegotiation. Because of tiie geological structure of the Scottish

coalfields it is perhaps more likely that conditions will deteriorate. In

this event the practice is to pay "extras". The ayston is, in my opinion, too

inflexible to deal with changes in conditions and therefore loose tasks and

disagreements over tie payment of extra money for extra work ore always a possibility.
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At colliery C on the hand-filling faces there was some evidence of loose tasks.

But an many occasions these faces were not given their full complement of men,

because the management knew that the wok: would etill be completed. '."Ms

practice is allowed for under tlie 'web rate4 ayatorn. The men carry out a

larger share of the total work and are paid accordingly. Strictly speaking#

if the men can do this consistently then the task must be loose. But the

management benefit by having trained faaoeen free for other jobs. /<»d non-

working tine can be virtually eliminated. Thus althou^x ilie tasks nay still

become loose* there is provision in the system for taking up the slack.

Bowcr-loadln; in Scotland i From tiie technical point of view there is no

difference between a mechanised face in Scotland and one in Bast rddlands.

The sa e types of powoz^loadiag machines are found in both Divisions. Because

of the different conditions in different scams there is no one machine - at the

present time - which is suitable for universal application. Similarly, there is

no powered support system thick can bo 'iced in any kind of conditions. There

are many different typos of machine in use, therefore, and rumy systems of

support in use throughout the thole of Groat Britain.

All mechanised systems of production now in use and likely to be in greater

use in the future, have one thing in cordon. The machine cuts coal and fills it

on to an armoured conveyor, travelling continuously along the face, The

conveyor is pushed forward as required by hydraulic power and the supports are

advanced continuously as fresit roof is eccposed. Cutting and filling con take

place irrespective of shift - thore is no question of a cycle1 of shifts. The

roadways are advanced with the face, brushing taking place on one or two of the

throe shifts. Normal procedure is for one team to load continuously throu^iout

their shift, other teams following them on succeeding shifts. One toara nay

1. A few of the early potjor-loaders required a cyclic system, but these
machines are being used loss and loos at the present "time.
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spend a week on da;/ shift and than a week on afternoon shift* Apart from

notine the shift system lias been, by and large, preserved those details need

cot concern us*

As in conditional hand-filling, conditions determine tlio size of the

distinct and further the type of power-loader to be used* The task is them

only United by the speed of the machine, and the available working tine - in

theory*

In Scotland the idea of a fixed task has been preserved in the Lone;nil

Bower Loading Agreement, 1955 tee agreement states that ell members of the

power-loading team shall be paid a day tsage with a bonus for completing an

agreed minimum task* tela teak is negotiated between colliery management and

union officials. The manpower required for this task is also negotiated at

colliery level*

teo final agreement for a particular district therefore is basically the

same as for a hand-filling faces a certain number of men rill perform a

certain task for a certain rate of wages*

Method ctudy on tee coalface is not accepted by tee national Union of

IHmewoxkers in Scotland* fhere is therefore no question of carrying out a

study on a powtrc—loading face with a view o establishing a theoretical optimum

of performance with a certain number of men* fhis in itself is not so Important*

in ay view, as ■tee point made above - teat the Scottish agreement is basically

the same as for a hand-filling face* 'teero is no incentive to complete more

than the agreed ndnlnm task - an upper limit has been placed on productivity,

Ifere tie have an important non-technical factor in productivity, namely, the

relationship between management and union at teo level of teak negotiation*

teis relationship is not a social factor in the sense of the Sawthoxne

1* See Appendix B*
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Investigations where the human problems were considered at a faco-to-face

work group level j but it is a social factor in the sense that interpersonal

relationships at trade union negotiation level are involved in determining

tastes, manpower and hence productivity,

Pwror>-loaclin^ in the Bast Mdlands* The Nottinghamshire Power Loading

Agreement, 1957 * specifies that method study shall be used in establishing

norms of performance as a basis for negotiation. Hie manpower is also

negotiated, at colliery level.

Before the management end union meet, the Method Study department of

the particular /roe, in which the colliery is situated carry out a tine study

on the coalface under discussion. 'hen a district is newly mechanised a

oettling-in period is allowed. During this period the time study can, if

necessary, be node since it is made to establish a theoretical optimum

performance.

The 'time study measures (i) the time spent in getting to end from the

coalface, (ii) the time spent in preparing to start work, (iii) the time spent

in preparing the rashdne at each end of the face.for a return run. Hie sum

of these tines deducted fro the shift time is taken as the available working

time.

By timing tlie machine while actually cutting on the face, a 'normal *

cutting speed is determined. This is an average of several observations of the

machine cutting. ::Ms cutting speed multiplied, by the available working time

gives a figure which is taken os the optimum i«rfortaaoce of tee machine on teat

particular coalface.

Evidence suggests teat this figure is freely accepted by both sides.

.Although both sides at the colliery are free to negotiate on the basis of this

1. See /sppondfe P.
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optima performance, in prentice the norm is ogrood as 75 per cent of the

optimum performance. There is some variation on this percentage but generally

the negotiation would appear to be straightforward. Discussions on the rienpowor

to be employed on the power-loading team are more lesa;thy. then a figure us

finally agreed upon, this becomes title standard manshifts for the agreed noun.

Thus the agreement, in its effect, is very similar to tine "web-rate" system

on hand-filling faces. In practice the agreement is extremely flexible in

dealing with variations in conditions.

An example will illustrate the effects of the two agreements.

For simplicity wo will assume that the agreed minimum task and the

manpower are the sa,e in Scotland and Bast Midlands.

bet us suppose that the agreed minimum task in the Scottish example is

250 yards of coal cut and loaded, with a team of 25 men. Then under the 1555

agreeraent, if this task is completed each mm will receive 59/2 plus 6/- per
shift. If this task is not completed the nen will receive only 59/2 per

shift. there the task is not completed through circumstances outwith their

control the man receive 59/2 plus 6/». there the sen load more than 250 yards *
of coal, the rate paid remains 65/2 pear shift. This represents the limit of

their earnings (excluding payment of "extras").

In Bast Midlands, tlie same example gives the following earnings worked

out in the following manner1

1. -he actual tonnage depends on the yardage cut, the height of the seam and the
depth of cut. This volume multiplied by the coal density gives the actual
tonnage produced.

(i) Agreed norm a 250 yards,

(ii) Agreed manpower a 25 men.

(iii) Agreed norm per manshift » 10 yards
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If the toon cut 250 yards they would earn 60/- per shift. Suppose they

cut 300 yards with 25 men their earnings would be 1

Total earnings = 300 x 6/— » £90

earning per manshift =» =» 72/-

If the team had consisted of only 24 men the rate would become =3 75/-

per shift.

In actual practice these rates are worked out on a weekly basis along the

above linos. Any pcrfornance below the aona is not included in fee calculation,

but is paid for separately at the basic rate of 60/- per shift.

The above account of task negotiation is highly relevant to the problems of

labour productivity. In tlie wider contest of the two Divisions - East Midlands

and Scotland - the aero flexible approach of the East Midlands to 'manpower

negotiation' would appear to be better suited to the changing conditions which

occur in mining. The 'web-rate* type of agreement with a standard number of

nanahifta rather than a fixed number of men gives Management fee opportunity of

obtaining 1dehor productivity levels when conditions are favourable, without fee

necessity for renegotiating manpower or reassessing tasks.

In conclusion it is important to note that it is Scotland which has fee more

varied and rapidly varying conditions and would appear to have more need for this

type of agroene. t than the Bast Midlands. Also, although social factors at the

level of the faco-to-faee work group did not appear to be as important for

productivity as technical factors, social factors at tire trade union negotiation

level are important. The effect of 'good* relations in gsst Midlands is seen in

favourable agreements wife regard to manpower depLo .oat ard tiro effect of 'bad*

relations in Scotland is seen fe more restrietivo agreements arid a less flexible

approach 'to manpower problems.
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XVII. -U magy of the Evidence.

1* As was pointed oat in chapter III when discussing participant observation

in operation, this research method results in a great mesa of unwieldy inform .ion

and it may be helpful for the reader if the evidence given so far is summarised

before discussing its wider implications.

At collieries A and B observation tins carried out on the coalface as a

trainee. At colliery C observation was carried out in a more general way moving

round the colliery as a management trainee. some additional evidence was obtained

in a factory situation.

2. The bulk of the evidence detailed in Part II is from collieries A and B.

These collieries were typical of Scottish collieries with good prospects in

terns of output, numbers of men, geological conditions, and methods of working.

Doth collieries were {jia-free at the time of the study? this meant some

difference:-, in detail only between these and collieries where gas is present.

3. 150th collieries A and B, and to a certain extent colliery 0, tised the

conventional Longwall method of winning coal. this involves a cycle of three

shifts, five operations necessary for reduction took place on the coal face?

coal-cutting, filling, brushing, packing and convoyor-eidfting. With the exception

of filling, these operations were studied at both collieries A and B, making a

total of eight jobs carried out over a period of nine months.

4. At all throe collieries the cKjal-cuttinr;, brushing and conveyor-shifting

opera ions wore carried out by small teams of rasa; the packing and filling

operations sere carried out by a number of men performing equal tasks independently

of each other.

Each of the eight jobs studied was carried out by the sa e men each day.

m absentee's place was taken temporarily by a man trained in that operation.

These temporary replacements sere organised on a 'spore-list* and filled vacancies

on a rota system.

Ihe men engaged on the eight jobs studied followed the same method of work

ever/ day. their habitual routine varied only to meet changing circumstances outwith
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their control such as bad shots or machine breakdowns.

5. On the jot® performed by a team of am, each nan carried out the sar.e part

of the total task each day? each r.saber of the team received an equal share

of the wages paid to the tear". "die men wiio worked on individual tasks vrero paid

individually.

Each one of the four operations was carried out by the stem in a very

similar way at each colliery - differences wore in detail and not in principle.

This would be true for each operation with regard to collieries other than

collieries A and B. Tho evidence for colliery C, in a different Division,

supports this view.

6* in the period during which this study was made, the length of the shift

was seven and a half hours with an official twenty-minute break, thus the tine

available for work at collieiie3 A and B was seven hours and ten minutes. On

two of the eight jobs, a further period of thirty nimtes was allowed for

travelling to the coal face.

to each one of the eight jobs studied, the mm spent almost the same

amount of time on their task each day. This ranged from two and a half hours

on the packing: job at colliery a, to sis hours on the coal cutting job at

colliery B.

7. At both collieries the men habitually started later than the official

starting tin® for th ir shift. The variation from the official starting time

was different for each job, ranging from aero to one and a quarter hours.

to each job the men had a regular starting time which they spoke of as

their "normal" starting time. It was variations from this tine which the nen

regarded as 'late' or 'early'• In other words, their 'image' of starting tine

did not coincide with the official 'image*.

The practice of lato-starting- was not an issue at either colliery A or

B. This was perhaps because it was not so obvious as early^finishing - which

was an issue - and it was therefore easier for management to condone it.



8* On six of the eight jot®, the man took lon er than the official break of

twenty minutes* On five of these sis jobs they regularly took a half-hou:* break

during the task and on the sixth job a break of forty-fivo minutes was taken after

the task had been completed. Of the two jobs remaining, on one a break of

fifteen minutes was taken after the task had. been completed, and on the other

no break was token at all*3,
9% At both collieries, the men habitukiUy finished their work earlier than the

official finislring time. They spa.e of their "normal" finisiiing time, a d they

regarded variations from this time as "late" or "early". his, as with the startLnr

time, their 'image* of finishing time did not coincide with the official 'image*.

The "normal" iinlslonc time differed between 8m eight jobs and ranged from five h urs

early on the colliery a packing job to an© hour early on the colliery b brushing job.

On the six jobs s tadied which were performed by a team of men, each man

in the team finished at the same time. On the two jobs performed by individuals -

the two packing jobs - the other mm engaged on the same jobs had different "normal"

finishing times wliich were not so early as those of the two men whose jobs were

studied*

10* On three of the eight jobs the men left the colliery when the had

finished their task? this was knot-© as early lousing". On the remaining five

jobs the men sat in tiie pit bottom or the canteen until the official finishing

time for their shift*

At colliery A the men on the two bacicohift jobs studied practiced "early

lousing". "Early lousing" was in face widespread an the beckshift throughout

tiie colliery, and was regarded by the management as a serious problem. At

colliery 3, "early lousing" was practised on one of the jobs studied* It was

not so widespread as at colliery A and was not carried out in the same manner*

1. This job was the one which was regularly completed in two and a half hours*



early finishing was widespread at botil collieries on all three shifts.

11. At colliery A the backshift sen left the colliery early by saying they were

sick. Any can wrkiiig underground was allowed to leave if he became sick during

his shift# and he was jiaid according to the proportion of his task completed,

leaving early liad becooe sueh an established procedure at colliery A that the mm

did not pretend they were sick# they t orely asked for a "sick-line" to allow them

to leave - the deputy handed over the sick-line without question.

12. At colliery B tire . .en who practised "early lousing" received per ission

to leave the colliery early tiirough doing extra work or by working in wot

conditions. "Sick-lines" were used only very occasionally .

13. The son who did not "louse" early appeared to experience frustration at

having to sit and i®it for the official finishing tine. It would appear that in

early-finis;ling# not all the problems are on management's side.

14. The evidenco of the allocation of tine on the eight jobs studied# suggests

that the men had a "tine table" for their task, iMch incorporated their rest tine

and their working time. This appeared to give then a sense of security and

allowed them -to aciiieve sor e control over their own situation.

Two types of "tine table" appear to exist; a different one for each

individual orker; end for a toati# one evolved from the individual's "tine table".

Lack of such a time table was perhaps one reason for the disorgaMsation of the

teara performing one of the eight jobs#

15# On five of the eight jobs studied# "early loosing" was not practised#

but early finishing was. his raises the question - why did the mm finish early

when they liad to sit and wait for the official finishing time before they could

loave the colliery.

Because the Loogwsll method of prodaction requires that tasks be defined#

the men cannot choose to do more when their task is completed. Thus, unlike

piecework in the factory situation whero the emphasis is on the extra money to be

gained by extra production# contract work in the mines on the operations of the three

shift cycle is concerned with completing a set task in a given time. The miner
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cannot choose to oasn -ore by continuing Ms task to fill the available time - he

can only lose money by not completing Ms task. There is no incentive to work

harder than is necessary to fulfil the contract.

16* 'lie evidenco on the application of effort on the eight jobs shows that the

men worked very hard when they were working. It is likely that they tjould not

have maintained such a level of effort for the full shift to do more work,

yhere was a dual rhythm on all eight jobs, of rest and intense activity. Could

the activity bo spread evenly throughout the shift?

It would appear that to the men work is equated with activity# then

the job dic&ated a period of inactivity - for instance while the machine was -

cutting - the men seemed to feel dissatisfied because they were not working although

they were in fact and sight have been required to carry out sea© task at any time.

Vihen the ran himself ini iated the period of inactivity^ there was no feeling of

dissatisfac tLon •

The evidence suggests that perhaps fee best and easiest way of carrying out

fee eight jobs was to have a dual rhythm of rest and intense activity, fhus the

"tine table" night be regarded as a rationalisation by the miner to obtain sane

control over a situatiesi where Iris pace of work is dictated by fee situation and

not by himself.

In other words# the habitual nature of the minor's behaviour is the resultant

of continually recurring situational factors.

17. A great raany breaches of safety regula ions wore observed on all the ei$at

jobs at both collieries A and B. these ranged frcia fee withdrawal of supports

using a hammer instead of fee prescribed safety device, to hitting a switch-box wife

a hammer to make it work properly, and shovelling coal into packs.

The wrong way of doing thing?;, fro . a safety regulations point-of-view,

becoi en, by routine, fee accepted way. This could perhaps be explained as a group

pressure to conform to the expected pattern of behaviour. The more likely
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explanation, on the evidence of tee ei^it Jobs, is that a mtk sees everyone els©

doing -tilings a certain way and simply copies them.

He does assess the danger in a situation, but tliis is done on the basis

of previous experience which cannot cover the whole range of possible consequences

of carrying out practices in breabh of regulations.

18. Instructional films shoeing cot only safe methods of woricLrx , but the

consequences of unsafe practices sight be of groat value, especially if shown to

newcomers to the industry.

19. In a messing danger intelligence may bo an important factor, There is

the possibility that -fee less intelligent minor sees every situation as dangerous,

is too cautious, and would be better in a less hazardous occupation. tliere may be

sous level of intelligence which could be used as a criterion in selecting miners
*

who would be able to Judge reasonably be fcweea tii© safe and the dangerous.

20. unsafe methods of working are a factor in labour productivity since in

fulfilling ills task the miner nay ormay not adopt unsafe routines of work, enabling

Ma to finish his task in less tin® than if he observed all the roles. I&ue

sane part of his nonH^ridng tine ma be due to 'unsafe "short cut©".

21. An example of the miner's difficulties in dealing with circumstances beyond

Ms control was provided by the positioning of ahotholes in relation to the pack,

on the colliery B pocking Job. the holes were bored on a different shift by men

who had no responsibility for the exact positioning of the holes since they were only

paid per hole bored. If a hole was too near - or too far fron «• the pack, the

packer was involved in a tremendous amount of extra work. Ho difficulty of this

sort was experienced at colliery A where the packers bored their own holes.

22. there were twenty-one men engaged on the eight Jobs studies. Of these

twelve wore not absent during tire period of observation, six hod an absence rate

of from eight per cent to fourteen per eerie, one had a seventeen per cent absence

rate, and two had rates of fifty per cent and seventy five per cent. All these

absences were "voluntary"} and although the actual percentage must be treated with
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some caution, they nay be re garded as shewing a relative liability of absence.

However* it would apixsar that a proportion of the absence® classified as

"voluntary* under the prosit system should be classifiod under so e new heading such

as "permitted leave", not at present recognised by the coal Board.

fin interesting point about purely "voluntary" absence is that it was not

conde nod by the men who were not absent during the period of observation. It would

appear that taking a day off is a "traditional" right in the ining industry.

23, Training at tlie two collieries v©s entirely done on-the-job. Ae

implications of this are twofold,

2Ms sort of training is liable to be inadequate since the initiative is

transferred fron the supervisor to the trainee- what the trainee loams is up to

himself; and he say leam practically notiring if Ms initiative is low.

In any case, tlie result of this training is to perpetuate the existing

habitual practices - the trainee learns the unsafe methods of working by copying

Ms supervisor, sock training of supervisor® would appear to be necessary.

It may be that training as carried out on-tlie-Job accounts for the lack of group

pressures in this study. shore is no need for a group to exert pressure to

conform on an individual the has learned by copying the group*© habitual method

of work.

24. Some special incidents which occurred during the stud illustrate many

of the problo: a already outlined.

25, i» exa pie of inadequate stone-dust sampling showed tlie problem of

inadequate training perpetuating unsafe pmctico:;. fho man carrying out the

sampling copied the practice employed by the previous sampler, Aia was not

only wrong but could have liad serious consexigences.

26. in incident at colliery B on. the packing Job shove the trouble which can

result when a concession given unofficially by an overman is stopped by the manager.

It is interesting to not© that this dispute did not result in a strike but merely

"fizsled out". Ae incident also shows that many of the packers were confused as

to what exactly was included in their tack.
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27* Several small incidents 'bo do with uaney show a difference hotman miners'

values and what ndgh-;, oe regarded as conventional values. The man saw nothing

dishonest in not reporting being paid too much for instance.

28. On the question of social factors influencing labour productivity the

study produced disappointingly little evidence.

There was a notable absence of group pressures in the mining situation?

they were however present in the factory where I ported.

the lade of evidence on the influence of social factors en labour

productivity does iJot deny their eeustenee or importance. They may or my not

esist and in some situations group pressures may bo a factor in labour productivity.

29. The evidence fron the present study supports the view of Killer who says

"It may be that much of the oo-operative bebsvioue occurring instable groups in

all societies consists of routinised responses to the dictatoo of recurring

situations."^
30. there was little evidence in tii© study of any conflict between -team in the

same district of the mine.

It aay bo that the looseness of lire tasks on iiuoso eight jobs was partly

responsible for this lack of friction, there taste are tight* tlierc night be

friction between teams over increasing amounts of uoxk left unfinished* some

looseness in taste nay be desirable in the three shift cycle.

31. In only one case were there frictions between teams aad their deputy.

This case highlights the ambiguous position of the deputy as an official

responsible for safety fed prou.io ion. he unsafe practices observed at

collieries A and B raise the question - how does the deputy reconcile the conflict

between being a safely official and condoning broaches of regulations? This

specific question leads outside the scope of the present study.

On the wider question of tiie relationship between supervision and levels of

productivity it was necessary to obtain further evidence fron colliery u.

1. F.8. Miller, "Situational Interactions - A Worthwhile Concept"
Hunan Organisation, Vol. 17. ho. 4. p.39.
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32* Htft apparent lads of supervision does not mean lack of effort on the part

of the supervisor, The evidence fro • colliery C shows tiie or.pervi.sor, Mother

the jaanager or the dep ty, to be extremely busy. And since all the tasks were

completed in any case, closer supervision could have accomplished no more than fee

existing supervision. to eoovwntilnal Longwall faces sapervieion cannot directly

influence productivity beyond the point of completion of the teak. On

continuous mechanised faces, supervision is in a position to influence productivity

provided thero is no limit set on the task.

Ttm inertia of habitual practices and attitudes say aot to resist change

and thus influence potential levels of productivity to bo obtained by now methods

of working. Insofar no supervision affects habitual practices and attitudes, it

can also influence productivity indirectly*

35. A consideration of task negotiation in both the Scottish Division and the

East 1 idlands Division shows feat fee negotiable quantity is in reality the manpower

to be employed on the necessary voik. The tasks are governed by fee technical

conditions. At the level of r.onasajent-onion negotiation, interpersonal relations

can affect productivit; to the extent that once negotiation is complete, productivity

is to a considerable extent fixed and thereof or varies according to technical

factors. Thus while social factors at the level of the individual do not appear

to be important in tiiis study, social factors at fee negotiation level would

certainly appear 'ho be inprotant in productivity. These tall be important also in

any consideration of change in negotiation procedure. Cr instance, to introduce

the Hast ; idlands type of osraement wife its flexibility of manpower deployment

into Scotland would at present involve a considerable change of attitude at the

iiighest trade union negotiation level.

In Scotland t e type of agreement arrived at after negotiation specifies a

certain number of am to perform a certain task. In East Midlands, fee agreements

throughout most of the Division specify a "standard" number of manshifts to complete

a total task. .-here is therefore a possibility of redoplo ing man as conditions

very, which there is not with the Scottish type of agree ,ent.

This difference in approach is also shown in the Power Loading agreements
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negotiated for mechanized faces in the two Divisions •

In Scotland the emphasis is on the completion of a minimum task and there

is no extra payment made for exceeding this minimum* By using Method Study* Bast

Midlands have negotiated agrsod norm of performance for each mechanised face and

improved performance is paid for pro-rata*

2 flexible approach to s.anpowor negotiation would seem to bo essential in

seining where conditione may vary bo widely and so quickly*
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Xfflll# Discussion on the Implications of the evidence with particular reference
tO Scotland#

m pointed out at the beginning of this thesis, the record of the coal

Industry in Great Britain lias caused concern for cony years with its uncraploy .ent

history, its high incidence of disputes, its technical ami huaan production problems,

and its marketing problems# VMle some of the problems have changed - for instance

under-production, has rec ntly given way to ovoi<-f>roduc tion associated with a fall in

demand due to competition from, in particular, the oil industry * other proitos

Imve remained unchanged*

Standing out among those, probably even mm them at any time in the past,

are the problems of high cost and productivity# In this connection, the Scottish

Division of the national coal Board in particularly, can be said to have received

more than its share of attention* And rightly so, for hi^i costs, falling demand,

and the eahaastion of reserves have brought about the closure of many collieries#

not only old collieries with maJUL outfits have been affected - a new irsojor sinking

at Bothes in the Fife Area xms closed down in early 1962 without over reaching its

planned output# On July 12th, 1962, the headlines of the national press told of

Mie closure of a further 27 Scottish collieries by 1966#^
Jhis announcement of these further closures is significant for it was

given in a review of the five years 19-62 - 1966 cade by the Scottish Idvisional
2

Board# la this review the collieries Of the Scottish coalfields have been, for

the first time as far as the general public are concerned, classified according to

their future prospects and the prospects for Scotland as a whole.

Three classes are distinguished, but tire review points out -feat pits nay

be transferred from one class to another according to their results in the nest

five years and the classificafelon is only made on the position as it can be seen

at the present tine#

1# Hiese headlines and sub-headlines -includeds-
"Angry People" - Bally Record#
"Greatest Single Blow to BMttlSmy* - Glasgow Herald.
"Storm Over Doomed Scots Pits" - Scottish uaily "Xytress#
"20,000 Pit jobs ;JO be Ased" - Daily orteoz*.
"The Coal Crises" - lie SSaotoan (Editorial column)#

2# A copy of tliis review is given in Appendix G#



Briefly, class A pits are those - "where reserved are quite adequate to

last over the five year period sad where generally thero is potential to enable

econcrdc working to be pursued." Glass B pits are those - "with reserves, where

the pest results, because of ^jerking conditions, have been generally unpfoALtatle

and whero their potmtiao in doubtful." Class C pits are those "in which the

realistic reserves still available with reasonable access to the shafts or drifts

are very liedted and which will be exhausted at varying ti eo be ore the end of 1966".

The intention is that the doaond for cool in 1966 will bo met by the output

of the class A pits mid the continued existence of the claa B pits t&ersaftter will

depend on the level of deoand - there my in fact tie no dec and for the output from

these collieries in which case they too will be closed down.

The class A pits have the highest productivity of the three classes and

as first the class C pits sad thai the class S pits ore closed, this will givo an

increasing overall productivity for the regaining pits. That is, on a divisional

basis, productivity will increase and coots per ton will decrease? the costs per ton

arc, on average, some 20/- less at the class A pits compared with the class 8 pits.

This study sot out to throw so » light on the problem of labour productivity

and it night be as well to consider sons acre general aspects of productivi ty, in

view of the importance attached to it in the review.

Productivity is generally considered as a ratio of output to in utj and in

coal : lines this ratio is represented by tine tern Qtrtgu t-por-:gns'i.ft. A ratio

of si1 inputs to output however doos not isolate labour productivity. Thus any

measure of overall productivity cannot at the same tine be a measure of labour
4

productivity. This is particular!;/ true of coal ;dn s, vlicre technical factors

play such a dominant part if detertaining output-per-cianaMft • /he evidence of

this study shows that low aitjxit-per—-mishii't does not necessarily noon low labour

productivity| th~e whore an increasing number of jaaneblfts are required for the same

output there is not necessarily a decrease in the contribution of labour.



A eixiple way of looking at labour parodiictivit: is to asks docs the miner

fulfil the task QKpoctcd of bin? On the face of it# any accusations that the miner

is not doing Ms bit are only justified if he does aOv fulfil the task espected of

hi. • The technical conditions under which ho wosfcs are such that each time, or

individual# is faced with a set task - in conventional Longwall rdning - aid cannot

do more* horefore it would be realistic to speak only of "adequate* or "loos than

adequate" productivity in relation to minora* "Adequate* productivity; is

productivity which fulfills the given task* Whether this represents a high level

of productivity or not is irrelevant here# because the minor is not in a position to

do more than the set task* That is relevant, however# is the question of whether lie

does less' than the set task# because than there would be an identifiable productivity

problem? needy, oitb r the idrser is not pulling Ms withht or there is something

wrong wi th the task aosooaxnt*

The evidence of this study has imuerlined the difficulties of tnek-

assesssent in an industry where a cyclical produc ion system requires set -tasks to

be oo: ploied in a set tine*1 l£Lth its opportunities for continuous production#

fully neclianiaed railing provides a way round these difficultd.ec and it na be that

botfa management and union in Scotland would do well 'to adopt a type of approach

similar to that in the Daet JtLdlsnds whore manpower deployment is more flemLhle#

In terms of the task performed labour productivity was "adequate" at the .

three collieries in tills study* At collieries A and B in ;>6jrticular where the

study was carried out by participant observation on the coalface, the set tasks wore

completed in the available tine, indeed in some cases the tasks were completed in
2

considerably less than the available tine* fhe evidence with regard to tine

suggests that not only was a portion of tills time difference due to some looseness in

1. Compare chapter IX in particular; also chapter XVI#

2* Compare chapter VIII in particular*



the tasks hut also that a portion of it was due to the nature of the task itself.

'float is, the habitual routine of work incorporated a dual rhythru of work and root

o co piete the task. A further point here, is that on several of t o jobs there

was a strong completion urge with a rest as the "reward"»

Tills difference between the actual working ti: e and the available working

time at collieries A and B brings us back to 'die Jive Year Review, The lender

productivities of collieries a and B compared with collier;/ C do not necessarily
1

mean lower labour productivity. And althou^i an outsider* algfrt suppose that the

amount of apparently idle £L.e suggests collieries A and B are candidates for

closure, they are, in the review categorised as class A#

Thro another din Vision is added to the tesna "adequate" productivity/.

Hot onl; coy productivity be adequate from the point of view of task co plotion but

also fro;.: the point of view of a colliery showing some neasure of profit, however

s all it say bo. rflhere is therefore a problem of "adequate" productivity

concealing a higher productivity and oexningD potential. S^or, as has already been

pointed out, as collieries close in Scotland, overall productivity will rise at the

remaining collieries as their proportion of die total output incroaooa. Thus

appeals for greater effort on the part of the niner may be somewhat xaisguided-

pxoduotivity will rise anyway, but for different reaooaa.

A probleD which will not solve itself in the long r n, as it hue just been

suggested will be the case with regard to tho productivity probloa, is tlie employment

problem. This study has shown that there is a problem of hidden ovoi*»cc3plo;®mt

in tho manning of iasks and wader-ec iployaent of individual miners.

Thus there are two aspects of the aaplo.'.iaer.t probl© with which tho national

Coal Board and the national Union act* hinewoxicors in Scotland suet coco to terns. Hot

only is there declared redundancy at those collieries which are being closed throgh

1. this stud,;; does not support the view that Hie English miner works
harder than the .Scottish miner.
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exhaustion of reserves or uneeooarie working, but there is disguised xmcaploynent

at those oollierieo which are regarded as having good lory; era prospects. And

this soy well be true in coalfields other than in Scotland,

'Baking the declared wduadaway aspect of the employment problem first,

this is particularly serious in a region such as Scotland where alternative employ*

sent is short. the pxoblosj^rich are alx ays associated with the transfer of

woikors botwerx industries - for instance zo^houeing, restraining and age - are

aggravated by the limited alternative openings available for the roundant men#

viiilo many of fix© won will be ro*-omployed at class A collieries, scko 12,000 sen

in control rife and Lanark have little prospact of enpaoytaent in mining#

is this a problem which concerns only -ax© Board and tlx© IMion? 'lito

Scottish Divisional Board are now making ever, effoi*t to improve their financial

posi ion. And, if in doing this men are declared redundant, the Board cannot be

held responsible fox' finding alternative employment for the. .© men outside the

mining industry# ilxis wo;.Ad seem to be the responsibility of the Govern cnt of

the day. And not only oust employment be found for redundant sen, but also for

those oung people viio would otherwise have found jobs in the mining industry#

In other words, the (Xwom..ent and the country oust cither be prepared to

subsidise higji cost pits to provide employment and face the prospect of over¬

production or they must /accept the consequences, both social cad econaAc, of a

Boiios of closures of pito. And they would do well to remember - before ■ ©king a

declaim - that pits cannot be closed and ro«opaned at will# If demand wore to

increase beyond the pxeductivo capacity of the industry even allowing for eotxe

stocking of cod, Axon considerable sutxs of none xjoixld be required to expend

tho productive capacity again,

Ihe second aspect of the employment problem concerns tlioee pits wldeh have

good pros oots and, in Scotland# are erpwetcd to produce sufficient coal to meet

future demand# At these pits, as this study has shown, thero is the possibility

of disguised unemployment with adequate productivity concealing a higher productivity
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potential# If the manpower at these pits was redeployed to better advantage,

assuming management and am could agree on oo © noro flexible manpower deployment

s stem, then the overall productivity would be increased even more chan will rerult

from the closures# Either production would then exceed demand, or there would be

further redundancies# in these circu stances, it is not difficult to appreciate

•..he at itude of the union in resisting change# Hot only would jobs be threatened

at the class A type of colliery, but the position of the class B type of colliery

would become oven nor© serious.

In connection with resistance to change an interesting point emsrged from

tsi© evidence in this study# there was a notable absence of the type of group

pressures so frequently xaontioned in the literature on human relations in industry#

'ihe built of the evidence sugaests that in coal mines the woifeer's behaviour is

habitual - with regard for Instance not only to methods of work but also to situations

in which there is danger - and in dictated hi technical fac ors in his work

situation, over which lie had no control. This does not moan that ihe miner is, in

sane fundamental -way, different from his coimterpurt in other Industries# It

emphasises, rather, the dominance of technical factors in coal mining# With regard

to conventional hand-filliiy; pro duction on the Longwoll coalface, the nature of

the operations which suake up the production cycle doos not allow for the formation

of groups which night be ablo to exert so e press;-.re o conform on their members#

A further factor in this complex situation is the nature of the training given

on the coalface. lie trainee learns a job by copying Ms supervising work -an

and there appeared to be little in the way of direct teaching of correct methods -

in the legal sense# There is no necessity for a group to exert presume on an

individual who has learned by copying - he adopts the -nbitual methods of work,

which, in many eases are. simpler and easier than tlie 'official' net ods, without

prompting* Has has i plications .or training end it would seem that some training

of supervising workmen is necessary to fulfill the coalface treiaing program®

roq iro ©its in tlie spirit in which they are intended#
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Wo nitwit speculate, however, for the future* With increasing ciecfranaa&tioB,

more and noro ma. on the coalface are being forcsed into tea s to produce coal

continuouel:; and to perform all the taste necessary for production » It maty be

that in these cirouostenoeo, group pressures may beeone important factors in

productivity,

it) test a 'hypothesis' sueh as this, and also - for instance - to obtain

information quickly on feioublo-spotsi, the raeihad of participant observation

detailed in chapter III might be useful. An engineer, with access to the type of

situation under consideration, night act as a participant observer. He would report

to the neutral observer who would assess the Information and maintain an objective

viet; of the situation.

Ihere would be ethical considerations involved in this type of study but,

in this connection, it is important to distinguish between studying a situation

and the people involved in it§ and censuring the people involved by making misguided

use of the information obtained.



APFjgffllX A,

Regulations gove. ning Training.

The provisions for training are contained in Section 88 of

.he Mines end quarries Act, 1954 and the entire section reads:

"It shall be the duty of the manager of every mine to secure

that no person is employed thereat in any work otherwise

than under the instruction and supervision of some person

competent to give instruction in, and supervise, the doing

of that work, unless the first-mentioned person has received

adequate instruction in, and (where necessary) trai ning for,

the doing of that work and is competent to do it without

supervision,*

The Goal Mines (Training) Regulations, 1956 apply without prejudice

to the gen.era3.ity of this section, and replace the Training Regulations 1945.

bringing than up-to-date to conform with the 1954 Act, Because of the

length of time involved in creating new lew by Act of Parliament, the rets

relating to Mines contain principles, and empower Ministers to create

Regulations to meet changing conditions; the Regulations conform with the

principles contained in the Acts without prejudicing their generality.

The procedure for making Regulations is contained in Sections 14l» 142, 143

of the Mines and -uarrjes Act, 1954,

The Goal Mines (Training) Regulations. 1956. are divided into five

parts as follows:-

(i) Restricting the regulations to Goal Mines.

(ii) Dealing with training end supervision.

(iii) Dealing with certificates and notices.

1. "The Law relating to Safety and Health, Vol. 1 - Mines of Goal",
published by H»X»£».0. , Lo . don (p.55)
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(iv) Dealing with appointment and. duties of training officers,

(v) Dealing with defences to legal proceedings* exemptions, and

interpretations.

The part which is particularly relevant to this study is part

(ii) and it details the period of training and the operations to he
1

carried out as follows s

"The period of trailing .....shall, where the training comprises

instruction in performing one only of the operations ... he

sixty working days •••••; and where the training comprises

instruction in performing more than one such operation, the

said periods of training shall be extended in respect of each
2

additional operation by twenty ..... working days respectively.:i

"The operations ••••... are i-

(a) the getting of coal, including the filling or loading of

coal for removal from the coal-face;

(b) in a case in which packs are built and supports withdrawn

from the waste in the mine in which the person being trained

is to be employed in peat-forming that operation, the building

of packs and the withdrawal of supports from the waste and

in.any other case, the building of packs or the withdrawal

of supports from the waste;

(c) the ripping of the roof or floor, including the building of

roadside packs in a case in which such packs are built in

the mine in which the person being trained is to be employed

in performing that operation;

(d) The shifting of mechanical conveyors and gate-end loaders;

1. The Law relating to Safety and Health", p.266.
2. The omitted words refer to boys under 18 years.
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(e) The use of machines for cutting or getting and loading

coal;"

In section 24 of the Regulations, in part (v), the supervising

workman is defined as follows s-

" 'Supervising workman* means a workman appointed by the

manager of the mine in pursuance of section 13 of the Act

who is skilled in the performance of the work in which

instruction and supervision are being given;"
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Appendix B

Gutput-per-""*"qh-i.it and Output
the Scottish Division, Collieries A and

B» "the Last Midlands Division, Colliery 0
and Great Britain - 1959* 19&Q
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APPggBOX C,

Copy oi' Job-Contract for a Section in Colliery A.

NATIONAL GOAL BOARD
TkiOIIXSH DlVXolQiO

OOKT&AClE - BRUSHING

"A" Colliery. ELL COAL Seam.

No. 1 LEVEL Section. MAIN Road.

1. The following rates and conditions are agreed Tor Brushing#

2. Normal Conditions and Agreed Tasks

(a) Normal Conditions!

(l) Height of Working 'j0" • 40"
(ii) Goal Height 26" - 36"
(iii) Dirt Bands or fallen stone 4"
(iv) Nature of Floor - Hard,
(v) Nature of Hoof * Blae and Sandstone.
(vi) Gradient on line of face 1 in 8.
(vii) Gradient on line of' advance - Level,
(viii) ......................(any local feature)

(b) Agreed Tasks

(i) Height of Top Carry - 7* 3"
(ii) Floor ripping if any) state dimensions. Nil.
(iii) Breakers set at 13 ft. 6 ins.
(iv) Lepth of undercut 4* 6".
(v) 'Type and dimensions of support - 12* x 8' C.A.-15"

stilts.
(vi) Cubic Content of Brushing - 420 cub.ft.
(vii) Length of lacks HightSide - 35 ft. - ins.

Left Side - 40 ft. - ins.
(viii) No. of Men - 6.
(ix) Brushers to set supports in accordance with C.M.A.

regulations and Colliery Support Rules and Manage¬
ment to be responsible for the provision of
adequate supplies.

(x) All dirt to be stowed but surplus dirt to be
filled if the Management so desire.

(xi) Packs to be solidly built from floor to roof,
(xil) All roof supports to be withdrawn from packing

areas and placed forward conveniently for re-use.
(adii) Holeboring to be carried out by Brushers with

Elec. Rotary Machine.
(xiv) Hard Bore and Belt. (any local feature)

Structure Consolidates.

1. This form is standard; figures are filled in an the dotted line
according to the agreement between the Manager and the Union
officials#
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(c) Rates:
For the completion of the above task the rate of 448/-
per fethos; advance to be paid,
(This rate ie agreed to cover any variation in working
conditions shown on the accompanying bchedula and for
which separate payment was previously made,

3. Adjustments for Variations,

Variations from normal to be dealt with by agreed adjustments in

task and rate.

4* fools.

Brushers to supply and maintain all tools necessary for their work

with the exception of prop drawing devices and power driven machines

if these are used for holeborlng.

5» Explosives,

Cost of explosives to be borne by the Board, The method of

carrying explosives to be in accordance with the existing pit

practice, namely (record such pit practice),

6, Abnormal Conditions,

Abnormal conditions to be dealt with on a day to day basis between

the H.C.B. Official in charge and the workmen concerned.

7* dork outwith Contract.

Work outwith contract to be paid for (men's own work not being

available) at the appropriate day wage rate in accordance with

prevailing practice sit the pit, or if other contract work, at the

prevailing rate for that work.

8. Conditions of Service: baiting lime: Overtime.

Conditions of Service to be in accordance with Agreements between

the National Coal Board and the Rational Union of Mineworkers.

Waiting time and Overtime to be paid in accordance with Rational

Agreements, subject to the provisions of the 5th Porter Award

which permits existing practices which are more favourable to be

continued in operation.
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9» Disputes*

In the event of questions arising under this contract, work "will

be continued and the questions settled in accordance with the

Conciliation Procedure.

10. Duration.

This contract supersedes all previous Agreements on this subject#

Termination of the contract to be by 8 days v/ritten notice by

either party.

(Note. While the terms of notice for termination of employment
are 7 days, it is necessary in terminating a contract
to give 8 days to allow the full 7 days for any counter
notice)•

SIGNED FCE AND W BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL GOAL BOARD Manager.

.................Group
Manager

SIGNED FDR AND OH BEHALF OF
THE NATIONAL UNICH OF
ffiNEWORKERS Delegate.

Agent.

jIATO
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APPENDIX D.

Fig I. PILLAR AND STALL WORKING
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Fig. 2 ORTHODOX LONGWALL WORKING



MODERN LONGWALL WORKING

"DEVELOPMENT SECTION"

TOP ROAD

MAIN LEVEL

NORTH 2 SECTION"
SINGLE UNIT

TOP ROAD

WASTE

MAIN LEVEL

WASTE

BOTTOM ROAD

'NORTH 3 SECTION '

DOUBLE-UNIT

LINE OF ADVANCE
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Fig 4 SECTION ACROSS THE FACE AT THE END OF EACH SHIFT

"ROOF" "TREES'-NOT NECESSARILY OF WOOD
I / USUALLY OF STEEL

PACK
CONVEYOR
TRACK
"PAVEMENT "

STRAP
/

(a) END OF N/S - COAL
UNDERCUT BY

COALCUTTER ALONG

ENTIRE LENGTH OF FACE

/
GIBS

MACHINE TRACK -BECOMES
CONVEYOR TRACK

(b) END OF D/S- COAL
FI LLE D ON TO

CONVEYOR

|l
At 1

H'
c .

A
•V *7

J

\

I
NEW PACK

-V

(«) END OF B/S - SUPPORTS
WITHDRAWN AND
CONVEYOR ADVANCED

NEW MACHINE TRACK
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Fig, S- SECTION ACROSS LONGWALL COALFACE SHOWING PRESSURE-ARCH

PRESSURE ARCH

Notes The strata within the pressure arch separates as coal is
removed beneath it, and it no longer supports the strata
above the arch. This weight is taken by the solid coal in
advance and the collapsed waste behind, and acts along the
directions A and B. Thus the main weight of the strata above
the coal seam is diverted away from the coalface area.
The pressure arch extends from end to end along the coalface;
its height and width depend on the nature of the strata, the
depth and dip of the seam.
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Fig. &: SECTION ACROSS FACE AT ROADHEAD TO SHOW BRUSHING OPERATION

(a) END OF D/S

ROADWAY CONVEYOR

-NEW GIRDER ERECTED

(b) END OF B/S

ROCK REMOVED, PACKED INTO
SIDES OF ROADWAY
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mentioned
in

the

text)
the

numbers

refer
to

the

total
number
of

men

engaged
on

that

operation.

The

conveyor-shifting
operation
with
John,
Ted
and
Alan

was
done
in
a

different
section
from
the

other
three

operations.
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APflSiDIX E.

SCQTflSB DISTRICT CQBCILIA2I0S BOARD

lobcu'/iXA FOmi imsmi

m AGREEJ'-Ed? made this fourteenth da of Hoy* 1965, between the national Coal

Board (Scottish Division) and the National nion of rineiK>r!cern (Scottish 'rea)

relating to wage rates end conditions of esiployjeit of work cm whilst anployod on

Longwall Power leading Operation© at fee coal face in Scotland.
j 5 - • ; v

ut is mmm mem as mwmt~

1. Scone of Agree teat.

2hie Agreement shall apply in respect of fee machines listed in fee Hist

Schedule hereto (which Schedule forms part of this Agneeetemt) •

5Ms Agreement shall also apply to experimental nachanes (as set ait in fee

Seoond Schedule Iiereto which also fores pert of this Agreement) which have yet to

bo roved a-id in fee process right only woeLc spasmodically because of alterations

feat may be required in the design of to© machine or method of working.

It is further agreed that Other typos of power loading machines ma from tine
o '

to time be included within this Agreement, in which event fear nay bo included in the

First or Second Schedules by mtval consent of fee parties to this A, re© tent.

2. Power Itoudiry* 'con kD.b.f. Bo* 267)•

The Bovor leading teem shall consist of fee nen who on the production shift (l)

move along fee face wife fee power loading machine and whose jobs include operating

fee controls of fee machine or setting or withdrawing supports or triraing the face a*

breaking tip coal; (2) advance the conveyor or rubbing rail or set support® !• mediately

behind the conveyor or rubbing rail. The suggested basic team for each machine is

given in fee Appendix to fee Slsct Schedule hereto. Additions to the basic teas

any be mad© if toe Management consider feat fee are required. Stablemen shall be

regarded as within fee Bower Loading Teem.

A: .endment tD.h."d. 287 ).

She scope of fee Bower Loading Agreement dated 14to bay, 1955, was extended

on 20.7.56 subject to the undernotod provisions, na ely
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(i) Cato nrios to be included in tap Power Loading Areoe cut.

Grade I E&cewoxkers employed on a power loading face who

are capable of ini^rc&anging with the POwar Loading; -Pear',

and who work on a full production shift* This includes J-

(a) Bxushezg or Rippers who are ecployad on continuous

wining and on the production ohift

lb) Conveyor Movers on tho production shiftj

(c) lioleborcrs (capable of interchanging vdth the fatter

Loading .'cm and employed on the production shift)j

(d) foliage Cleaners and - rockers (capable of intor-

chaging tjith the power Loading fecaa and a;ployed

on the production shift).

(ii) &$SBBSte& to be cgdndod fro .tho Power loading j&SSW&A
Brusbers or kippers )

Convenor Stovers ) tsfco do not satisfy the

; ioloborers ) provisions of paragraph

Spillage Cleanses and ) (i) above.
Trackers. )

end

Supplies Transporters

Conveyor Operators and Attestants.

Fitters and Electricians.

Water Infusion and Dust Suppression Hen*

3. late kites.

All nsubers of Jiic bam shall be paid on a da, wage basie at the rate of

5h/2 per shift. (B.L.W. 3^6). J.or each individual face on which a power loading

machine is atployod on cyclic operations there shall bo an agreed 'task representing

a reasonable shift's work. ;or the caspLetlon of tMs 'task within the lioaaol

shift each wtea in iho Power Loading toon shall receive a bonus of per shift.

(DJ,.^.323).
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inhere a power loading; machine is employed on a continuous process the bonus

shall be payable for the completion of an agreed minimum task.

there, through circumstances outwith their control and except idiere alternative

work has been provided as in paragraph 4 hereof, woikien are prevented from

completing the task within the normal shift they shall nevertheless be paid the

bonus referred to herein.

The Leading Man shall be nominated by the Management after consialtetioa with

the Delegate and shall be paid an addition of 3/- per shift.

Where a second can is appointed he shall be paid an addition of 2/«* per

shift.

in ploufdi installations where v.inch en are employed tee following rates

will be paidi— < D.L.tJ. 396).

(a) Winclr-eri situated bade from the face 39/6 per shift.

(b) fflLhehmsn situated at the end of the face conveyor 41/6

per shift.

The provisions of this Clause siiall not be altered except under tee authority

of tee Joint Naval Negotiating Co saittee.

4. Alternative V.erk. Pit ""tece - Back Rate.

if, for any reason, the work of any ; onbor of the team is not available and

he is given employment on other work he will be paid -tee prevailing contract rate

for this alternative work or a rate of 3 -/- per shift, idtlohever is greater

(B.L.W.323).

If, however, tee workmen have co oncod power loading operations and on account

of a breakdown of machinery or of circumstances beyond their control, are prevented

from completing their task and are sent to alternative work which they perform

satisfactorily the,/ shall be paid for that silift tec wage they would have received

iiad they continued to work on tee power loading face, excluding tee task bonis.

In the event of absenteeism among members of the team or if any temporary

addition to the tens is required, tee mm seat on to tee face will be paid the

power loading wage for tee shifts worked on power loading and in addition when



earned the task bonus in toxsaa of Clause 3 hereof#

5# Leading ten.

It is agreed feat the loading . an where appointed mil be in full charge

of the tea;-: and that the others mil work under him as a teon and accept his

reasonable 3nstractions.

6* Stendard of bbrk and Attendance.

It. is a condition of tivie Agreeiaettt that all workers in fee teen will pull

their full weight and work in fee team spirit during each tasking shift.

In individual cases where the innageueai is satisfied feat aiay neefcer of the

tea is unsatisfactory by reason of his standard of tjork or attendance thereat he

trill be replaced by another but fee i .onager before giving the appropriate notice

of teiriination of contract shall consult with the Trade Tnion Repreoontativo*

lor-ally notice will he given and fee unsatisfactory worker placed on a lotjor

grade or on ofeer work in keeping with Ms capabilities. He nay be in ediately

replaced by another without prejudice to the payment of fee shift wage during the

period of' notice providing 153© i anageent and the work m are satisfied feat Me

ir: ©diate removal is desirable. nothing in this clause precludes fee

possibility of dismissal for serious misconduct.

7* Tools.

Special tools vzill be supplied by tic Matioaal Coal Board. V&th regard to

ordinary miking tools such as Pick, Shovel. Are, . 'ash, Saw and Crowbar, fee

Board villi supply these to the team initially and at fee expiry of each six

months period a payment trill be rede to fee Leading . an for maintenance and renewal

as follows s (D.L.U.323).

(a) A payment of £7tl0/~ where fee Bower loading Team consists

of up to 6 persons?

(b) A payment of £10 for any Power Loading Team in excess

of 6 persons up to and including 20 persons?



(c) A pa ueuc of .12*10/- for any P©wor Loading Teas in excess

of 20 persons:

Such pa; meats will be sad© only if the Contract is continued on day wages*

8» Co-operation*

It is clearly understood that this AgVMBtcnt is to be fairly carried out by

both parties and is conditional on fee maintenance of full co-operation. without

preju&ie to Clause 15 hereof (Termination) fee Board reserve fee right to give

the normal 15 days* notice in individual installations if co-operation is not given.

9* Five-Da .Jed; Bonus*

The amount of bonus payment arising from the Five-Day i&ek Agreement tiiall

be calculated in accordance with fee bonus provisions of fee Five-Day week

Agreanent relative "to daywagemen*

The bonis pet-able under Clause 3 for satisfac tory completion of fee task

shall be excluded fron fee calculation*

10. Bavnent for Overtime*

Payment for overtime shall be calculated on the dayuago rate provided for

in Clause % excluding fee completion of tad: boms*

11* District and batioaal /mrea seats*

Nothing in this Agreement vail affect the operation of District or Rational

Agree., .enta*

12, Date of Cfoumeacmqri; of Agreement.

This Agreement shall operate with effect frot; the beginning of the pay

week co; ne cin 14fe i-ay# 1955*

13* Cancellation of iMsting grocioat aid Arraiye .ants*

this Agreement shall fro. its operative date cancel and superseded the

Agreement dated 16th April# 1946# rotating to Longwall Power Loading ( oco-

oore and Logan Flab Cutter) and all other Agreements and arrangements in tl'ie

Division relative to the payment of work en engaged in Longvnill B&wer Loading

operations at fee coalface*
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14. CoatiiEiance.

fihia Agree. ent will not be altered in. any detail without prior

consultation with the signatories to thin Agreement or their successors in

office.

15. Termination.

Shis Agreement shall continue in force until the expiry of 3 months1 notice

to be given in writing by one of the parties to the other intimating the

intention to terminate it#
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APPENDIX F*

Ail AGREE '12® made this Nineteenth day of August, One thousand nine hundred and fifty

sevasn. BETWEEL the NATIONAL COAL 30AED (EAST MIDLANDS DIVISION) and the NATIONAL UNION

0? MDIEWORKESS (lOmflBfTAttSSTfflR AREA), relating to wage ar.tee and conditions of

er ployuent of work: on whilst employed on lower Loader operations at the coal face in

tJie Bast midlands division of the National Coal Board.

IT IS HEREBY AGREED as follows t-

PART I - APPLICATION OF THIS AGREEJ-IETB?

1. "he provision of this Agreement xc.ll supersede all earnsting arrtmgsaents

whether arising; froc pit# district or divisional agreements} from pit# district

or divisional awards} or from custom and practice relating to matters dealt with

in tins Agreement.

2. In tiie event of my inconsistency between this Agreement and any such arrange-

meats now existing, the provisions of this Agreement shall prevail.

3* Notwithstanding Clauses 1 and 2, in tij© event of any inconsistency between the

terras of this Agreement and of National Agreements applicable to the grades of

woifc.ieai covered by this Agree eat, the terras of the National Agreements shall prevail*

4. Notwithstanding Clauses 1 a d 2, where an existing pit or district power loading

agree .eat, award# custom or practice providee bettor ra tes and conditions, taken as

a whole# audi bettor conditions nay continue to apply unchanged until t-

(i) the face or panel cones to m end

or (ii) for a period of one year from the operative date of this

Agreement

whichever is the shorter, provided that the workmen on any each face nay opt at any

time to Siave the terms of this Agreement applied to then. In which case, the terns

of this Agreement ■hall apply from an agreed forward date of transfer*

5* Fit and district agree cats# awards# customs and practices which confer more

favourable concltio-xs than the terras of this Agreement shall be '!frosesi" in their

present form and no application for changes in those arrangements atoll be made or
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granted. neither shall any of the tsars of this Agree eat be applied in part to

such arrangements.

6* The hoard and the Union also agree to establish cO: .parable noma of task as

between one power loading installation and another, by applying netiiod study

techniques to the assessment of task nores.

?# The tens and conditions of this Agrseaeat shall, not be altered except by

mutual consent of the parties to the Agreement and with the authority of the

Joint Rational Negotiating caesltte©.

8. 'The Divisional Board ad the Area of the Union trill co-operate in ensuring

adherence to the provisions of this Agreement and in preventing any act or

omission in contrerentien thereof# Tho parties will also ensure that any

contravening act or omission shall be rectified foraieith,

9» This Agweosht shall operate free the beginning of the first pay woefc followirg

the iiinoteenth day of August One thousand nine hundred and fifty seven.

PART II - SCOPE OP 'miSKfIT

10. This Agreement shall apply to all present and fixture power loading installations

(whether subject to pit or divisional agreements) using power loading machines of

the types defined in the First Schedule and to no others.

11. Changes in tho FSzst sehod le say be made only by mutual agreement of the

Divisional Board and the Area of the National iiion of I inoworkoro.

12. This Agreement shall apply to pieceworkers doing the foUowin, • operations on

power loading faces eligible under this Agreement ai who are doing jobs assimilated

as J-

F.44 Power Loader Operator Longwall

F.46 Bower Loader Operator other than Longwoll

FJ. Collier

F.5 Packer

F.6 Tia'berer
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P.7 Waste .an

F*8 Coal Cutter an

?*20 Conveyor rover

P.5A Assistant Packer

P*6A Assistant Umberer

F*7A Assistant Uaste.an

F.20A Assistant Conveyor

P*2 Assistant collier

P.12 Gammer

F*10 Goal Cutter Hover

13 • All iobs which cono within the scot® of this Agreeeient shall be graded in

accordance with the national Sched le of Occupations and Job Descriptions and

as required by paragraph 4 of the Schedule to the Revision of the Wiages Structure

igeement and no other designations or names shall be used*

14 • All workmen within the scope of this Agreement shall be classed as

pieceworkers*

15 • Appointment and RatBoat of Cbargooent*- The Kanaganent shall, in consultation

with the Union, appoint one or more competent working ebargetssn on each power

loading installation. In addition to Ms nomal wage, the chargenan shall be paid

3/- per shift in recognition of his extra responsibility* The extra 3/- per shift

shall be regarded as earnings for the purpose of Five Day week bonus*

pari? in «* tas:: mmis

16* Establishment of Tack Horns: Hubs of teste shall be based on method study*

the number of men required as a tear* to perfom the various operations for the face »

as a whole shall be negotiated at pit level with the national Union of Kineworkere*

17* Local Agreenente for each individual face to which this Agree ait applies,

relevant information on machine performance, method of woxic, type and system of

supports, aid environmental conditions, the noraal coupleeserit of men and the com

of task for the team slaall be registered in the Second Schedule to this Agreement*
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Olio signed and dated copy oast be sent to the Area secretary of the Rational Union

of Linomrfx-ro, and. a second signed and dated copy to the Industrial Relations

Depart cat at Divisional lleadquarteiD* this shall be regarded as the local

agreement and deemed to be part of this Agreement.

18* lior s of task established under this Agreement do not necessarily neon the

prevailing mms of perfaonane®, and on no account shall the prevailing mmc

of perfonoaace be regarded as the correct aoa» of task.

IS* AltWE&tlQna in Local fade BBwbbi Alterations in local task norms may not

be made ^itfaont the nutuol consent of representatives of ike Board and the

rational Union of hinenoxkers at Area level*

20* Ho claim for an alteration in task norms shall be entertained by either

party except in the following cirwsastancee (all of t-bich presuppose a substantial

and semi—pesnanent change in mining conditions and/or methods of tjortdng on e

particular face)»«

(i) on. the introduction of net? or improvod machines or

equipment entailing substantial changes in task noma,

such as mild neke a reasonable increase in task norma

jistifiablo*

(ii) on the introduction of ohaages in methods of miking

or in statutory regulations requiring substantial

changes in the task standards or ti&utBm

(ill) on the occurrence of significant and persistent

(lasting nore than four moke) changes In

environmental conditions as logged in the Second

Schedule end tticb. require subsianti.pl changes in

taste O03EB.

21. Applications for changes in task noirae for reasons given in the preceding

paragraph must be set out in detail in Hie fiOXa of the Second Schedule. One

signed aid dated copy must be sent to the Altt Secretary of the Rational union

of MnomiiserD, and a second signed and dammed copy to the Industrial Relations
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Department at Divisional Headquarter*#

22# Initial Settling—in Period: A "sottling-in'' period not exceeding four weeks

nay bo allowed for working up to the proscribed task standards on a nett power

loading installation# During this period, the Board and the union agree that

the earnings of the workman concerned shall be given special protec tion and the

wage rates provided in Clause 24 shall be paid#

23* Relief Leans# there faces are too long to sake it possible for cutting to

bo completed normally within the shift, either a relief teen shall, be provided,

or alternatively, the assess length of face shall be filled off by hand# there

a. relief teen is provided, every endeavour shall be undo to arrange for it to

relievo at the tine at which the first tern would normally leave the working

face# '..here a relief team is employed, the task actually performed by the

original tesa shall be noted daily mid payment to this team shall bo on the

basic of the work completed. Payment to the relief team shall be on the

basis of the actual leading done and the time at which it is completed# Thus#

cutting done shall bo paid for at a rate proportionate to that which is paid

for the agreed norm up to the tine at which loading is completed# Provision

shall be made for a relief team to perform other T?ork upon completion of loading

before the end. of their normal shift#

part jv - wage hates

24# Wage Rates: Bar achieving iie agreed norm of task specified in Clause 16

of tills Agreement the wages to be paid shall be t~

(l) Lumbers of the Bower Loading Tea' and iam

employed on work cocqxLetaaatary to Bower Loading 60/- per shift,

(ii) Assistants •• •# •« ## ## #• 55/- per shift#
25# These wage rates are inclusive of the district percentage, the 1550 a d 1251

pieceworkers' flat rates, the skilled shillig where pa able, and ell completion

of task boa cog which oliall 'be deeed to have been consolidated#
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26# These wage rates are exclusive of ovortine additions and the Five Da?/ Week

bonus#

27# Ho additions by way of "allows sees" and sirailar "ooosidemtiaa" peymante

oilier than those pcrratied by 1Mb Agree.ent or by a ba ionol Agrees mt shall be node

to the wage rates or fee earnings derived te these wage rates#

28# Ho alteration ,ay bo :acle in the 1957 Dis trict power loading wage rates

except by mutual agree .oat between the Divisional board and feo Area of the national

Union of fireworkers, and subject to approval b„ the Joint Bational Hagotiatiilg
'» ( ' ; • • • • (

Comittoe#

2 • Performance in qxcobo of or below fee e tebliohod nor; of task shall be paid

for pro rata, subject to Clause 54# Payments uade under feis paragraph shall be

calculated on the average shift performance over a full week and not on separate

shifts, and shall be treated as 'earnings" for purposes of the ivc Da;- Week Bonus#

30, It is provided that for the purpose of calculating parents duo under - la se

29, any period of tin© during which woafcnea are prevented fro,.:. working Enough

circumstances outside their control (e.g. shortage of wagons, abnormal p ysical

conditions, brookdom of usehinesy*. etc#) shall be ignored# In arriving at fee

deduc ion to be made in respect of standing ti e, any stoppage of lees than 20

minutes dura - ion shall bo disregarded#

31, Overtimet-

(i) (•feci: Day# Payment for work done outside the normal shift shall bo

on the basis of fee shift rate produced by fee contract,

averaged over ibe week, plus added tics for fee ovarli^e

i?oiked at 50/5 of fee shift rate produced by tlie contract#

(ii) Saturday# Bayreot for Saturday voluntary shift eiiail bo on fee basis

of the shift raoa produced by fee contract, averaged over

fee week, plus added ii o for the overtime irorked at 5QJu

of fee shift rate produced by the con -met#

(
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(iii) Week-end. Payment for work done fro the beginning of

the afternoon shift on Saturday to the end of

the afternoon shirt on Sunday shall be on the

basis of the shift rats produced by the

contract, averaged over the week, plus added

Dim© for the overtime worked at 100$ of the

shift rate produced by the contract.

32* Guaranteed Wages- Payment for guaranteed wage shall be at the appropriate

standard, grade rate for tie job in accordance with the Revision of the Wages

Structure Agreement.

33. Five Da week Bornet- The am .mi of the Five Day Week bon e shall be

calculated in accoxdru-ice with the provisions of the rive Day Week Agreement

relating to pieceworkers and shall conaally be at the rat© of 16$ of aggregate

earnings excluding overtime payments*

34. Abnormality Rate:- VSien workmen covered by this M&oene&it are prevented

by geological condi tions or mechanical breakdowns beyond their control from

oopleting their task norm, the anageoont shall pay the wage rates provided

in Clause 24, provided that the management are satisfied that every reasonable

effort has been made by the workmen to achieve the prescribed task norm.

.AS WITNESS the hands of tire par ties1-

On behalf of the NATIONAL COAL BOARD

(EAST KIBLASDS DIVISION)

R. mmwM

W.L. ; IRON

W.H, SA1ISCE

E.S. JSB&UBI

On behalf Of the NATIONAL UNION OF TINELORKERS (UOTTEUflAKSHIRE
4 AREA)

AI^EHT BAHTXS

J.T. TIGI23

V/.L. ELLIS

W. BAKES

L. CLARKE
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APMiDIX G.

ti^IQHAL'CQAL BO.UJ) ~ SCOTTISH BIVISIOE

vm YfclAfc RiXLM 1,62 - I966,

INTRODUCTION

1* The size of the nining Industry in Scotland over the next five years tall he

determined by tie amount of coal that can he sold# Production must be in broad accord

with demand, not only in total volume, but also as regards sizes and sorts.

Production plans, therefore, must be flexible and cannot be given in detail except

for a short period ahead, but the broad pattern of production in each of the four

Scottish coalfields can be shown*

2. In the Scottish coalfields there ore pits, generally either new or reconstructed

where substantial increases in output are expected which should yield results that

will 1 prove the i#s±tion of the Division both as regards productivity and finance,

the policy of the National Coal soard is to ensure that such capacity is fully

ouployed,

3. Against that background the pits expected to be working at 30th June, 1962,

have been put, by coalfields (Appendix I to IV) into three classes, vizs

Class A. The pits under this heading are those where reserves are

quite adequate to last over fee five year period and where

generally there is potential to enable ocono :ic vovte&Bc to

be pursued, if certain of these pits fail to operate at

fee productivity of which they appear capable, feey may well

be fcranafexwd to Class B.

Class ii» These comprise pits, with reserves, there fee past results,

because of working conditions, have been generally

unprofitable and where their potential is doubtful. Fany

of feooe are likely to close within the period, scene quite

soon, and the continued existence of the remainder will

depend on tie two factors, dgnand and their own performance*

Class C» 11lis class comprises the pits in which fee realistic

reserves still available with reasonable access to the
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shafts or drifts are vary limited arid which will be

exhausted at varying times before the end. of 1966.

No pit is ever eodiausted to the last ton of coal and

the Appendices show only the approximate year of

exhaustion* Some of t.ieoe pits ere profitable,

other unecanoac*

4* Siis classification is nade on the position as it is seen at present. The

position of a pat can change quite quickly for the better or for the worse, e*g»,

through tie incidence of geology, industrial relations, the successful introduction

of power loading, or the market trends of demand* A pit now in Class B could troll
i

establish itself in Class A and vice versa*

DtiAlID*

5# Disposals of coal in 1961 wore approxina ely 19,2 M* tons :aade p as follows t

Scottish Coal.

i* " ons

330: ostic 3*40

Railways 0*60

Gas 1*50

Electricity 3*70

Coke Ovens 1*60

All other tcottish Markets 5*60

General industry# etc.

Outwiih Scotland 1,60

■■ivflish Coal required mainly for

Hallways and certain domestic

rnaskets. 1*20

19#20

6, Over the five years disposals of coal should benefit from a substantial

increase in the coal used for electricity generation and from an increcase over tire

present rate of supply to coke ovens, even allowing for ocono; Icq in eons atption

likely to be affected by oil injection and technical improvements# But disposals
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to gas works (which will increasingly use oil based feed stocks) trill be leof3 and

there will be intensive competition principally with oil in the field of General

Industry and with oil, gas and eloc^ricitj in tlie domestic t arfcct. Disposals to

Railways will also be less but this will be offset in fee first instance by a

contraction, in the mount of Snglish coal brought into Scotland.

The principal caapotltioa undoubtedly cOoes from oil and over the past six

years business to the extent of over 1.5 M tons must liave bean lost to coal.

7. The level of disposals both within and outwith Scotland is likely to docroaoe

from that of It61. 'The National board lias declared its willingness to provide

from the profits of other coalfields during this period of redeployment the

interest changes attaching to the Scottish j&vislon. It is essential that

productivity be increased so that the operating costs may be lowered to enable

the price of coal in Scotland to be kept competitive.

8* In 1961 the oatps.it of cool in Scotland was t

Pron pits listed in Appendices I - IV

h» tons H. tons

Class A. 10.0

Class 23 5.7

Class C 2.1 15.8

Froo. pits working in 1961 but closed or
regarded a© closed by 3Gth June, 1962, 1*2

From sales of uplifted slurry 0.2

Dotal Output
ii»C.D. Mines 1,61 17.2

Opencast and Licensed nines 1.2

Total Output
in Scotland 1961 I8.4

9. The pits listed in Class A include new pits still in fee course of construction

and pits under reconstruction where fee development work is not yet completej in

both cases the build up of output to the planned capacity lias still to take place.
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Generally pits in this class offer opportunities for the exploitation of

■ echanisaiion*

10. la 1966 fee pits in Class ,A* are expected to produce about 14.5 - 15 M. tons?

(this increase ia output of 4.5 - 5 E. toas over tiioir output in 1961 does such

raor© than replace the production of pi in in Class *C* which produced 2.1 M. tons

in that year and are all likely to have closod by 1966); output from Licensed l ines

and Opencast tall be about 1M. tons and the extent to which output is required from

Class 'B* pits will depend on fee total level of de and for ftoottish coal.

mOB Ci'lViA'.

11. In 1961 overall productivity in fee Scottish coalfields was 22.94 cuts. per

i anshift. here was an ia^nravemeiit in tine latter part of fee year which has

continued in 1962 duo mainly to the increasing proportion of the output coming from

pits in Clas3 A and from increased mechanisation. Productivity in each class over

fee past five years has been as follows i

Overall 0. A. (cwtp)

CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C

cuts. 11. 'boss cwts. r. tons cwto. H. tons

1957 20.5 B.7 19.5 5.0 19.8 2.3

1958 20.3 8.3 18*8 4.5 19.9 2.1

1959 22.5 8.9 19.5 4.2 20.8 2.0

I960 23.8 9.3 19.0 4.0 22.1 2.0

1961 24.8 10.0 19.8 3.7 23.7 2.1

1st qtr.1962 27.8 20.6 23.8

In the first quarter of 1962 the average cost of production in fee Class 'A'

pits was about 2()/~ per ton less than the average cost of production in the Class *B*

pits.

12. Broadly, productivity has bom conditioned by fee extent to which it lias been

possible to neehahise face operations successfully. Class A pits have been affected

by the initial period of build up of output which in o veral pits is still continuing.
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Class B pits generally have had. difficult geological conditions to contend with

and in most cases those conditions persist. class C pits have in quite a number

of case© conditions which allowed of successful mechanisation of the remaining

coal and increaeee in productivity in such pits in recent ears have offset the

Gradual decline in other pits in this class.

13. *lth the considerable increase in the output expected from Class A pits

and the reduction in output fror. class B and C pits, it is to bo expected that

productivity will increase over the period to 30/31 cwte. by 1 66.

14# An increase in productivity of this order is essential. On the basis of

current Trices and costs an 0*f.«S. of about 264/27 cwts. is necessary to avoid an

operating loss, oven on the basis that interest in carried by other coalfields.

And a regular increase in productivity is necessary to noet inevitable inarensee

in cost and the effect of mechanisation on proceeds over the period.

grogt

15. It is not possible, nor would it be right, to keep an exact balance between,

prod-action and demand. That balance mat be achieved by means of stocks. Stocks

in the Division already amount to over 1.75 c tens. To lay down, hold and then

lift stocks requires not only the provision of largo turns of capital monies but it

also adds substantially to costs# his coat is in the region of 15/- to 20/~

por ton if the stocks are told, for 12 nontto and there must to an upper limit to

the stock of unsold conl held in the Division.

Msmm*

16. The total manpower © ployed, including trainees# co . •on services and men on

salvage was about 64#000 on the 30th June, 1962. The future manpower required in

the Division will depend on the level of demand, of production and productivity and

estimates of re-deploy sent are conditioned by these factors and the broad assumptions

hich mist be made as to rates of wastage, recruitment, etc. Only a very broad

appraisal can, therefore, be given of the manpower position.
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17* T o Class A pits employed unrecily about 58,000 am at the 50th June,

1. 62. :3iese pits are expected to increase their total . -empower by scr e 6,000 nen

by the end of 16*66 to over 44 ,000. During the same period to replace natural

wastage in these pits would require about 24/25,000 nen, so that the 'A' pits alone

will make available about 3b/31»pOO vacancies. The Class E pits employed

directly- about 16,000 men and tlie Close C pits about 8,000 man at 50th June, 1962*

18. It is not possible to say how many of the Class fB» pits will bo woztelng in

1966 and so how man, am are likely to bo employed. If de and in 1966 only

justified deep-mined output at a level of 14.5Ah k* tons then only Class 'A*

pits would continue and approximately 44,000 sen would la© required; if, say, 2 H

tons nore were needed then a further 6/7,000 men tjould be aupioyed akiag a total

of 50/51,000 nen directly employed at the pit®, and in both oases trainees

and nen in ce ooa services would aid to the total*

19* Even assuming the lower level of demand, Class 'A' pita over the period

would provide new jobs mid require natural wastage replacements to tlxe extent of

30/31,000 places in total against a manpower jot employed in Class 'B* and 'C *

pits of 24,000 men - a figure vlxich could bo expected to roduco before tlxe actual

dates of closure. If the yeograpxical and tine factors involved allowed of simple

arxd direct redeployment of i.on from pits as they closed to continuing pits in Class

•A' the problem of redeployment would act create serious difficulties and

redundancy would be limited to nerx whose bind ox woiic, e.g. surface workers

would not be readily available at Class 'A1 pits*

20. This position will apply in tixe BQthiaso a.4 generally in the Ayrshire

coalfield bsst it will not be realistic elsewhere arid, unless men transfer to

other coalfields, general re-deployment to other Pits trill not be possiblo in sate

localities. The localities likely to be particularly affected are 1

Central Tife, where pits employing 7/^,000 men at present co Id

be affected over the period and the prospects of re-deployment to

pits within travelling distance'1 are limited.



Douglas. where pits ©Bqaloylag about 1,500 nen

at present could bo affected with little prospects

of ve-deployueat in -he Area*

ilarthill/.;:ihotts/borth, where pits employing 2,100

men at present could bo affected. The

majority could probably be ro-deployed in the

Area but this would take tine.

othorwell/ '-o.: ilton,, where pits employing about

1,000 Don at present could bo affected. Again

the najoxliy could probably be re-deployed in th©

Area over a period.

Canpboltowa. If Argyll Colliery closed 150

. en would be affected with no prospect of re-

deployment in the Area.

21. Has first endeavour of the Board will be to offer a mn a Job within reasonable

travelling distance of Ms hone. If tills is not possible then it is hoped that

all imdergxouiid workers will still be offered work in the mining industry in other

Areas of Scotland or in Hi© midlands and Yorkshire coalfields of England.

22. During the ixjriod the policy of he Board will be to continna tine xsxrultlng

of juveniles to sono degree in all Areas, both for staiag and for crafts en

apprenticeship. In addition it will bo necessary to recruit xo-oatxont rinewoaicern

in certain localities, to Hie cocteat that men transferring from closing collioxios

in other parts of Scotland are not sufficient to aeet Hie needs of these places.

23. It is appreciated iiiat overall output nay be lower than at present and Hie

nonber of ..en a.ployed sabstentiall./ less. rhis will memi seriously icducod

aiiplayneni prospects in several localities. bile -the Cool Industry is not in a

position to accept responsibility for maintaining oraployeent in such cases, Hi© Board

will take all neeeeeaxy steps to ensure that oovexarsent 3)eparte.icats and other

interested bodies are given infer, atlas as early as possible about Hie future
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prospects for mpioynent in the industry#

uDHXIuS?M.m; QiOGAiilSATKgt.

24# he Board propose# during this period, to rake changes in their

administrative organisation. She number of areas mil be reduced to four ( to
conform, broadly to the four Scottish coalfields)# This involves merging the too

Ayrshire Areas and the Fife and Alloa Arena. The Loihians mid Central Areas will

remain substantially as constituted at present,

THE IHCSHIH YEARS.

25. <here# for econori.es or to avoid stocks reaching too hi$i a level# or both,

it is necessary to accelerate closures the position of ooch pit in Classes »B'

and *C* would be considered mid the Board's proposals would take into account the

record of performance# the prospects# the state of the reserves# naricet demands mid

the problem of re-deploy icst.
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